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Are they smarter?
(See Page 7)

o Regarding the "Romanian thing," as George
Bush might call it, those who have learned to
look for the hand of Zion in American foreign
policy decisions should note that American ap
In keeping with Instauration '5 policy of anonym
proval of Ceausescu -- as manifested by his
I attribute Eisenhower's vindictive fury
ity, most communicants will be identified by the
visits to the U.S. and Romania's receiving most
against the Germans to his frustration at the
fi rst three digits of their zip codes.
favored nation status during the 1970s -- was
ease with which the German General Staff
not solely a reward for his maverick stance
Now that Geraldo has decided to go legit and
thwarted his sophomoric efforts to attain mili
towards the Soviet Union. Romania was the
tary greatness. Opinions may differ on Patton,
only discuss "socially important issues," I can
only East Bloc country not to break relations
hardly wait to find out how far his ratings will
yet the memoirs of the kraut generals show he
with Israel after the Six Day War in 1967, giving
fall. I wouldn't be a bit surprised to see him
was the only Yank they feared. Did you catch
it a "middle-man" role in American-Soviet
back on the porn-shock track before too long,
the obit last June of Brig. Gen. Elliot Thorpe,
maneuverings in the Middle East. In considera
doing his usual schtick.
who was warned by Dutch codebreakers in
tion of this diplomatic plum, Washington
190
Java of Jap plans to attack Hawaii and the Phil
turned a very blind eye on Ceausescu's domes
ippines? Who in hell didn't know their inten
tic brutality.
tions?
D I have observed that a great many politicians
121
606
have crooked mouths. I don't want to sound
like a Lamarckian, but is it possible this phe
In view of the time lost in locating non-ko
John Silber, who is running for governor of
nomenon is a result of talking out of the sides of
sher products in supermarkets, should we not
Massachusetts
with
great
fanfare,
is
not
exactly
persuade managers to set up non-kosher sec
their mouths all the time?
a straight arrow. First, he wimps out of convert
355
tions? I suspect it would be a great financial
ing to Judaism, then he confesses, after years of
success and be a welcome relief from the el
considering himself a Presbyterian, that his
bowing of those other pushy customers.
father was Jewish (Boston Sunday Globe, Feb.
Imagine the potential for nationwide may
117
11, 1990). A Democrat who votes for Reagan
hem if king's birthday celebration were held in
and Bush, a law and order booster who opposes
the mid-summer heat. When still alive, king
I moved from Texas to the minority "miracle
capital punishment, a Yale Divinity School stu
would march thousands of blacks -- many un
state" a few years ago in hopes of enjoying the
dent (watch out for them!) who later dropped
employed and with nothing better to do -- into
cultural benefits of a city like Boston. As of
out of a Texas law school and ended up with a
peaceful, clean, stable white neighborhoods, to
February 22, the city has had 22 murders since
Ph.D. in philosophy, Silber discounts the Ser
curse the residents (who were busy minding
the start of the year, most in a community cal
their own business) for being racists. The whites
mon on the Mount by hinting it led to the gas
led Roxbury, many of whose citizens want to
had worked hard for generations to build nice
chambers. He supported Judge Garrity's forced
change its name to Mandela. Suffice it to say
places to live. The idea of helping blacks pull
busing disaster in Boston. He feels for the little
that the cultural benefits are becoming increas
themselves up by their bootstraps sounds good.
man, yet is probably the highest-paid university
ingly life-threatening. Since living in Beantown,
But, hey, that's not your bootstrap, that's my
president (Boston U.) in the land. He dislikes
I've noticed types of behavior that belie the
neck.
Jesse Jackson, comparing his oratory to Hitler's,
liberal dogma shoved down my throat since
but said if he (Silber) made it to the White
753
grade school. Blacks don't want equal rights;
House, he would give Jesse a seat in his cabinet.
they want black power. One day, a friend hand
Oy, the stories that haven't been told! Oy,
When president of the U. of Texas, he was a
ed me a stack of old Instaurations and suddenly
the people that want to change "history!" Oy,
leading racemixer, but opposed bilin,gual edu
things started to come into focus. All the con
oy, gewalt, gewalt! Never again, they say, but
cation. Obviously, Silber plucks a few heart
fusing and conflicting ideas that I had about the
we sure hear about it again and again.
strings that arouse some friendly vibes in con
world began to disappear. I can organize my
550
servatives, but considering his overall track re
thoughts and information, now that I know who
cord, would you buy a second-hand yarmulke
I am and what I must do. United we stand;
D AI DS is natural selection in action.
from this man?
divided we're falling.
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o

French subscriber (Jan. 1990) states, "In re
sponse to the brutal attack by Jews on Robert
Faurisson, it is now time for the organization of
a World Gentile Defense League." Instead of
"Defense," he should have written "Retalia
tion."
145

o If billionaire Edgar Bronfman can, with im
punity, call Austrians "dirty, anti-Semitic
dogs," then may one safely call this chief head
hunter of the World Jewish Congress a "dirty,
anti-Germanic dog"?
Canadian subscriber

o

America's rulers are terribly concerned
about one man, one vote, Palestinians being the
exceptions that prove the rule. Now, however,
our rulers are becoming less certain that demo
cracy is all that desirable if the voters are white
and the vote is against affirmative action. The
people of Yonkers (NY) had the temerity to
exercise their electoral franchise against hous
ing boondoggles designed to favor minorities.
Undeterred by that old American slogan, "No
taxation without representation," Judge Leon
ard Sand, a Jewish solon married to a member
of the Sulzberger clan, ordered the local electo
rate to pay up and forget about voting.
100

o In the 1960s, I ran a large business in a South
American country. It was a new industry pio
neered by European and North American capi
tal, offering good-paying jobs to thousands of
local Indian and mestizo workers. The foreign
ers running the show lived well; else they would
never have come. Pretty soon, the workers got
the idea we were parasites stealing their natural
riches, that by kicking us out they could work
less or not at all, and live it up like the white
bosses. They did kick us out, and it wasn't long
before they ran the whole industry -- and the
country -- into the ground. Today, the workers
have returned to their miserable existence.
Some people have the talent to make something
out of little or nothing. To those lacking that
talent, producers are viewed as thieves -- and
gringos.
995

o About two years ago, I read Tom Clancy's
The Hunt for Red October and found it a grip
ping undersea adventure, perfect summer fare.
I thought I'd probably like the film as well, so I
conned a friend into going to see it with me one
evening. The movie is certainly well done, but I
preferred the book. My memory may have dim
med over the past two years, but I do not re
member that the sonar whiz aboard the USS
Dallas and the hero's superior in the CIA were
both Negroes. The latter role was played by
James Earl Jones, who always seems to be trot
ted out whenever the script calls for a paragon
of something or other.
619

o The mayor of Soweto has asserted that the
Roman Emperor Augustus was a black man like
Hannibal, though, in his understandable ignor
ance, he left out the African-born Emperor Sep
timius Severus.
South African subscriber

o

The Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan
made Pakistan very important for the U.S., but
not so important that there was not a yearly
struggle in Congress over Pakistani aid, since
aid is prohibited to countries developing nu
clear weapons. Israel has nuclear weapons, but
no one dares even suggest that might affect aid
to the sacred Zionist state. And now the latest:
Israel diverts American cluster bombs to the
pre-Cambrian Ethiopian regime, while the
American government hems and haws.
096

o

Suggested car sticker for New York, Los An
geles, Atlanta and certain other megalopolises:
BOG =ZOG.
912

o

In response to Vancouver Sun columnist Bar
bara Yaffe's wondering aloud why British Co
lumbia produces so many Playboy bunnies with
names like Pamela Anderson and not Zelda
Zlotnick, Playboy magazine blithely suggests,
"There must be something in the city's drinking
water." Yaffe, always ready to give Majority
women the old Jewish heave-ho, re-responded,
"We can only hope the bosomy bunnies in time
will become extinct."
Canadian subscriber

o The Grammy awards had a big-bangish trib
ute to ex-Beatie Paul McCartney. In his short
acceptance speech, perhaps inspired by his
Jewish wife, Paul crowed over the recent re
lease of Nelson Mandela and with choking
voice exclaimed that he never expected to wit
ness such a miracle. The adoring crowd of ra
cially mixed, jet-set flotsam roared its collec
tive approval, with whites clapping the hardest
and yelling the loudest. McCartney is astute
enough to realize that not one of the millions of
blacks who are being pump-primed to overrun
white South Africa will come within a thousand
miles of his multimillion-dollar mansion on the
Emerald Isle. However, long after this degen
erate is six feet under, I wouldn't bet his fat
bankroll that the same thing will hold true for
the homes of his kids.
089

o

Am having extreme difficulties in almost
every aspect of mail and mail censorship here.
Anything with cartoons, articles concerning
black-on-white crimes, or statements concern
ing minority influence in the media are continu
ally "rejected." The warden brought in a black
entertainment TV cable system, which in
creased the violence in the yard by 100%. The
hallways are overflowing with new inmates,
boosting the population by at least 30% in an
already overcrowded situation.
Prison inmate

o Sometimes Instauration gets too depressing.
I never read Primate Watch. It fills me with
black despair (pun intended). I have heard
other readers voice this same concern. I would
rather see more Stirrings, with news of what
activists are doing and how we can help them.
Our morale is bad enough without reading ac
count after account of our ongoing disposses
sion and minority depredations.
298

o Some inner city athletes in integrated subur
ban high schools, after staying late for athletic
practice, must take a cab each day (some do it
all year) to their ghetto abodes. The schools pay
the cab fare! This strikes me as outrageous.
420

o

George Bush phoned Mandela, "All Ameri
cans rejoice in your release." All Americans,
huh? I don't recall George or his "little brown
ones" consulting me! I'm a white male and
haven't been consulted on anything for 25
years.
787

o

I've been reading various pro-white publica
tions for several years, and I cannot recall ever
seeing any advertisement for Instauration in
any of them. Instauration has the quality to
appeal to a vast audience of intellectually
starved whites. There is tremendous potential
here; what's going on?
144
Editor's note: A few right-wing mags (rags)
would take our ads; most wouldn't. What's go
ing on is that Instauration has just enough money
to make it to the printers each month -- but not
enough for chancy and expensive advertising.
Our circulation growth depends entirelv on
word of mouth.

o

The Republican Party is nothing but a na
tional Tammany Hall for voters who can't
stomach Democrats. It's filled with trucklers,
opportunists and the power hungry, and it will
stay in the White House indefinitely, though its
local power bases will inevitably shrink. The
Democrats' skill at coalition politics and ballot
bribery and the media's ability to shape popular
opinion cannot be beat. Left-wing agit-prop
will make the pro-abortion spiel very fashion
able and, undoubtedly, millions of women will
join the Democrats over the issue. So what if
the Republican Party collapses over abortion?
That is what such issues are for. A new party
will emerge to take its place. Let's hope it won't
be as rotten, as decrepit and as infested with
trucklers.
424

o The Dispossessed Majority should be trans
lated into Russian. The Soviets might make it
into a bestseller, and make the author a ruble
millionaire.
606

o

When and if there is a Second Coming, it is
doubtful if BBC World Service will give it the
awestruck attention they have given the release
of Nelson Mandela, whose every word is taken
as gospel. One announcer did ask a black Afri
can woman journalist, albeit in the most re
spectful tones, whether a black-ruled South Af
rica might have some of the little problems the
rest of Africa has had. Barely suppressing her
anger, she retorted, "What problems?" Yes,
BBC is terribly preoccupied about democracy
in Africa, that is, in the tiny southern tip, where
at least some people still have it, but not for
much longer!
British subscriber
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o

o

We have now suffered through another
Black History Month. As usual, we didn't hear
much about the revolution which began in
what is now known as Haiti in 1789, the same
year that saw the beginning of the French rev
olution. The Haitian revolt continued intermit
tently until, in 1805, black dictator Dessalines,
ordered all white people -- men, women and
children -- to be killed. Between 35,000 and
40,000 French were slaughtered. No wonder a
white Afrikaner woman said on TV that, if the
blacks came into power in her country, she
would kill her children, then herself.
951

o

It is interesting that the courts find forbid
ding the burning of the American flag uncon
stitutional. Someone (not me, I'm not the mar
tyr type) should try burning an Israeli flag in
front of a synagogue. After all, they burned the
American flag on the Capitol's steps. Torching
the Israeli flag may be legal, but it would in
furiate religious Jews, who would claim it was
"an incitement to riot." Before the burner
knew it, he'd be in leg irons.

112

o

Once the two Germanys are united, Jews
will be watching to see when the Italian trains
start operating on schedule.
077

The GuinneS5 Book of World Records has a
prominent place on my bookshelf. Unlike so
many compendia of trivia, this typically British
tome is a well-documented reference work. I
think the editor, Norris McWhirter, must be
one of us because, in mentioning the first men
on the moon, he takes the trouble to describe
their ethnic background: Neil Alden Arm
strong, "of Scottish-Irish-German ancestry";
Edwin Eugene Aldrin Jr., "of Swedish-Dutch
British ancestry"; Michael Collins, "of Irish and
pre-Revolutionary American ancestry." Does
anybody out there remember why McWhirter's
twin brother, Ross, a Guinness co-editor, was
assassinated in 1975?
070

o

How about inventing some better words to
describe ourselves and our opponents? "Mino"
is a jazzier word than "minorityite." We could
call ourselves "majos," but that doesn't have
the same zing. "Minorities" and "majorities,"
as well as "minoritarians" and "majoritarians,"
are as flat as they are cumbersome.
700

o I was in West Germany last summer, a few
months before the Wall came down. I found the
country prosperous, the people polite and
friendly. What struck me was the overall effi
ciency. All gadgets worked, everything hap
pened on time. I walked on 50 escalators and
they all functioned perfectly. Hitches, goofs or
mistakes almost never occurred. That's the
good news. The bad news is that most Germans
are completely cowed or extremely cautious.
599
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o

The secret of the success of the Jews, like all
con men, is that they play on people's basic
dishonesty. Liberals are not liberal, but shame
less hustlers. Where the Jew has the edge is that
he is more rational about things in the short
term. In the long term, the Jew soils his own
nest by bringing the whole house down on his
head. Shades of Samson!
208
No Trump-bashing, please. We men have got
to stick together! As for Ivana, I have an idea
lots of gigolos are going to suddenly fall in love
with this slightly worn, post-nuptially loaded,
ex-Olympic Czech skier. But not me. Her ac
cent drives me nuts.
480

o A Jewish comedienne had this to say about
the collapse of communism in Europe on the
David Letterman show: "Oh, I think it's great!
Now we'll have a whole new group of people to
screw up! We've screwed up everyone in this
country .. .." This illustrates how well en
trenched they feel they are.
032

o

Paul, a black African, has been my friend
since we first met 25 years ago when he was
working his way through graduate school as the
night desk clerk at my Washington (DC) apart
ment house. I watched the development of his
family life since the day he brought over his
wife and six children from Ghana. I was pleased
to help Paul secure his first job as a government
statistician. While Paul is a decent type (he's
now a deacon in a suburban, mostly white Epis
copalian church), his African brood is a differ
ent story. The oldest boy has spent time in a
Maryland reformatory. The oldest girl gave
birth out of wedlock. The second oldest girl, the
real bane of Paul's life, became partially de
ranged following a bout with LSD. Two years
ago, Paul's wife, Elizabeth, made a month-long
visit to her Ghanaian homeland. She took along
her deranged daughter to consult a local witch
doctor about "banishing the demons." Mother
was advised to throwaway the arsenal of medi
cation prescribed for her daffy daughter by
more conventional shrinks at the Johns Hopkins
University Hospital in Baltimore. Whereupon,
the girl went completely nuts -- not only psychi
cally but amorously. She fell for a Ghanaian
buck who was two years her junior. One thing,
as they say, led to another and loverboy found
himself imported all the way to the Maryland
suburbs, presumably as an unwed sexual play
thing for the demented daughter. The baby was
born three months ago.
210

o

Approximately half the Hungarian appli
cants for tourist visas at the U.S. Embassy in
Budapest are refused. If you are not a Jew or a
working stiff, you are going nowhere near the
U.S. The U.S. Ambassador to Hungary is Mark
Palmer, whose ancestors had a very different
surname.
626

Now and then Instauration asks when the
white race in America will at last stand up for
itself. Although all hope is not yet lost, with
such a high percentage of minorities and Judas
goats crowding our shores and borders, it may
be too late. Europe offers more hope. Countries
like France, West Germany and Norway have
substantial minority parties dedicated to the
outlandish proposition that the majorities too
have rights. Contrast that with the U.S., where,
far from having majority parties, even a solitary
politician like David Duke, who attempts to
defend the Majority, is all but crucified. In a
recent debate on Hong Kong in the British
House of Commons, a prominent Tory said that
most Brits don't want even one additional im
migrant. He added that if this is racism, so be it.
Such a statement from the mouth of an Ameri
can politician would be political suicide.
760

o

John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower's tough, anti
Communist Secretary of State, has been con
signed to the memory hole, partly because he
made the "unforgivable error" of insisting on
an evenhanded U.S. policy in the Middle East.
His sister Eleanor's valiant efforts to establish a
John Foster Dulles research chair at Princeton
University's Woodrow Wilson School would
have come to a cataclysmic, embarrassing col
lapse had not the German and Austrian govern
ments stepped in for the lion'S share of a $3
million endowment. Princeton's new President,
Harold Shapiro, was conspicuously uninterest
ed in Dulles. So were most of the traditional
sources of international money giving. To add
insult to injury, in what should be the hour of
Dulles's historic vindication, media wirepullers
are now scheming to change the name of Wash
ington's Dulles International Airport to Eisen
hower International Airport. In an ironic cele
bration of her 95th birthday last winter, sister
Eleanor, in a CBS-TV news interview, quietly
condemned this further slight to her brother's
achievements. Consequently, Senator Bob
Dole (R-KS) backed off from co-sponsoring
legislation to make the name change. How long
the Dole roadblock will immobilize the Dulles
haters is a matter for speculation.
249

o

Instauration's explanation (Dec. 1989) of
why Virginians "elected" a Congoid as govern
or conjures up images of hordes of white yuppie
females taking mortal offense at the suggestion
by some wicked white males that they carry
their unborn white children to term, instead of
having them conveniently slaughtered by kind
ly abortionists. How wonderful that these liber
ated lemmings proceeded to assuage their
wounded feelings by rushing to the polls and
voting for a nice Negro. Even if such an expla
nation is only partly accurate, it is a horrifying
sy mptom of the collective death wish of our
race. It should have been presented in just such
a context, instead of implying that these women
were in any way justified in having such suicidal
attitudes. If you become disillusioned with the
fire department, you don't become an arsonist!
Instauration should have editorially chastised
such women for putting careers as male im
personators ahead of the two sacred roles of
womanhood: mother and homemaker.
900

o

According to their Crazy Old Book, Jews and
dinosaurs were created in the same week. This
may partially explain what Arnold Toynbee had
in mind when he referred to Jews as "fossil
people." But being Paleolithics has not hin
dered Jews from maintaining a palpable pre
sence in the camp of the goys from that time to
this. John Foster Fraser (1868-1936), the once
famous British journalist, now deliberately un
remembered (he authored 20 books now in the
Library of Congress), wrote something called
The Conquering Jew, published by Funk (of
Funk and Wagnalls). In it, he came to the con
clusion that Jews were in charge of just about
everything in the early WWI era. How often
that theme has echoed and re-echoed. It may be
that this game is winding down. Evidence keeps
accumulating that world Jewry is about to make
a last stand in North America. They have
shucked Marx and Lenin wholesale in the last
two decades while conducting a preliminary
Fortress America ingathering. Their Palestine
leper colony is only a diversion, a welfare night
mare no Jew with a dime has ever had any
intention of moving to unless at gunpoint from
a co-religionist. The flood of Soviet Jews may be
the last act of the immense outflow from Eu
rope which began after 1918 and especially
after 1933, culminating in the global swamping
by millions under the remarkable cover pro
vided by the Holohoax story. Enough Big Six
"survivors" have surfaced globally to account
for a significant slice of the claimed death toll.
In contemporary North America, Fraser's Con
quering Jew is indeed a reality. But he had
better work for a tolerable situation for all and
not just his Chosen, as he may have nowhere
left to run if he fouls this nest.
392

o Someone should remind Richard McCulloch
-- he of the moral high ground -- that the sub
stitution of the abstract for the concrete is a sin
in any revolution. We need combined strate
gies, such as David Duke's infiltration of the
establishment and Tom Metzger's trashing the
establishment. In their different ways, these
two political pioneers are acting instead of
merely knowing.
504

o BBC World Service continues to devote reg
ular coverage to the Rushdie affair, no doubt
because Moslems continue to agitate noisily for
his demise. In a recent talk program, one promi
nent left-wing woman politician, the kind who
not long ago could be expected to praise racial
integration to the heavens, said that the sen
tence of death pronounced on Rushdie by the
Ayatullah had convinced her that multicultural
societies are themselves the cause of racism.
Sometimes the road to the truth takes a strange
detour, but the important thing is the destina
tion.
London subscriber

o Many Christians were happy to hear Sammy
Davis Jr. thank Jesus at an awards ceremony
some weeks ago. The happiness was short
lived, however, as the convert to Judaism "re
tracted" his thanks to Jesus, saying he was just
caught up in the moment.
456

o

Like the Episcopal Church, which has be
come queer, the Catholic Church is a dying
institution. It's become a political party advo
cating radical policies, such as anti-abortion,
which most Catholics feel is a matter of indi
vidual choice and of no concern to the church.
Coupled with the exposure of the huckstering
Protestants, Christianity leaves the whites noth
ing to cling to. Either they'll form their own
religion or they'll perish. The collapse of Chris
tianity is necessary to free whitey from his slav
ery to Jewish egalitarianism. Christianity was
always just a spin-off from Judaism anyway.
Good riddance! Whether whitey will form a
survival ideology, I personally doubt, but at
least he has no Christianity to rationalize and
encourage his genocide. I notice Instauration
still gets letters from people who object to its
mild skepticism of Christianity. They point to
the positive history of Christianity, which, in
fact, is the sexual repression which made its
population manageable. We Irish, for instance,
use whiskey as a contraceptive! God invented
whiskey to keep the Irish from ruling the world.
481

o West Germany's 30,000 Jews are treated as
moral saints by the country's state-controlled
TV. Hardly a week passes without a profile of a
balding rabbi from Heidelberg moaning pub
licly over The Past.
933

o

Noriega's Israeli buddies (true to form) drop
ped him faster than they and their man Reagan
dropped Oliver North. What low theater it all
is!
882

o

In the aftermath of the recent Bronx arson in
which 87 died, I'd like to recommend that
Washington mandate a seven-day waiting pe
riod for anyone buying a book of matches.
134

o

Until recently, the English knew that, deep
down, everyone would like to be a Limey. They
just knew that. Their institutions repeated the
line over and over again. When America joined
in the imperialist racket, Americans sent forth
teachers, engineers, Peace Corps volunteers,
religious missionaries and -- ahem! -- soldiers
and sailors to places like Puerto Rico, Cuba and
the Philippines. Their mission was to help de
veloping nations become developed. The more
sophisticated among us never believed that bit
of mendacity, but we were outgunned by the
moral Big Berthas of the liberal-minority
clique.
380

o

Zip 337 is dead wrong when he repeats the
cliche, "to know them is to love them." He
should take a walking tour of Harlem at high
noon. Afro-Americans continue to protect, not
discipline, their criminals. The police receive
little cooperation in the black neighborhoods.
Just ask them, Zip 337. As for the so-called
liberal embarrassment about Afro-American
conduct, Zip 337 doesn't know my kind of lib
eral, who never explains and never apologizes
to the enemy, i.e., me. They change the subject.
348

o

Back in the Robber Baron turn-of-the-cen
tury days of Morgan, Frick and William Ran
dolph Hearst, a bearded Lithuanian Jew from
Boston by name of Bernard Berenson, wrote
the book on the Fast Shuffle. As a poor Harvard
graduate, Berenson became the "art adviser"
of a prominent Boston hostess, Isabella Gard
ner -- a job that eventually propelled Berenson
into his lifelong career of "authenticating" the
paintings of the great masters. As his short lists
of acceptable art were drafted, the included
paintings and sculpture would soar in value. A
hefty slice of the revenues they commanded -
from the pocketbooks of such as J. Pierpont
Morgan -- would go into the itchy palms of
Berenson himself, largely to fix up his palatial
Italian villa, I Tatti, and its 40,000-volume li
brary. Working first at a flat rate for Lord Du
veen, a racial cousin, then on a percentage, and
finally on the basis of a guarantee and a per
centage of profits, Berenson proceeded to filch
from the filthy rich, passing off a Titian as a
G iorgione and the work of other imposters as
the real thing. In his later years, Berenson's
scam was carried out with increasing sloppi
ness, prompting museum curators around the
world to wonder if their "priceless treasures"
were not more the creation of the expatriate
Jew than of European culture.
401

o

McCulloch's "Save the Angels" (Feb. 1990)
overlooked the obvious -- the Nordish race of
the Scandinavian nations hasn't the good sense
to multiply. It, like the Germans, has a negative
(declining) birthrate. There is hope, however,
for the "group native to Northern Europe," as
he defines the "Nordish race." The Poles and
the Irish both have the good sense to repro
duce, and both these nations have most of the
same racial characteristics as the ones McCul
loch admires. In Paris a few years ago, I saw the
musical production of Can-Can. The women
were breathtakingly beautiful. After the per
formance, I and a couple of my friends invited
three of the ladies to join us. They were every
bit as beautiful close up -- and they were all
Polish. They explained that the French mes
demoiselles do not have the good legs and der
rieres that the show required.
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I cannot believe that Solidarity is going to
press for repatriations from Germany when it
could more easily make some deals for factories
and services and do its own people some real
good. I would think that, above all else, Solidar
ity would be interested in food, clothing, shel
ter, potable water, heat in the winter and ma
chines to plow the fields. I drove from Danzig
to Warsaw and saw the most deplorable condi
tions imaginable. It was a nightmare. People do
the work of animals and animals do the work of
machines. The worst Negro shack in Dixie is a
mansion compared to the average house in Po
land. Poor Lech, he really did something. Too
bad his people cannot follow through.
775

o We only have one "fight" a month in our
home -- who gets to read Instauration first!
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ERNEST HEMINGWAY --A HEMINGWAY HERO
ROBABLY THE MOST celebrated and most controversial
American writer of the 20th century has been Ernest Miller
Hemingway, who drank, fought cursed, wrote and boast
ed his way into the literary hall of fame, along the way wiving four
women. Having created the Hemingway Hero, he struggled to
live up to (or down to) his self-prescribed hedonistic ethic:
"What's good is what feels good after and what's bad is what feels
bad after." Among his many virtues or vices, "Papa" Hemingway
was an anti-Semite.
His friends ribbed him about this glaring social boo-boo, play
fully calling him Dr. Hemingstein. His son, Dr. John Hemingway,
frankly acknowledged his father's anti-Jewish sentiments. He re
membered a time when Papa, planning an African safari, told a
friend that he did not want any Jews along. Germans were all right,
but no Jews.
Those with a Freudian bent might trace Hemingway's anti
Semitism back to an event in his earliest infancy. Peter Griffin, in
his book, Along with Youth (p. 7), tells us, "Dr. Lewis pronounced
the baby [Ernest] perfect. Yet one Sunday in September while
Grace [Hemingway's mother] was in Chicago, Clarence [Hem
ingway's physician father!, without an anesthetic, circumcised his
son." This operation, though by no means uncommon in 1899,
was probably not as common among Gentiles as it is today.
Perhaps Ernest resented this "Jewish scar."
Hemingway's feelings towards Jews shone forth in his first
published novel, The Sun A/50 Rises. The author's unsympathetic
portrayal of Robert Cohn contained such remarks as: "Cohn had a
wonderful quality of bringing out the worst in anybody" (p. 98);
liThe lying bastard! But he's just so awful" (p. 101); "Hemakes
me sick, and he can go to hell" (p. 102); "He was an ass ... (p.
. 143); "He's got this Jewish superiority so strong that he thinks the
only emotion he'll get out of the [bull]fight will be being bored"
(p. 162); "That kike!/I (p. 164); "Why don't you see when you're
not wanted, Cohn? Go away. Go away, for God's sake. Take that
sad Jewish face away" (p. 177). *
The Sun A/50 Rises can be taken as a cautionary tale of the sad
state in which the white race now finds itself. WWI had just
ended, and with it went a world dominated by the genius and
organizational skill of Northern European man. Disillusionment
settled in over the West likea buzzard squatting on a battered nest.
Jake Barnes is the novel's protagonist. He suffered a wound in
WWI that left him unable to function sexually. His aching love for
Lady Brett Ashley can never be consummated. Cohn, the Jewish
character, has a short fling with Brett. Lady Brett, a heavy drinker,
depends heavily upon Barnes, as do the other characters.
It is difficult not to view Barnes as a symbol of the white race,
emasculated by a fratricidal war. Cohn mirrors the dishonesty,
fake emotional behavior and unlikabil ity of the manipulators who
started the war. Brett is the beautiful white woman who, de
pressed by the degeneration of the white male, settles for promis
cuity. The constant eating, drinking, sex and partying during the
Pamplona Bull Festival is an appropriate stage for an alienated
Iifestyle. As lesbian literary pseud Gertrude Stein is quoted as
saying, "You are all a lost generation."
Ezra Pound wrote that the artist is the nation's antenna. Hem
ingway was certainly aware of the Jewish domination of the West
that was beginning to take shape in the 1920s and eventually

P

* Charles Scribner'" Sons, 1970 edition.
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steamrolled our culture into the monstrosity we are forced to face
each morning.
As happens so often in such cases, Hemingway's anti-Semitis~
did not prevent him from taking a Jewess, Martha Gellhorn: as hiS
third wife. Nor did it prevent him from siding with world llberal
dom, world communism and world Jewry against Franco in the
Spanish Civil War. Nor did it prevent hi~ fro~ writing.prop
aganda outbursts against Hitler and even dOing a little shootmg for
the Allies when they chased the Germans out of France.
Despite his meretricious behavior and his long flirtation with
Castro, there is much to admire in Hemingway. He brought an
unquestionably masculine presence into American literature. He
was openly defiant of homosexuals, effeminate heterosexuals and
domineering females. He never broke with Ezra Pound when that
poet was accused of treason, and sent Pound a check upon his
release from the looney house. (The Russians were not the only
ones to lock their critics up in psychiatric hospitals.)
Like so many 20th-century American writers, Hemingway was
burdened with mental problems. Rather than go softly into that
dark night, shortly after dawn on July 2, 1961, he p~inted ~is
favorite 12-gauge Boss shotgun at his head, pulled the tnggerwlth
his toe and fired both barrels into his brain. He was buried in the
small Ketchum, Idaho, cemetery beneath the awesome Sawtooth
Mountains.
"All stories, if continued far enough, end in death," Heming
way once wrote, "and he is no true story-teller who would keep
that from you." Papa writes no more, but, while living, he ha?
enough courage to write truthfully and talk honestly in some o.f h,s
novels and short stories. Can we say as much about the Amencan
writers who followed him?
ZIP420

TH E NEW MASTER RACE
SIANS ARE TO WHITES as whites are to blacks.
This statement, shocking as it may be, is worth examin
ing on its merits.
Whites look down on blacks for four main reasons: Blacks are,
on average, less intelligent, less law-abiding, less hard-working
and less monogamous. Most clear-eyed observers are aware of
this, whether or not they admit it publicly. What many observers
seem to overlook is that, judged by the same four standards,
Asians have every bit as much reason to look down on whites. (By
"Asians," we refer to japanese, Chinese and Koreans.)
The average black IQ in this country is 85; the average white,
100; and the average Asian, 110. The relative rankings on the SAT
confirm these disparities. In 1983, 0.28% of all blacks scored
higher than 700 on the math section of the test, compared to 3.3%
of all whites and 8.6% of all Asians. Achievement on the verbal
portion shows a similar ordering, with Asian leadership less pro
nounced: 0.093o/c of blacks scored above 700, 0.94o/r of whites,
and l.4o/r of Asians. (Remember that, for many Asians, English
isn't even their native language.) A white student in a science or
math class at a top college will be grateful for the effectthe blacks
in his class have on the grade curve; that same student knows it
will be hard to score near the top of a class with a significant Asian
contingent.
FBI statistics indicate that, per capita, a black is approximately
10 times as likely as a white to commit one of the four major
violent crimes: assault and battery, murder, armed robbery and
rape. An Asian is much less likely to commit any of these crimes
than a white. To be sure, Chinese gangs have infiltrated the heroin
trade in New York and elsewhere. But how often does one hear of
an Asian rapist or mugger? (One of the best indicators of criminal
ity is low IQ, and Asians have fewer of the hardcore, criminally
inclined morons.) By far, the most law-abiding ethnic group in the
cou ntry is the japanese Americans.
Although statistics are not compiled regarding what is surely a
more subjective matter, hard work, Asians are undoubtedly, by
and large, harder-working than any other group. The most obvi
ous examples for New Yorkers are the first-generation Korean
greengrocers, who put in 16-hour days, starting at the wholesale
fruit marts at 4 A.M. and ending late in the evening. Anybody
who's ever had Asian coworkers will attest to their work ethic.
Finally, when it comes to the family, even readers of the mass
media are acquainted with the fact that 59.2% of the blacks born
in the u.s. during this past decade were illegitimate. The white
illegitimate birthrate hovers between 15% and 20%. The Asian
rate, on the other hand, is below 10%. The Asian divorce rate is
also much lower than that of the other two races.
What will the effect of these differences be in the u.s.? Asians
will continue to pull ahead of the other ethnic groups (with the
exception of the jews) in this country.

A

Genetic Differences
I nterestingly enough, Asians are to white people as wh ites are to
blacks in regard to many physical characteristics as well. Many of
these genetic differences contribute directly to behavioral differ
ences. U.s. Army records show that Asians of both sexes have the
lowest level of the male hormone, testosterone, in their bodies;
whites rank in the middle, and blacks have the most (in both
sexes). Not surprisingly, male hormone levels have been highly
correlated with aggression and violence in all sorts of experi

ments. Certainly, the behavior patterns of the respective races
would lend credence to this notion. A glance at the secondary (as
well as primary) sexual characteristics would also tend to bearthis
out. Blacks are the most muscular race; Asians, the least. Blacks
have the deepest voices; Asians, the highest. Naturally, as with
intelligence, there are exceptions. But, as with intelligence, they
are just that -- exceptions.
Another area of difference is energy levels. Asians seem to be
the most energetic race, capable of working from dawn to dusk;
blacks, the most lethargic. (A walk through the Negro quarter of
any town will show an enormous number of people just sitting
around. The same is true in Africa, whereas in Asia or Chinatown,
people are constantly bustling around.)
Another difference is inhibitions. Whites are often struck by the
uninhibitedness of blacks, who tend to behave like slightly in
ebriated whites -- loud, sloppy, amorous and more inclined to
play than to work. The same parallel exists between Asians and
whites -- whites tend to act like drunken Asians. (To put these
parallels in reverse, the next time you reflect on what boring,
wimpy nerds most Asians are, remember that blacks tend to think
the same of whites.)
A not particularly relevant, but nonetheless interesting side
light: Blacks have the highest concentration of sebaceous (odor
producing) glands in their bodies (thus, the stereotypical idea that
blacks smell). Asians have the least, and whites once again fall in
the middle in this trait (thus, in Asia, the same stereotypical
feelings regarding whites).
One theory advanced regarding the intelligence of Asians is that
because they are more homogeneous than white population
groups, the bell curve describing their IQ distribution, while
averaging out at 100, is higher and narrower than the white curve.
Consequently, they have far fewer people on either side of the two
standard deviation ranges. This means fewer morons, but also
fewer people with IQs above the 170 range, and these are the
people who enable civilization to progress. This theory has been
advanced to explain why the scientific and industrial revolutions
occurred in the West and not in Asia. (Another theory is that Asian
society, being stricter and more community-oriented, discourages
the type of independent thought common to inventors.) In any
case, in an area where scientific inventions are shared and global
communications are instantaneous, this difference will be of less
import.

The West in Decline
As readers of this magazine are well aware, America is headed
towards demographic disaster. The black and Hispanic birthrates
far outstrip that of whites. Adding to this dysgenic effect, illegal
Hispanic aliens swarm over our southern borders daily. Cuba
sends us her most incorrigible criminals and we are powerless to
send them back. Our welfare rolls grow at an unprecedented
pace. Our nation spends more and more of its energies trying to
find and root out "discrimination" (of both the racial and sexual
varieties) rather than on productive pursuits. Our nation's "mor
al" guardians, the media masters, have a stranglehold on the kind
of information which is made public, and prevent honest discus
sion of our real problems. Hollywood and the networks bombard
us with egalitarian propaganda. Our ghettos expand, crack prolif
erates, and our literacy rate falls further and further behind that of
other civilized nations.
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By the mid-21 st century, our demographics will have "progres
sed" to the point where almost all big-city mayors and their city
councils will be black. With more and more incapable and buf
foonish Negroes in power (witness Marion Barry, Carl Stokes,
Coleman Young, Jesse Jackson, et aI.), more socialistic programs
will be instituted, and the resulting higher taxes will sap the vitality
of the cities.
As blacks continue to multiply, secure in the knowledge that
welfare will provide for their offspring, their ghettos will spread.
Where newscasters now euphemistically say that our "inner"
cities are rotting, their 21st-century counterparts will simply say
that our cities are beyond repair.
To be sure, there will be a white backlash (we're already seeing
it to a limited extent), but the media masters will mute its strength.
True, the Jews' interests will be less directly aligned with those of
blacks (again, a rift we're already seeing); but the Jews will still not
want people to think in racial terms.
To a great extent, the cu rse i nfl icted by the legacy of slavery and
a porous southern border is also being experienced by Europe.
Britain, thanks to its role as the leader of the Commonwealth, now
has a large number of West Indians (read: blacks) living within her
borders, with all the attendant problems. English bobbies, famous
in the past for not even carrying guns, now patrol armed. France
has a sizeable population of North Africans and a not insignificant
number of blacks, the legacy of her colonial empire. West Ger
many has an immigrant population of Turks and even a few
blacks, the latter courtesy of the large American military presence.
Amsterdam, once a beautiful city, is now overrun by the dregs of
the international drug culture. Perhaps if Eastern Europe can
completely escape the tyranny of communism, its bemused in
habitants will forge ahead, but they still have a long way to go.

Asia Ascendant
Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong and Korea have none of
these problems. Their populations all have a healthy race con
sciousness and view their recent achievements with pride. At the
same time, they grow increasingly aware of our racial problems,
and have no qualms about discussing these problems among
themselves. They are also coming to realize, as former Japanese
Prime Minister Nakasone found out to his embarrassment, that
they are not supposed to voice these thoughts publicly.
Nakasone committed the unpardonable sin of pointing out that
America's Iiteracy rate suffered because of the large number of
blacks, Puerto Ricans and Hispanics in this country. He was later
forced to apologize for having let this rather obvious truth slip out.
Nonetheless, most Japanese privately scoff at the kind of racial
leveling which gets taken seriously in the United States. And very
few of them bother to give it more than tongue-in-cheek notice.
When Honda opened a few assembly plants in the U.S. to help
ease the American trade deficit, it deliberately located them in
rural areas, where the fewest blacks lived, so as not to be accused
of discriminatory hiring practices when it ended up with a mostly
white work force (an accusation later proven in court). The Japan
ese knew, even from a distance, that blacks do not make good
workers. This type of hardheaded realism, sadly lacking over here,
typifies attitudes in Asia.
Another interesting -- and telling -- anecdote concerns what
happened to all the babies born to Japanese prostitutes and black
Gis after WWII: Japan simply shipped them all to Brazil. This is the
type of act for wh ich the world has long condemned Japan, and for
which it has earned a xenophobic and racist reputation. But what
is the end result? Japan now enjoys the world's most successful
economy, and the lowest unemployment and crime rates.
One huge potential advantage for the Asians is that they don't
consider eugenics a dirty word. If anyone dares mention it over
here, all the usual idiots immediately bring up Hitler and geno
cide. But Asians simply view it as a commonsensical way to
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improve their genetic stock. In Singapore, Prime Minister Lew
Kuan Yew has proposed a program to encourage college-educat
ed (read: upper-class Chinese) women to reproduce, so their
birthrate can catch up to that of the non-college-educated (read:
Malay and lower-class Chinese) women. In mainland China, a
program is already in place to prevent the retarded from reproduc
ing. This is in stark contrast to the U.S., where the most prolific
mothers are often the retardates of the inner-city ghettos.
Speaking of mainland China, it is only a question of time before
it wriggles free of the Communist stranglehold which has choked
its economy for the past four decades. And when it does, the
Ch i nese people's essentially mercanti Ie natu re wi II inevitably take
hold and create thousands of very affluent Chinese, as has hap
pened wherever the Chinese have gone in their disapora around
the globe.
Another huge advantage most Asian countries enjoy is that they
each have basically one ethnic group. True, in Japan, there are a
few Koreans, and in Singapore, a sizeable native Malay popula
tion, but ethnic frictions are minor compared to those in this
country.
As a result, these Asian countries maintain an ethic of team spirit
and cooperation which is sorely lacking in the U.S. In Japan, and
in the other Asian ethnic states, the sense of community is so
strong that there is very little antisocial behavior. Loyalty, integrity
and honesty are still expected -- and rewarded. Here, they are
ideals to which lip service but little else is paid. To be sure, the
Japanese will inevitably become a little soft and spoiled by their
success, but their strong sense of community will prevent them
from losing their values the way Americans have.
It is often said that Japanese are motivated by shame; Americans
by guilt. What is left unsaid is that Japanese are motivated by
shame to a much greater extent than Americans are motivated by
guilt. (What could never be said is that in a country where many
are motivated by (white) guilt, those who shamelessly exploit that
guilt by demanding special privileges as professional victims will
triumph at the expense of the guilt-ridden.) In any case, the sense
of community and highly developed sense of shame over there
prevent destructive behavior to an extent inconceivable in pres
ent-day America.
In order not to foster the impression that all of Asia is filled with
go-getters, the point should be made here that quite a few of the
Southeast Asians who come to the United States fare quite poorly.
Many of the Cambodians don't bother to learn English and end up
on welfare. The Hmong and Meo tribesmen are a near-total loss
and the pitiful condition of their native countries attests to their
differences from their north Asian brethren. Just as one does not
judge the Scottish by the behavior of the southern Italians, we
should always take into account the differences that separate the
Japanese, Koreans and Chinese from the Filipinos and Burmese.

Nazis of the 21st Century
The Japanese, currently the dominant group in Asia, tend to
think in terms of inferiority and superiority. Social status being
very structured within Japan, everyone always knows where he
stands socially in relationship to everyone else. What is true of
their internal culture is also true of the way the Japanese view the
world, and their place in it. After WWII and their crushing defeat
at the hands of the Allies, the entire country suffered from a vast
inferiority complex. Western culture was accepted wholehearted
ly, Westerners were looked up to, and the West became the image
in which Japan tried to mold itself. With Japan's recent economic
ascendancy, these attitudes are undergoing an abrupt change.
Western culture, until recently revered over there, will eventually
be as disdained as it was in earlier, more isolationist times. (Sam
urai movies will come back into vogue, and American films will
fall into disfavor.)
Another factor reinforcing the Asians' new outlooks is that

when they look westward, they will contiQue to see how well their
Asian-American brethren are doing here (as well as how blacks
and Hispanics pull the country down). What could offer better
proof of superiority than, when competing in America with other
races, they come out on top? The Japanese rebound in California
is particularly telling: 45 years after their West Coast internment,
they score the highest of any ethnic group on the SAT and have a
higher percentage of high-school seniors academ ically el igible for
admittance to the University of California at Berkeley than any
other ethnic population group. If the Japanese were black, they
would use their internment as an excuse for low SAT scores for the
next 10 geneations. If they were Jewish, they would use it forever
to secure victim status.

non-starter We sav, compare Nordics with Japs, and then let the
devil take the hindmost But don't compare vl/hites. d categorv
whIch In the
tncludes North Africans and Levanttne.<. (we
U.S Government racial designations, on page 2~) with north
ASIans The Filtptnos. many who !tve tn Zamboanga, where the
monkevs have no tails. the Stone Age throwbacks In New CUlnea.
and the strung-out ThaI opIUm-eaters are also A"Ian5 V\'hat ,up
thetr IQ score"?
In a letter sent after submitting his article, ASlatlcus explatned he
had only used North Asians -- Koreans, Chinese and Japanese in
his comparisons with whites, just as Instauratlon separates Nor
dics from other white races. But the average IQ score for the
Nordic race is unobtainable --that's one of our
beefc; -- so
it's impossible to prove Instauration's contention that Nordics
have IQs as hIgh or higher than Asiaticus's carefully selected
Asians.
As for Japan's future, we propose a scenario that differs radically
from Asiaticus's. Our bet IS that, sooner or later, some new Chair
man Mao, whose idol this time will be Genghis Khan instead of
Karl Marx, will roll out a few nuclear-tipped ballistic mIssiles.
point them at Japan and say, "Ah, 50. We need 100 trillion yen a
year in baksheesh -- or else." And that will be the end of the
NIpponese miracle.
No country is smart whose security depends on the military of a
foreign nation. When Americans pull back from Japan and the
Nips have to go it alone on their own, the Japanese Wirtschaft
wunder will become much less wondrous.
Despite all these negative editorial comments, hov.pver, the
author of "The New Master Race" has given us much food for
thought. He is certainly on the fight track when he makes race a
central point of his argument, and his disqUIsition on the raCldl
characteristICS of blacks is smack on target.

u.s

Japanese Americans en route to internment camps during WWII.
Where are all these current trends heading? The "Nazis" of the
21st century will come from Asia. They will not take the same
form, of course. There will be no Fourth Reich, no concentration
camps, no swastikas. But the Asians will be justifiably proud of
their new status as the economic leaders of the world, and will
scoff (with good reason) at the once-proud but now humbled
West. And, most importantly, they will have no qualms about
examining the racial reasons for their success. The results of IQ
tests will not be squelched. They will not waste taxpayers' money
on huge annual subsidies to the great-grandsons of Holocaust
victims. Affirmative action will be but a quaint and long discarded
notion. In fact, in the future, they will use the West as a case study
of how not to handle race relations.
ASIATICUS

Editor's Critique
If the Japs are so smart, why didn't they win WWII? If the Japs are
so smart, why have they perverted and cheapened their attractive
"kimono" aesthetics by polluting it with the worst elements of
American lifestyles? If the Japs are so smart, how is it that histori
cally their CQ (creativity quotient) is as far below the white CQ as
their IQ tops the white IQ?
Instauration claims that comparing white and Asian IQs is a

Proposed design for a new presidential seal.
Zip 701
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THE NORDISH STATEMENT
I. Preamble: As members of the Nordish or Northern European
race who love our race and care about its welfare and well being,
its freedom and independence, its physical and spiritual health, its
children and future generations, and its continued existence and
development, we are deeply concerned with the present racial
situation and the effect of current trends on the existence of our
race. We publish this statement of our position in the hope that it
will provide a foundation for a moral and intellectual dialogue
that will lead to a solution to the current crisis of Nordish exis
tence, and turn the direction of trends and events away from
Nordish extinction and toward Nordish freedom and indepen
dence, survival and salvation.
II. Statement of Racial Rights: We declare, claim, defend,
affirm and recognize the following rights for all races:

All races have a right to be unique and different, to be them
selves, and to love, value and be proud of what they are.
All races have a rightto racial life, a rightto live, a rightto exist,
and a right to the conditions they require for continued life and
existence.
All races have a right to independence and self-determination,
to racial freedom and liberty, to separate development, to exclu
sive control of their own life and existence, their own future and
destiny, free from domination, control or interference by other
races.
All races have a right to their own territory, to be secure in their
own racial homeland, to have and hold their own country, sepa
rate from and exclusive of other races.
All races have a right to self-government, to their own sovereign
and fully independent government to govern their own country,
their own life and existence, and determine their own future.
All races have a right to the affections and loyalties, love and
care of their members, and this right takes precedence over any
ideology, or system of beliefs and values, that would promote
disaffection or alienation of loyalties, or censure racial love and
caring.
All races have a right to exclusive control over the creation,
upbringing, development and education of their own children, to
control over their own reproduction the renewal of their racial
life -- free of interference by other races.
All races have a right to racial integrity, to racial separateness
and exclusivity, to be free, safe and secure from the racially
destructive effects of racial intermixture and replacement.
All races have a right to have their existence and identity
recognized, respected and protected.
All races have a right to the material product of their own
creation, and to use that product for their own benefit, free of any
claim upon it by other races.
III. Statement of Principles: We bel ieve that the end or pu rpose
of government is to serve and preserve the race, to defend its
separateness and independence, to serve its interests, especially
its vital or life-essential interests, and preserve it from dilution,
diminishment or extinction by intermixture with, or replacement
by, other races. We believe that when a government becomes
destructive of this end, or harmful to this purpose, when it be
comes racially oppressive by denying the race its vital rights, the
conditions of independence and separation required for its con
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tinued life, or when it threatens, endangers or violates the vital
rights or interests of any race, its own race or another race, the
members of the race have the right and the moral responsibility to
work for the change of that government.
We believe that the end and purpose of a socially, culturally
and politically dominant morality, philosophy, ideology or reli
gion, or system of beliefs and values, is to serve and promote the
welfare, well-being, health and best interests of the race, espe
cially its vital or life-essential rights and interests, including its
successfu I reproduction, and to act to preserve its existence.
When a dominant morality, philosophy, ideology or religion be
comes destructive or harmful to this end or purpose, or when it
promotes the violation of the vital rights and interests of any race,
its own race or another race, the members of the race have the
right and the moral responsibility to work for the change of the
dominant morality, philosophy, ideology or religion.
We believe the purpose of an international organization is to
promote and protect the separation and independence of races
and prevent the violation of the rights, independence or separate
ness of one race by another.
We bel ieve no race shou Id be a slave or servant to another, that
all races are an end in themselves and not a means to the ends of
others, that they shou Id serve and benefit their own ends and not
the ends of others, and that no race should interfere with or unduly
influence the affairs or development of another.
We oppose, renounce and reject any and all doctrines or forms
of racial supremacy or mastery, whereby one race is supreme or
master over another, and rules over, governs, dominates or con
trols another, whether in whole or in part, totally or partially,
overtly or covertly, by force or by guile.
We oppose, renounce and reject any and all forms of genocide
or racial destruction or dim i n ishment, whether with or without the
cooperation or consent of its victims, whether inflicted by other
races, self-inflicted, or a combination of both, including the fol
lowing:
1. Any action, value system or condition which has a negative
effect on the successfu I reproduction of a race, or lowers its
birthrate below the replacement level or materially below the
average of other races.
2. Any action, policy, value system or condition which denies a
race the conditions it needs for its continued life or well-being,
especially the condition of racial separation required for its suc
cessful reproduction free from the racially destructive effects of
racial intermixture.
3. Any action, policy or process of racial dispossession, dis
placement or replacement whereby members of one race move
into the established, recognized and well-settled territory or
homeland of another race and gradually dispossess, displace and
replace the original racial population.
4. Any action, policy, process or condition which is the result of
human action and has the effect of lessening or diminishing the
existence of the race, or altering, distorting or diluting its racial
traits and characteristics, in the short term or the long term, in the
existing generation or in the course of the generations to come.
5. Any action, policy, process, value system or condition which
promotes, encourages or has the effect of increasing the racially
destructive practice of racial intermixture.
6. Any action, policy, process, value system or condition which

has the effect of taking persons away from their race, in mind or in
live, its separation and independence, freedom and self-determi
body, physically or in alienation of affections or loyalties, and
nation, survival and salvation.
transferring them, or their affections and loyalties, to another race.
The situation is such that unless the dominant morality, philos
ophy, ideology, religion, or system of beliefs and values, and their
7. Any action, pol icy, process, value system or condition wh ich
opposes, resists or discourages racial preservation, or the continu
prevailing influence on the governments of the Nordish race, are
ation or renewal of racial life.
changed, so that they are supportive of the vital, life-essential
8. Any use of allegations of past wrongs to deny a race its
rights and interests of the Nordish race rather than destructive of
present or future vital rights and interests, the conditions it needs
them, the Nordish race will suffer ever greater and more harmful
losses to its racial body and spirit until it is effectively extinct and
to live and preserve its existence, especially its separation and
independence from other races.
no longer exists.

We oppose, renounce and reject any and all forms of totalitar
V. Statement of Purpose: In order to secure the benefits of racial
ianism or dictatorship, as contrary to the values and heritage of
preservation and continued life for our race and posterity, for our
our race.
own generation, our children's generation and the generations of
We support the democratic political institutions and legacy of
our race yet to come, we intend to form and promote an organiza
individual rights, freedoms and protections that are part of the
tion dedicated to the survival, salvation, preservation and con
cultural tradition and civilization of our race, including freedom
tinued life of the Northern European or Nordish race, and the
conditions of racial separation, freedom, independence and self
of speech, expression and inquiry, freedom of the press, freedom
determination required for that purpose.
of association, and freedom of belief, creed, religion and con
science.
The membership of this organization shall consist solely of
persons who are members of the Nordish race and subscribe in
We support the moral principle of reciprocity as the basis of
word and deed to the principles, goals and methods of this organi
racial relations, recognizing the same rights for all races.
zation as defined herein.
We oppose, renounce and reject all forms of invasion, migra
tion or movement by memqers of one race into the established,
VI. Statement of Goals and Methods: Our goal is the salvation
recognized and well-settlea territory, country or homeland of
another.
of our race. It is a supremely moral goal and deserves to be
matched with equally moral methods. Salvation is continued life,
We oppose, renounce and reject claims made for transfer of
wealth from one race to another, or claims for material support
and the continued life of our race requires its racial separation and
made by one race of another, either as reparations for alleged past
independence. These are the conditions required for the con
wrongs or for any other reason.
tinued existence of our race, and as such they are our goals.
The methods by which we will work for the separation and
IV. Statement of Grievances: The Nordish race is undergoing a
independence of our race from other races will be consistent with
process of racial destruction which has already caused it great loss
the high moral values and ethical traditions of our race and
and diminishment and, if continued, will eventually result in its
civilization. We renounce violence, vengeance, terror and intimi
dation, or the threats of same. As salvation, not revenge, is our
effective extinction or nonexistence. This process of Nordish ra
goal, so moral and intellectual dialogue and enlightenment, not
cial destruction or racial death is caused by the presence of
violence, is our method.
non-Nordish races within the Nordish homelands, denying the
In our plan for separation, adequate provision will be made for
Nordish race the conditions of racial separation and indepen
a fully viable, separate and independent homeland for each racial
dence it needs to exist.
The presence of non-Nordish races in the same territory as the
group. The different peoples of North America, and the recent
non-Nordish immigrants into Northern Europe, all had to relocate
Nordish race, either from the recent movement of non-Nordians
over great distances to their present locations. Their relocation to
into the Nordish homelands or from longer-standing non-Nordish
their own separate and independent racial homelands in North
populations within Nordish territory, has resulted in:
America, given the resources of the modern moving industry,
should be relatively simple and comfortable by comparison.
1. Racial intermixture that has caused many Nordians to be lost
Our hopes and efforts, prayers and actions are dedicated to the
to their race, biologically or genetically, as they fail to racially
future of our race, to its best interests and what we believe to be the
reproduce themselves or create children of their own race or kind.
best interests of Creation as a whole. We will strive in all we do
The amount of racial loss suffered by the Nordish race in the u.s.
and aspi re to do, and in the means by which we do it, to be worthy
by this cause each year is now greater than the amount of loss of
of Nordish posterity, and to leave it a legacy it can live with in
Nordish life ever suffered by the u.S. in anyone year of war.
peace and pride, both with the other races of humanity and, most
2. A process of racial dispossession, displacement and replace
of all, with its own moral conscience and self-image.
ment of the Nordish race by other races, caused by a combination
RICHARD McCULLOCH
of racial intermixture, non-Nordish immigration, a relatively low
Nordish birthrate depressed below the replacement level (i.e.,
Ponderable Quote
unsuccessful Nordish reproduction), and a relatively high non
Nordish birthrate.
[ don't consider this the indictment of a crime. I consider
this my induction into the black hall of fame . . . . [My
The present governments of the Nordish race, and the currently
daughters. ages 2 and 3.J jump up and down when I'm on TV
dominant morality, philosophy, ideology, religion, or system of
They don't know the difference between when I'm being
beliefs and values, have promoted, assisted, encouraged, advo
arrested and being interviewed.
cated and endorsed the causes of the ongoing process of Nordish
racial destruction, and continue to do so, from racial intermixture
AI Sharpton.
and the low Nordish birthrate, to non-Nord ish immigration and
commenting on his indictment
Nordish racial dispossession, displacement and replacement.
on charges of fraud and grand larceny.
They deny and oppose the vital, life-essential rights and interests
USA Today (Mar. 21. 1990)
of the Nordish race, its right to life and the conditions it needs to
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BAD SCENE IN SCANDINAVIA

W

HEN I SAID I was going to Scandinavia, everyone
said, "Oh, be sure and see the mermaid!" "The ski
jumps!" "The fish market!" Well, these weren't the
reasons I wanted to go. I wanted to see Nordics in their natural
state, blue eyes and all, and get away from the American pop
culture for a couple of weeks.
Our Stockholm guide announced that 80% of Swedes have
blue eyes. Exclamations arose at this revelation, as though it were
some kind of news. What the guide didn't tell us, and probably
didn't know, was that 80% of Norwegians and Danes also have
blue eyes, as do perhaps 60% of old-stock Americans, whose
ancestors came from these predominantly Nordic lands. They say
60% of the people in Milan once had blue eyes, reminding us that
Northern Italy was once Lombardic or, to put it another way,
Germanic. Everyone knows how "Scandinavian" the French of
Normandy appear.
Other less profound observations were overheard on our tour.
One curious American spent quite a bitoftime in Bergen, examin
ing certain marks on the sidewalk, finally deciding they were only
bits of chewing gum. Another noted with surprise that the old
church in which we stood was shaped in the form of a cross.
Blue eyes or not, Scandinavians are indeed a splendid looking
lot -- resourceful, intelligent, unfailingly courteous. They probably
come as close as any others today to the ideal of blue eyes and
blonde hair embodied in the goddess Athena 2,500 years ago in
ancient Greece -- also at that time a Nordic land, another fact our
guide probably didn't know.
In addition to being fair, Scandinavians have been known for
being formal. Gentlemen dress for dinner and are mistaken for
waiters. In Odense, our waiter, in dark suit and stiff white collar,
could have been mistaken for a gentleman. He didn't impress us
as being one of those "fun-loving Danes" exactly, as he unsmil
ingly served up crayfish soup and bread in the open air across the
narrow cobblestone street from Hans Christian Andersen's house.
His guests, a little seedy-looking by comparison, also were un
smiling after he handed them their checks. But nothing comes
cheap in Denmark.
Another austere Dane was the officious warden in our down
town Copenhagen hotel, who scolded us for carrying our room
key while strolling around the block.
Copenhagen's 1OO-year-old Tivoli, a high-class Coney Island in
the heart of town, was crowded with fun-loving Danes the night
we were there, taking in the music, laughter and Danish beer.
Throngs roamed the Tivoli until midnight and after, as they have
for generations. But one could feel no hint of rowdyism or ill will.
It was good to be in a land of so much fun and civility -- and hard to
imagine a similar "garden" in the heart of an American city,
where gangs of non-blue-eyed barbarians would likely tear it up
on opening night.
Denmark is a garden. Sweden is clean, orderly, high-tech.
Norway is losing some of its ancient charm, perhaps, but still
super-charming. And the sights! Where could anyone find any
thing approaching Norway's Geiranger Fjord for sheer spectacle?
Along the fjords and where the Skagerrak meets the Kattegat in
swi rl i ng tides, I wondered aboutthose times 1,000 or 1,500 years
ago, when the Spear-Danes, Skyldings, Jutes -- friends of Beowulf
or Rollo perhaps -- gathered in ever fresh troops by these same
waters for some armed foray along the whale road. But no Vikings
were embarking in open boats this season.
Crossing the Kattegat on the Jutlandica from Frederikshavn to
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Goteborg were Danes, Swedes, Norwegians and German tourists
in great numbers; English speakers from Britain, Australia, New
Zealand, Canada and the U.S. in smaller numbers. One can't
readily nail down the national origins of the members of this
goodly company of Northernkind by complexion, feature, be
havior or dress. Unless you hear them speaking, it's not easy to tell
Germans from English, Australians from Americans, Canadians
from Danes and Danes from Swedes.
One of my trip mates thought Germans could be spotted by
their aggressiveness at the smorgasbord. I questioned this, since I
myself, a non-German, left the board more than once with the
look -- and paunch -- of a Viking who had just completed a
successful raid.
All in all, I felt wonderfully comfortable among all these Nordic
folk and took much pleasure in observing them and admiring their
handsome children with their bright hair and rosy-red cheeks. At
the same time, I felt saddened to reflect, as Madison Grant re
flected so long ago, that this extraordinary race, so confident and
masterful, appears to be passing away.
One would think the Scandinavians, of all people, would be
those most eager to perceive the dangers threatening them and
their kind, and would work to safeguard the future of the race
which they themselves so beautifully exemplify in its time of peril.
But they seem to be most uneager. No amount of economic
"integration," socialism or other gimmicks can save them as long
as they remain indifferent to their ethnic integrity and ignore their
profound cultural and racial relationships with other parts of
Nordic Europe.
But how could they be so wise? All of them, like us, have gone
astray, to paraphrase Isaiah. They have the New World model to
corrupt their tastes and distort their true culture. Someone once
said: "Tell me the kind of music a people listens to and I'll tell you
everything there is to know about that people." Well, Northmen
now get music from New York and television from Hollywood.
This tells all there is to know about them -- and us. Unfortunately,
American pop culture rules the lands of the Vikings.
On a Norwegian tour bus in Denmark, with Norwegian driver
and tape-deck, we (mostly Americans) were regaled with Frankie
Laine, Barbra Streisand, Frank Sinatra and Perry Como. The im
presario probably thought th is cacophony was somehow ideal for
a fjord adventure. I tried to drown outthe inappropriate and inane
sounds by humming Solveig's Song, but there was no escape.
After the "concert" one of our passengers called out, "Do you
have any Victor Borge?" This trendy Long Island tourist's an
cestors, we may suppose, dwelled elsewhere than in Scandinavia,
as did the ancestors of his favorite "Danish" comedian.
Not just Norwegians and Danes, who were combatants, but
also neutral Swedes seemed obsessed with what they call "The
Resistance" -- the underground skirmishes with the Germans from
1940 to 1945. In Oslo, our guide seemed more concerned with
the anti-Nazi "resistance" than with the future of Norway and Eu
rope. In Stockholm, our (Jewish) guide spoke endlessly about
Raoul Wallenberg, but said little about Gustavus Adolphus.
In Lillehammer, a young Norwegian brought up the immigra
tion question, an issue near the forefront of political discussion in
Norway now, as in Sweden and Denmark. He didn't volunteer
too many of his own opinions, giving the impression it was too hot
a topic on which to speak freely. He did assert, however, that
Norwegians who dare oppose welcoming Turks, Mongols or
Muslims from distant continents are called racists.

I saw something of this racism issue in Oslo on a Sunday
morning as I strolled along Karl Johans Gate. On the steps of the
university, a group of young singers was gathered. Their chorale
was not Bach or Buxtehude, but something more modern, still
moving, though almost German, I thought -- and perhaps worth
listening to. The words were neither German nor Norwegian, but
English. They were proclaiming lustily "the coming of a better
day."
A young father with a small child stood nearby. I asked what the
occasion was.
"They're Norwegians. They're demonstrating against apartheid
in South Africa."
"You mean they're supporting the blacks against the whites?"
"No, they're against apartheid."
"But most of the whites in South Africa are for apartheid."

"Yes."
"And most of the blacks are against apartheid."
"Yes."
"Then they're supporting blacks against whites."
"Yes."

Later, near the palace, some young people, many of them
distinctly non-Norwegian in appearance, were handing out pam
phlets. I accepted one and asked what it was all about. The
demonstrator said he and his friends were against "russism." I
asked if he meant they were against Russia. "Oh, no," he said,
"against russism." From the look of him, I knew he was sounding
off against "racism," and that nothing would make him happier
than to bring all of Pakistan, and perhaps Zimbabwe, too, to the
Oslo Fjord.
But this mindless solicitude about nonwhites halfway around
the world doesn't stop there. As Scandinavians in times past were
immigrants themselves in the hundreds of thousands to North
America, today new immigrants pour into the ancient Nordic
brood lands, mainly from Asia and Africa, many of them with
complexions, dress, features and behavior that would have made
Olaf Trygvason or Gustavus Adolphus wince.

Speaking of resistance, there seems little enough of it to this
latter-day invasion. Governments headed by hapless kings and
queens, who in healthier times would have had the well-being of
their people at heart, and prime ministers, sick with the reigning
orthodoxy of liberalism and elected by those same people, stand
and applaud the incoming waves of aliens. The suicidal blonds
trusting, idealistic, naive
welcome the insidious and prolific
strangers with open arms, then hurry away to visit the resistance
museum again.
A Goteborg Swede was prosecuted for referring to one recent
arrival from beyond the Caucasus as a "dark-head." As far as I
know, he may still be a prisoner of the state. Presumably, he could
have called a German or Englishman anything he pleased. So
much for freedom in the new Sweden.
Scandinavians give the impression they have greater regard for
hither Asia or black Africa than they have for, say, Germany, their
powerful neighbor, close kin and sharer in whatever good fortune
or bad awaits the Western world.
I asked myself: Is this the proud race that settled Iceland and
Greenland? That caused the Anglo-Saxons to sleep fjtfully at night
for 200 years? That ruled half of England and took the gold of the
English? That ravaged Ireland, Scotland and the Isles at will? That
harassed the Frankish kings and took over the richest parts of their
domains, then went on to conquer and rule in Italy and Sicily for
good measure? Are they kin to the Normans who conquered
England again and ruled it, one might say, up to the present time?
Kin to the Varangians who laid the foundations of Russia? Kin to
those who overran Germany itself under Gustavus Adolphus?
Without quoting Santayana, ignorance does indeed invite his
tory to repeat. Northmen may now have to defend themselves
again against Europe's ancient enemies. Only this time, it won't be
at Vienna, Breslau or Tours, wjth heavily armed Germans asallies.
They will be fighting Turks at the gates of Stockholm, Mongols at
the gates of Oslo, Muslims at the gates of Copenhagen.
Good luck, "Nordic" countries!
EDWARD GRIGGS

Hell hath no fury like Jews facing Vereinigung

SCORNING THE NEW GERMANY

W

HEN THE BERLIN WALL tumbled last November
9, most of the world rejoiced. Jews, however, were
far from pleased. Dr. Tsvi Nussbaum of Rockland
County (NY), who claims he, not a Jewish doctor in England, was
the "Warsaw ghetto boy" in that endlessly reprinted war photo,
told the New York Post (Feb. 20): "I wish they would rebuild the
Wall, and build it stronger and taller." Nussbaum was convinced
that when Germans reunite, "they will want to be the world
power." (A.M. Rosenthal, a Jew with much more clout, has been
peddling the same line in his regular New York Times column. In
his effusion of February 8, he wrote nervously of "a future in
which a united Germany is the most powerful nation on earth."
William Pfaff, a non-Jewish columnist for the Los Angeles Times,
called the assertion nonsense, noting that Germany, East or West,
is not even a member of the nuclear club.)
"I don't think any Jew living here was happy when the Wall
opened." The speaker: "Menachem," an economics student. The
place: not Jerusalem, but West Berlin. Washington Jewish Week
sent one of its reporters last winter to find out what young German
Jews are thinking these days. Came the answer Uan. 25): dark,

gloomy thoughts. Not at all unusual was the case of Ofer Frydling,
chairman of the Berlin Union of Jewish Students: "Ofer's life is
given over to Jewish activism. He wears a beeper, like a doctor, in
case he is needed for a Jewish emergency." A "pogrom beeper,"
perhaps? But these young Jews hardly knew what an anti-Semite
was! Reuven Gambit was raised by Jewish parents with no interest
in their roots, yet he plans to move to Israel to join the army, and
then proceed to New York City to become an artist. "Germany is
dead," he explained. "Dead and damned." But, as Ofer Frydling
observes, though 95% of German Jews talk about leaving, 95%
stay.
Elie Wiesel came to Washington (DC) in early February to
address a meeting of Holocaustniks. He lamented that the No
vember 9 opening of the Wall fell on the 51 st anniversary of
Kristallnacht. Preceding Wiesel on the podium was Roman Kent,
a fellow who looked most unlike his name. He insisted that
German reunification "must never happen," but was fearful that it
might. So many Nazi criminals were living itupall overtheworld!
Just last October, Henry Kissinger painstakingly and somewhat
solecistically laid out his personal timetable for German reunifica-
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tlon in the Los Angeles Times: "The final stage -- towards the latter
part of the 1990s would be free elections in East Germany, after
which that territory would be under a regime along the Austrian
model, perhaps In loose federation with West Germany." Nice
try, Henry!
On December 17, Gregor Gysi, the jewish Communist leader
of East Germany, warned that "Gross Deutschland [his pet Nazi
fied term for a reunited GermanyJ would be a victory for the right
and drive the left to the fringes of society." In mid-February, Gysi
was still at it, appealing through an Israeli rabbi to world jewry for
massive emergency aid to East Germany, imploring jews to do
whatever they could to prevent the two Germanys from getting
together again. "This is pretty strange stuff," said one U.s. official
of Gysi's request to Rabbi Zvi Weinmann for $15 billion.
Strange or not, the Washington Times made Gysi's pleas its lead
story on February 21. The article quoted an unnamed senior
Israeli official as saying, "Ironically, the new regimes in Eastern
Europe appear to still believe in the Protocols of Zion and show
that by appealing to Jews for help." Not only Gysi, but leaders
throughout Eastern Europe have been buttonholing Jewish elders
as if they held the keys to the kingdom. (Well, didn't the late
Nicolae Ceausescu call America a "Jewish dictatorship"?)
As recently as August 13, 1986, the East German regime cele
brated the 25th anniversary of the Berlin Wall with parades and a
special postage stamp. Today, it is clear that hardly any Germans
on either side loved the Wall, while a good many Jews on both
sides were ready to plant wet kisses on it.
Foreign Minister Moshe Arens was the first Israeli official to
cautiously embrace German reunification. When editorials ac
cused him of encouraging a "Fourth Reich," Arens quickly ex
plained, "If I wasn't foreign minister today, my feet wouldn't
touch German soiL" (New York Post, Feb. 20)
The attitude of today's jews toward Germany is best illustrated
in Peter Sichrovsky's extraordinary book, Strangers in Their Own
Land, a series of interviews with young jews living in Germany
and Austria. One successfu I young jewish lawyer told Sichrovsky:
I have an inexplicable sympathy for German criminals. I've
never been analyzed, but I'm sure a psychiatrist would have a field
day with me. What I like best of all is defending real criminals, all
those thieves, murderers, swindlers, the worse the better. I like
these types and their perversions. The nastier the better. Everything
that does not spell decent German I find appealing, and I'd do
anything in my power to defend these types. I certainly don't lack
clients ...
My wife is a lawyer. She's also Jewish. Though her parents
emigrated to the United States way back, she returned ....
Jewish shrinks routinely explain this sort of affinity as a conse
quence of the Holocaust, yet shysters I ike Sichrovsky flourished in
Weimar Germany. One book about the Viennese underworld,
published when Hitler was only a brown spot on the horizon,
described the many Hebrew and Yiddish words in that city's
hoary criminal argot.
Without a doubt, most Jews would still love to establish a
network of Marxist commissars over Germany. Some say it in
almost so many words:
• Michael Lerner edits Tikkun, an influential liberal Jewish
magazine. In a recent guest column in USA Today, Lerner sug
gested that, to help overcome their "rigid character structures,"
"every" German should be "required" to "learn how the Chris
tian churches, the universities, the industrialists and German in
tellectuals accommodated and encouraged the growth of anti
Semitism and virulent nationalism." Every citizen of Germany,
said Lerner, should
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serve two years in a German-sponsored international peace corps
with two purposes: to teach other countries about the dangers of
anti-Semitism, racism and xenophobic nationalism and to provide
material assistance to the peoples of Eastern Europe and the Mid
dle East whose problems are at least partially a product of the
carnage Germany inflicted.
• Columnist William Safire bemoaned the German "character
flaw" which makes them, unlike Americans, self-satisfied. As a
solution, Safire proposed making Germany a "transparent" na
tion, with "a vast bureaucracy" of politicians and reporters from
other countries snooping about. (New York Times, Feb. 23)

Safire attaches strings to German unification.
• A.M. Rosenthal used words much like Safire's in his own
New York Times column (Feb. 15), which recommended harsh
measures for keeping Germans in check:
Such as mandating specific machinery in the new German
government empowered to combat signs of resurgent racism or
pol itical irredentism in politics, journal ism, education or any other
part of German society.
Such as an international body created and encouraged by Ger
mans to poke around the country, looking for those signs and
shouting unpleasantly when discovering them.
Such as regular meetings ... among Germans, victims and for
mer enemies, to discuss such currently unfashionable I!] topics as
Nazis and the Holocaust.
Returning to the Lerner proposal, try to imagine a Russian or
German insisting that "every Jew" should "learn how the syna
gogues, the yeshivas, the Jewish merchants and intellectuals ac
commodated and encouraged the growth of Soviet Bolshevism."
It's hard to conceive of such a demand -- for the simple reason that
few Russians and Germans have the makings of commissars in
them. They just don't have that "character flaw" -- as William
Safi re might notice one day, if he ever stops critic iz i ng the flaws of
others.

A QUEER IN THE WOODPILE
The editor of Instauration is bombarded with all kinds of
letters -- friendly, hostile, clever, dumb, constructive, de
structive. Some communications make him feel he is on
the right wavelength; others make him want to pack it all in
and retreat to a hut in Baffinland.
One letter he received some months ago was a veritable
knockout pill -- so all-out disequilibrating that he put off
publishing it month after month, issue after issue. Despite
its shocking confession, the letter was so literate and 50
smoothly written that it almost cried out not to be crumpled
and tossed in the wastebasket the fate most of its readers
would say it deserved.
At any rate, since most Instaurationists want to know
what gives and have the right to know what gives, and
since Instaurationists, having taken so many blows over
time, are certainlv resilient enough to take one more, the
following letter is printed in its entirety, with only minimal
editing and one rude interruption.
Dear Editor:
Many of your readers will be shocked to learn that there
are homosexuals in the ranks of Instaurationists. I can
assure you that the two are not mutually exclusive, as I am
a member of both groups.
My sexual orientation has never blinded me to the fact
that Western civilization and the white race in general are
in deep and possibly fatal decline. Although I am not an
activist, I have read widely and observed carefully for the
past 15 years, and am more pessimistic than ever about our
future.
"But you are part of the problem," many of your readers
will say. Although it's true that I have not reproduced (and
many will think that is a good thing), J have also never
joined the ranks of organized faggotry, a movement whose
ranks include the most fanatical enemies of Instauration.
The militant homosexuals' "We're mad as hell" attitude is
a reaction to many years of perceived brutality and dis
crimination. I have waited in vain for white rights activists
todevelopthis same attitude and organize in a similarway.
There is a solidarity and acceptance within the homo
sexual community, even among the non-militant sectors,
that would make Instaurationists weep with envy if they
were aware of it. I know of no such comparable esprit de
corps in white activist circles. Walk into any homosexual
bar, nightclub or restaurant and there is an immediate
feeling of acceptance. Even on your first visit, you are not
eyed with suspicion, as are strangers at almost every right
ist gathering. My experience in homosexual hangouts is
limited, but I have never been accosted, propositioned or
harassed in any way. These are very civil places [Editor's
note: What about those bathhouses?] where one is ac
cepted as a "brother" unless and until he proves himself
unworthy of the designation.

I find it ironic that white preservationists now hold the
place once occupied by homosexuals, that of the most
universally despised group on the face of the earth. No
creed is today more often and more severely condemned
by every "moral authority," from the White House to the
media to the church pulpit than white "racism." Even
homosexuals are treated with more compassion and re
spect by all but the most fanatical Bible thumpers. When
they preach against homosexuality, Falwell and others of
his stripe continually stress that they are not condemning
the individual, but the "sin." When denouncing white
activists, the establ ishmentarians make no such disclaim
er.
Whatever you have been led to believe, a homosexual
has little or no choice about his sexual identity. While
homosexuality may not be a genetic condition, members
of the third sex are shaped by forces beyond their control.
In my own case, reviewing my childhood and adoles
cence, I can see some of these forces at work. Contrary to
what comes across on movie and TV screens, however,
knowledge alone is not sufficient to deprogram one who
has been so conditioned. (I was not seduced by a homosex
ual or physically abused by my parents or other adults. We
are not all, or even most of us, pedophiles, or interested in
"recruiting" young boys.)
Homosexuals would shun me if they knew that I am an
Instaurationist. Instaurationists would disown me if they
knew of my homosexuality. I am lonely, very tired, full of
despair on all counts. Believe me, there is nothing "gay"
about being homosexual, even in a society which is mak
ing that status more and more respectable every day.

The People's Choice
Pollsters recently asked Britons this question: "If people
want to, should they be given financial aid to help them
return to their country of origin?" The Sun printed the
results (Oct 9, 1989):

Agree
Disagree
No Opinion
Not Specified

White (%)
63
22

Black(%)
69

13

15
3

2

13

Asian (%)
54
19
25
3

Among Negro women, 75% said, "Yes, offer us money
to go home./I
A black welder in Bristol expressed the thoughts of
many: "I would go back to Jamaica tomorrow if I could
afford it. This is not my real home. And I know there are
hundreds of Jamaicans who feel the same."
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Shoah Business
The 1990s promise to be the Decade of
the Holocaust. Exterminationist Studies are
being added to the core curriculum of
schools across the country. Institutions of
higher learning [sic] are recruiting special
ists in the Holocaust for their faculties. The
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington (DC) is abuilding.
Hollywood is doing its part to goose the
people's consciousness. Four major films
dealing with Nazi atrocities have been re
leased in recent months:
Triumph of the Spirit was actually filmed
at Auschwitz-Birkenau. Salamo Arouch
(played by Willem Dafoe, a renegade Nor
dic who specializes in playing Jews) is a
Greek Hebe who somehow gets to be mid
dleweight boxing champ. After he and his
family are deported from Thessalonika to
gas oven country, Arouch literally has to
fight to stay alive. SS officers place huge
bets on the outcome of boxing matches that
pit him against all comers. The winner gets
extra rations. You can guess what happens
to the losers. Need it be added that the
movie's title is intended as a takeoff on Leni
Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will?
Music Box stars a frumpy looking Jessica
Lange, playing a lawyer who defends her
Hungarian-born father against charges of
war crimes. The film is directed by Con
stanti n Costa-Gavras, who has made a ca
reer of turning out anti-right and anti-white
potboilers. This time, the bigoted director's
target is John Demjanjuk, the Cleveland
auto worker who was framed and deported
to Israel, where he was sentenced to death
by three vengeful judges after the prosecu
tion claimed -- but did not prove that he
was "Ivan the Terrible," the mass murderer
of Treblinka. East German actor Armin
Mueller-Stahl portrays Mike Laszlo, a re
tired ironworker who emigrated to Chicago
after WWII, who is firmly identified as a
vicious killer when a music box shows up
containing eight photographs of Mike and
his pals in their younger days merrily raping
and killing hapless Jews.
Enemies -- A Love Story. A Polish Jew
(Ron Silver) moved to Coney Island after
the war with his Catholic-converted-to
Judaism second wife (Margaret Stein). She
had hidden him during the Nazi occupa
tion, while his first wife and their children
were supposedly Holocausted. In New
York, Silver becomes a successful ghost
writer and engages in a torrid affair with an
Auschwitz survivor (Lena Olin). Later on,
he runs into his first wife (Angelica Huston),
who also emigrated to greater New York,
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having crawled away from under a heap of
bodies which included their children -
and survived years in a Soviet labor camp.
What's the poor Jew to do? H is second wife
is devoted to him. His sexy mistress is preg
nant and wants to marry him. Then his first
wife turns up alivel It isn't hard to under
stand why the critics have been giving this
movie four stars.
The Rose Garden stars Swedess Liv Ull
mann (who when not acting is plugging for
the admission of more Asian refugees into
Western Europe), Maximilian Schell and
Peter Fonda. The fi 1m relates the tear jerking
tale of the survivor of a wartime massacre of
Jewish children who finally gets to confront
one of his Nazi tormentors.
The year 1990 is certainly off to a great
start in Hollywood.

ing at the Audubon Ballroom in Harlem.
Young American blacks have recently
"rediscovered" Malcolm X. His slogan,
"By Any Means Necessary," emblazons T
shirts that picture "Him" standing in a win
dow brandishing a gun.
Rap bands, such as Public Enemy, KRS 1
and Boogie Down Productions, include
quotations from Malcolm X in their lyrics.
Spike Lee's movie, Do the Right Thing,
highlights X's argument that violence
should be used in "self-defense." To date,
the film has grossed $28 million.
Books by and about Malcolm X are be
coming bestsellers. B. Dalton's, the 800
store chain, featured a full page of Malcolm
X books in its 16-page Black History Month
promotional brochure.
It's hard to say where all this will lead,
except to note that the more blacks are
radicalized by such as Malcolm X, the
more whites will maintain a healthy dis
tance.

IIX" Marks
the Holiday?

A Catholic
Lady's Lament

February 21 marked the 25th anniver
sary of the assassination of Negro activist
Malcolm X. Memorial services were held
across the country. A new group, the Na
tional Malcolm X Commemoration Com
mission, has proclaimed 1990 as "the Year
of Malcolm X" and hopes to make his birth
day, May 19, a national holiday. The cam
paign already enjoys the support of Rep.
John Conyers (D-MI), Jesse Jackson and
Dick Gregory, among others.
Born Malcolm Little in Omaha in 1925,
he and his family moved to Lansing where,
after his father's death in a railroad acci
dent, his mother ended up in a mental in
stitution and her eight children became
wards of the state.
Malcolm's first arrest was in Boston in
1945 on a theft charge. While serving time
at Concord State prison, he joined Elijah
Muhammad's Chicago-based Nation of Is
lam. Following his release in 1952, he be
came minister of the Detroit mosque and,
eventually, the Black Muslims' national
spokesman.
A fiery orator, he drew huge crowds of
adoring Negroes with his message that
white people were "devils in human form"
and with his calls for black separation.
In 1964, he split with the Nation of Islam
and founded his own Organization of Afro
American Unity. He sought to link the Ne
gro civil rights movement in America with
anti-white movements in other parts of the
world. Viewed as a dangerous rival by Eli
jah Muhammad and Louis Farrakhan, Mal
colm was gunned down by three members
of the Nation of Islam while he was speak

Don't be too hard on the Christians. I was
raised a Catholic and feel that my strict,
value-oriented education helped me a
great deal. I never got the impression that
Christ was a wimp. Au contraire! He
chased the money-changers (inside traders)
out of the temple. And He was right in
doing so, the nuns told me.
When I was in the fifth grade, Father H.
had a special sermon for the children's
Mass. He explained in simple terms that
black people and white people are very
different. He said we shou Id look at blacks
and see if we found them attractive.
Chances are, we wou Idn't. God meant
them not to be good-looking so we
wouldn't marry them. We were white, and
should date and marry people of our own
race.
Our beloved priest explained we did not
mate with donkeys because God made
them sexually unattractive to us. Since
every bird mated only with its own kind,
people should do the same.
That sermon stayed with me, even
through my liberal days. I always thought of
it when I looked at blacks. It made so much
sense -- they are unattractive to me and to
most whites. Unfortunately, they are often
unattractive to each other despite their
"black is beautiful" cry.
Father H. also taught us that Negroes
aren't as smart as white people. They can't
help it; that's the way they are. If we mar
ried them, he said, our children had a good
chance of being stupid. The nuns consis
tently reinforced the father's teachings
through my 13 years of Catholic schooling.

We were told to be kind to all people,
whatever their race, but not to have them
for friends or spouses. Can you imagine
them getting away with this now?
I feel the nuns and priests who were my
teachers wou Id have felt qu ite at home with
most of the Instauration ist philosophy.
None of our friends have associated or
married out of our race. They all live in
white neighborhoods and send their kids to
white schools. All have fled Chicago and
moved to white suburbs.
My own children did attend school with
blacks. (My husband and I were the most
liberal and daring in our circle.) All three
had some black "friends" who drifted into
their lives. They didn't stay. My children
found them "too different." They acted dif
ferent, talked different and thought differ
ent. There was very little in common, even
at an early age. Now, all three of my chil
dren are avid Instaurationists and are edu
cating their children to be proud, not
ashamed, of who they are.
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Michiganders
Fight Racism
Michigan's Civil Rights Division has is
sued a ukase that calls on the state's col
leges and universities to develop "zero tol
erance" policies for combatting racist atti
tudes.
The Commission report, "Civil Rights In
Higher Education in Michigan," recom
mends that public and private institutions
require all students to take courses in cul
tural pluralism and that matching sensitiv
ity training be provided for all members of
the college community, from trustees to
professors. Training should "heighten
awareness" of the concerns of racial and
ethnic minorities, women, the mentally in
firm and physically disabled, and, of
course, homos.
The University of Michigan, which is
paranoid about racism, began its second
semester with a week-long series of vigils,
symposiums and lectures that involved
nearly every school and department. "An
cient Greece and the Black Experience"
was presented by the classical studies de
partment. Nuclear Engineering sponsored
"Your Success Can Be Enhanced by Posi
tive Race Relations." The School of Natural
Resources had a go at "Environmental Is
sues and Concerns: The Impact on People
of Color."
On Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, a
thousand students, teachers and staff took
part in a sensitivity session that involved
each participant pairing with someone of a
different racial or ethnic group, watching
the controversial Spike Lee film, Do the
Right Thing, and then sharing his or her

reaction.
Last year, the faculty of the College of
Literature, Science and Arts narrowly de
feated a proposal to make a course on race
and ethnicity a graduation requirement. A
university-wide code forbidding harass
ment and discrimination among students
was struck down after a white graduate
student sued in Federal Court on the
ground that it abridged free speech.
U. of Michigan President James Duder
stadt and his staff remain unshaken in their
devotion to minority-mongering. As Du
derstadt recently remarked, "The challenge
is one of pluralism. We're reinventing the
university for 21 st-century America."

A Bastion
on Every Block
Architecture is largely determined by
lifestyle. Medieval European architecture
featured the walled city, moat and castle
because everyday life was dangerous. For
much the same defensive reason, Hispanic
and Arab residential architecture has al
ways featured the courtyard style, where
domestic life looks inward to the protected
garden.
In the U.S., street crime has spawned the
limited-access apartment complex, replete
with armed guards, TV monitors and plastic
access cards for entry to underground ga
rages. At first, the liberal press berated the
occupants for their elitist fears, until ghetto
types grew adept at decoding the electronic
locks and dodging the snooping cameras,
occasionally by enlisting the aid of custo
dians and cleaning women.
By the mid-1980s, demand for the urban
strongholds had flattened. The in thing now
was the "condo canyon" developments on
distant suburban beltways and superhigh
ways.
A more forbidden form of modern bas
tion protects us "ins" from them "outs."
The reference is to federal prisons, 22% of
whose inmates are now aliens. In addition
to the 70 federal jails, there are 308 half
way houses, 39 juvenile facilities and, of
course, the vastly larger archipelago of state
prisons. It adds upto a lot of protection. But
not enough, not nearly enough.
220

Dimming Halos
Jewish saints have the most devilish
resumes. Take Albert "Bombfather" Ein
stein, who had to hire a mathematician,
Hermann Minkowski, to put his equations
into some kind of comprehensible form. AI,
it turns out, relied pretty heavily on the
work of his physicist wife, Mi leva Maric, for
his scientific breakthroughs -- work which

he never acknowledged publicly, but
whose importance can now be readily as
certained from letters to and from his wife.
The correspondence, thoroughly analyzed
by historian Senta Troemel-Ploetz, appears
in her biography of Einstein, not translated
into English, which is now in its fourth
printing in West Germany. Einstein, how
ever, did admit to feeling sorry that, after
wifey had finished all the housework, she
had to burn the midnight oil doing his math
for him (this is before he hired Minkowskil.
Mr. E=mc 2 walked away from Maric, a
non-Jewish Serb, in 1914, leaving her with
a psychotic son and a daughter. (Their first
child was an illegitimate baby girl who was
presumably farmed out for adoption.)
Maric died in poverty in 1937. By then,
Einstein, loaded with fame and quite well
off financially, had remarried, this time
within the fold.
In 1896, AI and Mileva both took their
entrance exams at the Swiss Federal Insti
tute of Technology. She passed, he failed.
But in the end, AI, not Mileva, graduated.
During a 1905 visit to Maric's father, short
ly before her husband published his Special
Theory of Relativity, she said, "A short
while ago we finished a very important
work, which will make my husband world
famous." Until recently, very few Einstein
worshippers had heard about the "we."

*

*

*

As for Sigmund Freud, his sainthood has
been under attack for sometime. Neverthe
less, he is still considered in some quarters,
particularly in Jewish quarters, one of the
great gurus of the 20th century. Although
the reading public has been sketchily in
formed of his sexual obsessions, his dope
addiction and his anti-Nazism, not until the
publication of a new biography, Freud,
Bi%gist of the Mind, by Frank Sulloway of
MIT, have some of the more sord id tricks he
played upon his patients become known,
such as persuading two occupants of his
couch, one of whom he diagnosed as a
latent homosexual, to divorce their respec
tive mates and marry each other. In another
case, Freud claimed he had made a brilliant
cure of a neurotic Jewess, who nevertheless
ended up in an asylum. Still another,
Freud's treatment of a 16-year-old girl
named Dora for hysteria, which helped
make the Herr Doktor a world class sha
man, is also believed to have been rigged.
Despite Freud's psychoanalytic babble, all
she probably had was a cough.

*

*

*

The reputation of that other Jewish trium
vir of modern thought, super-guru Karl
Marx, has also been taking a nosedive, as
the suffering people of Eastern Europe go
about ridding themselves of the Semitic
claptrap known as communism.
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Ethnic Punch Up
Steve Whalen, the author of Saint Brook
lyn (Arlington House, 1989), is a fourth
generation Irish American, a Brooklyn fire
man who writes of the grinding hostility of
the "Harps" for the "Guineas" (Italian
Americans) and vice versa. Although both
population groups are Catholic, the Italians
deeply resent the Irish domination of their
church.
The novel has a Romeo and Juliet sub
plot, in which the elder brother of the Irish
protagonist reveals his love for an Italian
girl, much to the shock and horror of his
family. When the couple cannot be per
suaded to break it off, fierce quarreling en
sues as to whether the wedding should be
held in an Irish or in an Italian church.
Because he is paying the bills, the Italian
father of the bride insists on adding a slew
of Italianate flourishes to the ceremony,
which enrages the groom's relations. The
argument soon degenerates into a violent
punch up between the two families.

Eternal Selma
In 1965, "integration" was as dirty a
word for white Alabamans as "segrega
tion" was for most blacks. Whites, led by
Gov. George Wallace, accused blacks and
outsiders of being "integrationists," while
blacks, led by Martin Luther King Jr.,
charged whites with being "segregation
ists."
Things have changed in Alabama over
the past quarter-century -- at least on the
surface. The power of the federal govern
ment and the liberal media have forced
nearly all white Alabamans to accept "seg
regationist" as the bad word, with the iron
ic result that today blacks and whites line
up to hurl it at each other.
Since December 21, the small city of
Selma has been in a nonstop racial uproar.
It all began when the six whites on the
school board refused to extend the contract
of Dr. Norward Roussell, Selma's first black
superintendent, and the five black board
members walked out in protest. Much of
the problem devolved from Roussell's cut
ting back on Selma's academic "tracking
system," which caused Level One to be
90% white and Level Three 90% black.
Roussell and his supporters contend that
the practice is "segregationist."
The black response to Roussell's dismis
sal has been several months of often violent
protest -- 24-hour sit-ins at City Hall, con
stant shouting and shoving at school board
meetings, steady harassment of white stuPAGE 18 --INSTAURATION -- MAY 1990

dents in classes, and the like. The white half
of Selma's population has responded with
the charge that the town's black leaders are
trying to "resegregate" the public schools
by creating an atmosphere of intimidation.
If that is the blacks' intention, they are suc
ceeding admirably, as hundreds of white
students have begun heading for Selma's
all-white private academies.
The eyes of the world focused briefly on
Selma in March, when the historic 1965
civil rights march to Montgomery was re
staged. Few of the TV viewers realized that
Selma today is every bit as racially polar
ized as it ever was.
A recent development in Selma's racial
clash has been the founding of a white
group called PEST, to challenge the black
group BEST, which has led the demonstra
tions. Each of these racially homogeneous
outfits labels the other "the real Commu
nists." BEST was recently sued by the city
for allegedly working to convert Selma's
public schools "into a segregated system,
attended only by black children." Mean
while, the Selma Board of Education has
been sued for $10 billion (not million) for
maintaining a tracking system which alleg
edly keeps incipient black Einsteins out of
college. Blacks are also circulating peti
tions to force a recall election of Mayor Joe
Smitherman, the same white ex-segrega
tionist who generaled his city's anti-black
forces in that long-ago spri ng of 1965,
which to many Selma residents seems like
almost yesterday.

Report Card
I have taught in public schools, most of
which resemble a cross between a halfway
house and a revolving insurrection. I have
also taught in all-female and all-male pri
vate high schools. I have encountered hun
dreds of beautiful and healthy young peo
ple, self-disciplined, hard-working, re
spectful and intelligent, most of them in my
private school classes. Of all the ethnics I
have taught here in western New York
State, the Polish students are most repre
sentative of what used to be known as
"American."
When one of my classes averages 90 on a
Regents chemistry exam, I have a hard time
believing that the Northern and Eastern Eu
ropean type is getting dumber by the year.
Lower and lower SAT scores don't bear this
out. A major cause is the increasing num
bers of nonwhites taking the test.
When I was a youngster, things were
different. In the public school I attended,
my math, physics, chemistry and English
teachers were all Ph.D.s. A private school

wasn't needed in our city either academi
cally or to provide physical safety. Schools
reflect the community. Ours demanded
teachers who knew their stuff and admini
strators who were not afraid to expel trou
blemakers.
The beliefthat all children were beautiful
and gifted had not become an article of
faith. "Honors" students were just a hand
ful out of a hundred -- not one-third of the
class, as today. A good swat on the behind
was not child abuse, nor was standing mo
tionless and silent in the corner considered
a cruel and unusual punishment. Mothers
stayed home and saw to it that their chil
dren were civilized before they entered the
first grade. School discipline didn't require
lawyers or social workers.
The punishment for repeated goofing off
was being sent to the dean, who ordered
the student to "assume the position." His
pine paddle sent an indelible and unforget
table message. If it was not received, the
last step was to the principal, known at our
school as "Foot," which he applied vigor
ously, both figuratively and literally. Some
misfits were never seen at school again.
More than 10 years ago, I predicted that
the "computer solution" was another pie
in-the-sky placebo. Courses in computer
science were originally intended to teach
logic but soon degenerated into game play
ing and word processing. Today, most
computer courses are glorified typing clas
ses. But that's merely an adaptation to real
ity, since most public education today re
sembles an effort to teach penguins how to
fly. As Boss Penguin keeps insisting, "A
wing is a terrible thing to waste."
My grandfather used to say that we
should all have our IQs tattooed on our
foreheads. He felt it would eliminate a lot of
wasted verbal intercourse.
The enduring strength of the American
Majority lies in its biological foundation,
which I regard as basically unaltered. Most
of today's white youth are attuned to an
alien psychological and spiritual environ
ment that is out of step with their own biol
ogy. My classroom experience convinces
me that the Majority still has a sound base.
Our enemies recognize this and proceed
cautiously to avoid the sort of calamity that
wou Id provide the impetus for our instaura
tion.
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Blackmail
at Gunpoint?
In March, Milwaukee city alderman
Michael McGee called on black males
from 14 to 70 to form an armed militia if
white taxpayers don't cough up more bil
lions of dollars to "solve" the mounting

problems of Negroes. At a press conference
dealing with "The State of the Inner City,"
the former Black Panther gunslinger threat
ened a renewal of urban guerrilla warfare
of the sort that made for the "long, hot
summers" of the 1960s. Boasted McGee,
"They [blacksl can fight and they already
know how to shoot. I'm going to give them
a cause to die for."
Other black community leaders, while
hesitating publicly to support McGee's ap
peal for organized violence, slavishly agree
that wh ites are to blame for everyth i ng from
the soaring rates of black teenage preg
nancy, unemployment, drug addiction and
homicide to the overwhelmingly dispro
portionate number of Negro prison in
mates.
McGee has already enlisted his three
sons as the first soldiers of his black urban
army: "I plan that by the year 2000 things
wi" have changed, or we're going to be
fighting."

Rift Healers
Not content to pull strings, Jewish Demo
crats have formed a racist caucus within the
party to ensure that it takes stands favorable
to Jewish interests. The Jewish Democratic
Study Group is a direct outgrowth of the
National Jewish Leadership Council,
which played a key, though largely un
heralded, role in Gov. Dukakis's lament
ably unsuccessful 1988 presidential cam
paign.
Headed by Morton Mandel, a former
president of the Council of Jewish Federa
tions, the Study Group's top brass includes
Hyman Bookbinder, who has served as
Washington rep of the American Jewish
Committee. Bookbinder is confident the
new group can see to it that the Democrats
reinforce their position on such nitty-gritty
issues as anti-Semitism.
High on the legislative agenda for Jews is
the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990, de
signed to overtu rn the 1989 Supreme Court
decisions that made it more difficult but
not too difficult, for employees to bring
discrimination and affirmative action suits.
The bill has won the wholehearted en
dorsement of the American Jewish Com
mittee, the American Jewish Congress, the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the
Union of American Hebrew Congrega
tions, the National Council of Jewish Wo
men and the National Federation of Tem
ple Sisterhoods.
At a press conference where leading
jews joined the NAACP in backing the
1990 Civil Rights legislation push, Albert
Vorspan of the Union of Hebrew Congre
gations, representing some 1.2 million Re
form jews, reminded reporters, "Despite all
the irritations and even real issues which

sometimes divide [Jews and blacks), we
still have a deep, shared agenda."

Matzo Monopoly
Three weeks before Passover, B. Manis
chewitz, America's biggest matzo maker,
was indicted for conspiring to fix the
wholesale price of the company's principal
product. The charge was filed by the u.s.
justice Department in Newark (NJ) Federal
Court. If convicted, Manischewitz, which
denies any wrongdoing, may face a penalty
of$l million.
Among the scads of Jews who came to
the firm's defense was Allan Gale of De
troit's Jewish Community Council, who
told reporters that he has found no evi
dence whatsoever of price manipulation.
On the contrary, he pointed out that super
market chains actually subsidize the price
of Passover matzos. What he left unsaid is
that stores afford this Kosher subsidy by
passing the extra costs along to their non
jewish customers.

No Ball and Chain
Joan Braden's long-in-coming book
(about three years), Just Enough Rope: An
Intimate Memoir, didn't give her any rope
at all to hang herself. The myriads of pub
lishers who turned her ms. down before it
was finally accepted by Villard, not exactly
a household name in the publishing busi
ness, were right on target. Reviewer Susan
Dooley, who does a woman's-libber job
on Joanie, says she is a "pretty woman"
whose photo does not display her abun
dance of "charm." Got that right, too. The
picture accompanying the review makes
her look like a wimp-simp schoolmarm.
She also has an uncanny resemblance to
husband Tom. Who got that look first? Is it
contagious or is it the result of adapting to a
lifetime of elbow-rubbing and shoe-polish
ing?
So innocuous is the book it could easily
have been written in 17th-century Boston.
As the reviewer said, "She tells, but did she
kiss?" She "loves" Nelson Rockefeller,
John F. Kennedy and Robert McNamara,
but never admits to "carnal love." She
"doesn't condone extramarital sex and
[doesn'tJ recommend it." Neither Mom nor
Pop interferes with each other's "friend
ships." "If I want to consort with another
man, I do, and if he wants to consort with
another woman, he does. We trust each
other."
Really, now! Is Mrs. Braden trying to be
discreet for the sake of her eight children?
Does she need the money so bad Iy now
that Tom has been ignominiously pink
slipped from Crossfire? Is she craving some

Schoolmarm ish Joan
publicity and excitement for their own
sake? Though we can't tell from her wordy
but unrevealing memoirs, our guess is that
this very ordinary woman, who just hap
pened to be in a few extraordinary situa
tions eons ago, wants to see if she can cash
in by some name-dropping and banal com
ments about a few "personalities" of the
day.
Don't waste the $19.95.

Nazi Hunter
Debunked
Fueled by his autobiographical account,
The Murderers Among Us, which inspired
a recent movie starring Ben Kingsley, Si
mon Wiesenthal has become an interna
tional celebrity of mythic proportions. An
egotist to the core, he has taken most of the
credit for the capture and eventual judicial
murder of Adolf Eichmann. His other Nazi
hunting operations, as well as the larger
issue of exactly what he himself was doing
during WWII, have been the subject of ex
tensive and intensive speculation.
Isser Harel, the founder of Israel's secur
ity services, recently disclosed that "Wies
enthal had no role whatsoever in either the
discovery, the identification, or the capture
of Adolf Eichmann." He flatly dismisses the
enduring legend of Wiesenthal as the in
trepid ch ief avenger of the Holocaust.
Harel explained he hadn't publicly at
tacked Wiesenthal's claims until now be
cause he feared the disclosures would
"give satisfaction to Jew haters and Nazi
sympathizers." But the 79-year-old Zionist
spook stated that he simply could no longer
maintain his silence: "History must express
the truth about this case."
It remains to be seen if Harel will con
cede the falsity of other aspects of the epis
trophic Six Million.
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Taylor
Dememorized
The Robert Taylor Building in Holly
wood has been renamed the George Cukor
Building, with Taylor's statue removed. It
seems the late Majority actor "named
names" before the House Un-American
Activities Committee (HUAC) back in
1947. Actually, he named only three and
identified none as Communists. He simply
noted what everyone knew: that actors
Howard da Silva and Karen Morley had
been disrupting meetings of the Screen
Writers Guild and that Lester Cole had
been identified by others (correctly) as a
Stalinist. Taylor said he had no idea if any of
the three were Communists, but did know
that he hated Marxism.
The so-called "blacklist" was actually
created (under pressure) by 15 top movie
executives, among them Louis B. Mayer
and Jack Warner. These two richissimo
Jews and some of their cohorts actually did
name dozens of Communists, yet no one is
trying to change the names of Warner Bros.
or Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Film star Taylor, who looked pretty but
was no great shakes as a thespian, has been
consigned to the memory hole because of
one Stan Zimmerman, a Jewish writer at
Lorimar Studios (which owns the "Cukor
Building"), who persuaded 50 of his fellow
employees to sign a petition. Lorimar offi
cials refuse to say who the 50 signees are or
even what the petition says!

Surrender in L.A.
While most Americans joined with the
political establishment in gloating over the
ouster of Panamanian dictator Manuel
Noriega -- an action hailed as the most
successful U.S. military operation since
WWII -- Los Angeles officials complained
that they are being overwhelmed by an
unousterable enemy, drug-peddling, Uzi
toting gangs. "We're in trouble," stated Ste
ven Valdivia, who monitors gang activity in
Greater Los Angeles, "It's reached the stage
of civil insurrection."
The gangs, composed almost exclusively
of nonwhites, have over 100,000 heavily
armed members. They vastly outnumber
the 15,000 pol ice and sheriffs' officers
charged with maintaining law and order in
the area. "Safe" neighborhoods no longer
exist -- even the posh Jewish neighbor
hoods have their random "drive by/l mur
ders.
As the rest of the country celebrated the
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invasion of Panama, which has done little
to reduce the influx of drugs from Latin
America, the second largest U.5. city has
fallen prey to nonwhite criminal gangs.
That not the captu re of Noriega, shou Id
have been the U.S. media's "top story" of
1989.

Allies" Killed
at U.S. Army Base
II

Shortly before Thanksgiving, two Israeli
soldiers, Marc Elon and Nachum Golan,
were killed in an explosion at the
Army Proving Ground at Yuma (AZ). The
Zionist duo had been participating in a test
of a 155 mm mobile artillery piece.
The Washington Post, one of the few
newspapers to report on the incident, ad
m itted, "the accident called attention to the
largely unpublicized but rapidly expanding
program of military cooperation between
Israel and the United States ...
Everybody but the public knows that the
two countries "share" military technology
and weapon development projects. It's an
outgrowth of the "strategic cooperation"
initiative the Reagan Administration in
augurated with Israel seven years ago. The
Jonathan Pollard spy scandal has not been
permitted to reduce America's commit
ment to this very special partnership.

u.s.

/1

Save Auschwitz!
The Auschwitz concentration camp, key
prop in Holocaustiana, is literally falling
apart. The barracks, "gas chambers," cre
matoria and piles of inmates' shoes have
deteriorated so severely that alarmed ex
terminationists fear the relics will crumble
into dust. Frank Reiss, vice-president of the
Ronald S. Lauder Foundation, warns that if
nothing is done to preserve the camp, in a
few years "this site will be practically non
existent."
The foundation recently agreed to pro
vide technical assistance to the Polish Min
istry of Culture, which is in charge of the
camp, and has also launched a massive
fund drive, aimed at raising $40 million to
restore the camp to its former gruesome
condition.
Auschwitz is officially designated as a
"Monumentto the Martyrdom of the Polish
and Other Nations./I The new regime in
Warsaw, headed by Lech Walesa (who
claims he has never read a book), has
formed a new commission to change the
way the museum tells the million-times-re
peated tale of woe. Up till now, only pas

si ng reference has been made to the alleged
murder of millions of jews at the complex.
Lech has promised that, in the future, the
camp museum will conform with the ver
sion of events presented by such trust
worthy Western institutions as the Simon
Wiesenthal Center.

Hands Off
Hollywood
A federal investigation of mob influence
in Hollywood was recently derailed, justas
it was reportedly on the verge of hitting
paydirt. The probe, conducted over a two
year period, grew out of labor racketeering
inquiries that included the review of thou
sands of subpoenaed documents and hun
dreds of hours of wiretaps.
Richard Stavin was in charge of the in
vestigation until he resigned from the Jus
tice Department's organized crime strike
force. Since his departure, Stavin has
charged that Hollywood and other ele
ments of the entertainment industry have
been infiltrated by "senior organized crime
figures./I The mobsters exercise influence
over movie executives, producers and
agents, and engage in illegal activities rang
ing from padding payrolls to money laun
dering through movie budgets.
Another attorney formerly involved in
the investigation, Marvin Rudnick, was
fired by the Justice Department after Attor
ney General Thornbu rgh received com
plaints by executives of MCA Inc., the en
tertainment conglomerate. MCA officials
have contributed heavily to political cam
paigns in recent elections. Chairman Lew
Wasserman is a close friend and onetime
agent of Ronald Reagan.

Reverse
Exterminator
The next time you get a visit from the
minions of the Sons of Abraham, try this on
them: jane DeLynn (DeLynnski, two gen
erations back), a novelist by trade, a dyke
by predisposition and a Jewess by concep
tion, has contributed to a collection of Hol
ocaustiana, parts of which are so downright
bloodthirsty and vicious that a few choice
sentences deserve the title of "Most Bar
barous Quote of the year."
Read what follows, then rethink your
thoughts about jews. If you already thought
badly of them, you'll now think them a
hundred times worse.
Here are Ms. DeLynn's comments as
found on p. 65 of Testimony: Contempo
rary Writers Make the Holocaust Personal,
edited by David Rosenberg and published
by Random House:

Although in general I believe in nu
clear disarmament I am glad Israel has
the atomic bomb, and the continued ex
istence of Israel is the only cause for
which I consider it justifiable to use nu
clear weapons. Let me put this in its stark
est and ugliest light; I am not sure, but I
believe, that if the choice were between
the survival of Israel and that of the re
maining 4 or 6 billion peoples of the
world, I would choose the 4 million.

If this racist triage were not sufficiently
emetic, a few pages later DeLynn regrets
"the European war didn't go on a little
longer -- so maybe we could have tried the
A-bomb on Germany rather than Japan."
Though she has no need to say so, consid
ering the tone of her earlier ravings, she
confesses she becomes "each year a little
more consciously obsessed with the Holo
caust .... It is a wound I want constantly to
fester."
DeLynn's hate continues to runneth
over: "I am not interested in justice for
anyone, unless there is justice -- first -- for
the Jews ..." She bitches about Poland,
which has neglected "to enact a memorial
to its 3 million murdered jews. I was glad
when Sol idarity was crushed, and Poles
were placed in a state of martial law." Lech
Walesa's recent successes must have driv
en her to the depths of despair. As to Ger
many, "What, practically speaking, can
one do with a nation in which virtually
everyone over the age of ten, twelve, fif
teen ... was either a participant in or ac
cessory to murder?"
While DeLynn was an SDS partyliner at
Columbia, she had moments of that eternal
Jewish flirtation with the Aesthetic Prop:
"my double marginality (as Jew and closet
gay) had me yearn for the kind of prototypi
cally handsome male WASP ..."
Instauration has been firm in the belief
that when it comes to the art of hating, jews
out-hate non-Jews a hundred to one. Thank
you, Ms. DeLynn, for making our point.

IIRairlbow"
Republicans
Safe in the bel ief that conservative wh ite
voters have nowhere else to turn, the
"New" Republican Party of Bush, Atwater,
Kemp and Gingrich is busy trying to forge
its own Rainbow Coalition and is focusing
on Negroes, jews, Hispanics and gay folks.
Although Bush received only 12% of the
Negro vote in 1988, he has been courting
blacks as if they -- not Majority Americans
-- were his main base of support. Negroes
have received a number of high-level ap
pointments, including Secretary of Health
and Human Services (Louis Sullivan);
Chairman of the joint Chiefs of Staff (Colin

Powell); head of the Office of Personnel
Management (Constance Newman); head
of Congressional Liaison (Fred McClure).
During his first year as President, Bush
met with Bishop Desmond Tutu once and
with NAACP director Benjamin Hooks five
times. He has invited terrorist Nelson Man
dela to pay him a visit as soon as possible.
In contrast, Reagan refused to entertain Tu
tu and met with Hooks just once during his
eight years in the White House.
Atwater is vigorously recruiting Negroes
to run against white Democratic incum
bents. AI Brown will be the likely Republi
can opponent of Kentucky'S Democratic
Congressman Romano Mazzoli.
Bush and Kemp have made a series of
highly publicized visits to Negro neighbor
hoods and public housing projects. On jan.
28, the President spoke from the pulpit of
the John Wesley A.M.E. Zion Church in
Washington, where he drew a chorus of
"amens" after he said that whites are ob
I i gated to "leave the enti re baggage of bigo
try behind."
Barbara Bush, who has done her bit for
this minority racist campaign, has been
photographed holding black babies and
helping out in soup lines. She speaks out
repeatedly on the need for whites to fight
racism, but not the black racism which she
indirectly supports.
The Bush menage's negrophilia has ap
parently been paying political dividends,
as the latest public opinion polls indicate
that Bush enjoys a 74% approval rating
among Negroes.
Jews are also being courted by Republi
cans as never before. Following the New
York City mayoral contest, where winner
Donald Dinkins received less than 40% of
the Jewish vote, instead of the 70% plus
traditionally given to Democrats, Atwater
made a quiet visit to Zoo City, where he
addressed a group of jewish leaders con
vened by realtor George Clark. Among the
highlights of Atwater's speech: on his re
cent trip to Israel, he tasted gefilte fish
(laced with tabasco) during a visit to a kib
butz -- and loved every bite.
Bush is trying to persuade Gorbachev to
join him in a move to repeal the UN's 1975
"Zionism is Racism" resolution. Vice Presi
dent Quayle has been tapped to convince
UN delegates that what they know to be
true is not true. In remarks rebroadcast
around the world over the Voice of Amer
ica, Quayle was quoted as saying that the
campaign to "delegitimize" Israel "has
been waged with an obsessiveness, a vin
dictiveness, and a total disregard for the
truth." He went on to affirm (was he cros
sing his fingers?) that "Zionism is not, and
never has been, a form of racism."
Republican officeholders have been trip
ping over themselves to show their support

for Israel, the "strategic importance" of
which becomes less clear with each pas
sing day. In a direct mail campaign launch
ed just before Christmas, Senator Robert
Packwood (R-OR) wrote to loaded Jews
living as far away from his home state as
New York City. He reminded prospective
Jewish donors:
My outspoken support for Israel
has made me a perfect target for de
feat .... At a time when it is more
vital than ever for me to remain in the
U.S. Senate, I am more greatly at risk
of defeat than ever before. My oppo
nents would charge that I spend too
much time defending Israel. You and
I know there are too few friends of
Israel in the U.S. Senate .... Israel
needs me in the Senate. And I need
you.
Although Republicans count on the
"pro-family" constituency for success at
the polls, this has not discouraged Atwater
and other Republican pols from quietly
making overtures to homosexuals. The At
water crowd has distanced itself from those
few Republican officeholders who have
publicly challenged the powerful Homo
sexual Lobby in Washington. AIDS "edu
cation" funds continue to be channeled to
homosexual groups. Most recently, the Na
tional Gay & Lesbian Task Force and the
Human Rights Campaign Fund, the largest
faggy PAC, praised a Bush directive order
ing the 1990 Census to count queer coup
les. Homo lobbyists are confident that Cen
sus figures on fruitcake partners will trans
late into greater clout in social and employ
ment policies.
Meanwhile, conservative Republicans
sputter and fume over the fact that the ele
ments they claim to represent -- mainly the
white middle class -- are being ignored.

Some Real
Irish Numbers
How many people from the Emerald Isle
grace the shores of the United States? It's an
old demographic mystery that the 1980
Census didn't do much to clear up when it
listed 40.7 million.
Just as there are two kinds of electricity,
positive and negative, so there are two
kinds of Irishmen: the dour, industrious
Presbyterian of Ulster, whose ancestors
originally hailed from the Scottish Low
lands and northern England's border coun
try; and the word-loving, light-hearted, po
litically minded Catholic of the auld Sod.
Patrick Henry, Andrew Jackson, John C.
Calhoun and Andrew Mellon were Scotch
Irish from Northern Ireland; the Kennedys,
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Noble Savage?
Tip O'Neill and Daniel Patrick Moynihan
are of southern Irish provenance.
It's obvious that the figure of 40.7 million
needs to be sorted out. The question is not
how many Irish are in the U.s., but how
many northern Irish and southern Irish?
Some interesting number crunching
along these lines can be found in We the
People, An Atlas of America's Ethnic Di
versity by James P. Allen and Eugene P.
Turner (Macmillan, NY). According to the
authors, who have examined the ethnic
composition of America county by county,
state by state, region by region, there are 10
million Americans who are Irish on both
sides, and almost 30 million more who
have one-eighth or more Irish genes in their
genomes. Of those who identified them
selves as being echt Irish, almost half were
Catholic.
Of the 12.5 million Irish Americans in
the South, where 35% of ailirishers live, 3
million said they were as much Scottish as
Irish. A decade ago, 60,000 New Yorkers
and 18,000 Bostonians claimed to have
been born in Ireland. New England is a
disproportionately Irish region, especially
in and around Boston.
Many questions still remain as to Irish
numbers. Some may be answered by this
year's Census. At least we now know that
the 40.7 million figure ofthe 1980 Census
is so much blarney, since it leaves the false
impression that the great majority of what
the government head counters call Irish
were Irish Catholics, and the Scotch Irish or
Anglo Irish, who arrived a century before
the southern Irish, were a relatively minor
component of the Irish immigration.

Art Creeps
Paul Warhola, retired junk dealer and
. brother of the late pop artist, Andy Warhol,
who dropped the " a" in his surname,
paints pictures by dipping chicken feet in
pigment and applying the daubs to his can
vases. He also churns out Heinz 57 ketch
up bottles in the Campbell's Soupcan tradi
tion of Andy, for which he charges as much
as $10,000 each. Genius obviously runs in
the family.
And just to keep the record straight, An
dres Serrano, the photographer who
dunked a crucifix in urine, has an Afro
Cuban mother and a Honduran father. Ser
rano's other masterpiece is a photo he enti
ties, Ejaculate in Trajection, which Instau
ration won't describe for fear of running
afoul of obscenity laws. Serrano has sold 14
copies of his Christ-bashing photo, the last
for $10,000. He has also received a foun-
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dation grant for another $10,000. Blas
phemy is profitable these days, provided
Yahweh and Allah are not blasphemed.

Unmasking the
Worst President
During the 1964 presidential campaign,
hundreds of thousands of copies of J. Evetts
Haley's book, A Texan Looks at Lyndon,
were distributed. Among other Johnson
misdeeds, Haley charged that LBJ, then
running for president against Barry Gold
water, had won his Senate seat by massive
vote fraud and had amassed a huge person
al fortune by hardnosed influence ped
dling. That the national media failed to give
any credence to Haley's accusations was a
great boon to Johnson's campaign. Once in
the White House, he did more damage to
white America than any other preSident,
with the possible exception of Abe Lincoln.
Not only did LBJ push through a huge pack
et of "civil rights" legislation, but he cra
venly helped cover up the Israeli attack on
the USS Liberty in the 1967 Six Day War.
Now, with 14 years of research under his
belt, historian Robert A. Caro, a neo-con
Jew, has confirmed the validity of many of
Haley's charges in the second volume of
his projected four-volume biography of
Johnson, Means of Ascent (Knopf, NY).
Caro not only proves that Johnson's record
of brave combat during WWII was man
ufactured; he also shoots down the canard
that LBJ's million-dollar broadcasting em
pire, based on Austin radio station KTBC,
was created by Lady Bird's money and
brains. It was, Caro asserts, the direct result
of Lyndon's political string-pulling.
The biography's most explosive revela
tions concern the 1948 Texas Senate cam
paign, where Johnson stole the election
from Coke Stevenson, a former governor
and traditional Southern conservative. The
facts were not unearthed by Caro, but he
recalled all the sordid details. Johnson,
who was trailing in the balloting, finally
"won" by 87 votes outof988,295 officially
counted. Two hundred and three of John
son's voters, according to the confession of
an Hispanic who was in on the vote fraud,
were supplied by dead Mexican Ameri
cans, some of whom had been illegal immi
grants.
From the Senate, Johnson went on to
become the 36th u.s. President, with the
damning consequences that we and our
descendants will have to put up with until
America's doomsday, which LBJ did so
much to hasten.

The Honorable Member of Congress for
Illinois's Second House District, Gus Sav
age, has won the Democratic primary,
guaranteeing that he will, barring death or
imprisonment, go back to Washington to
serve a sixth term. Savage, a widower who
has one of the worst attendance records on
Capitol Hill, was charged by a female
Peace Corps worker with harassing her
with "improper sexual advances" while he
was on a "fact finding" mission to Zaire.
The House Ethics Committee agreed and
gave him a slap-on-the-wrist reprimand.
This did not discourage Savage's black
South Side constituents from giving him
51 % of the vote in the March Democratic
primary. While being endorsed in person
by such black Bemo bigwigs as Majority
Whip Bill Gray and New York Congress
man Charles Rangel, Savage reminded vot
ers that his opponent, Melvin Reynolds, a
Negro Rhodes scholar, "received 82% of
all his individual contributions from mem
bers of AI PAC." During the final days of the
campaign, Savage traveled with bow-tied
bodyguards provided by Louis Farrakhan's
Nation of Islam and refused to talk with any
representatives of what he called "those
whites who control all of the people's tele
vision and newspapers."
Republicans have to apologize around
the clock for Louisiana's Republican State
Senator David Duke. The Demos are some
what reluctant to badmouth their race-bait
ing legislator. They are not too worried
about Savage, however, since the media
long ago developed a habit of shutting one
eye to black racism.

Manhattan
Gold Miners
A staple of Holocaust literature deals
with charges that the Nazis ordered Jewish
"special commandos" to plunder newly
gassed kosher corpses of gold fillings be
fore sending them to the ovens. The truth is,
such gold scavenging went on and is still
going on, not at Mauthausen, but at funeral
parlors in Manhattan.
From Zoo City mortuaries, teeth with
gold crowns and fillings have been making
their way to the diamond ghetto on West
47th Street, where they are sold as "scrap."
Thrown into a 3,OOO-degree oven, the teeth
melt and the precious yellow metal flows to
the bottom, where it forms into a brick. The
bricks are then sold to a refiner, who re
moves the alloys, leaving the 24-karat gold
all shiny and polished up for resale.
I n what was perhaps a fit of exaggeration,
a prominent gold trader opined, "There's
not a person in a cemetery in this country

that has gold teeth. Or only a few, any
on Florida's Atlantic coast? The Associated
way." Funeral critic Jessica Mitford, the
Press has given currency to a theory blam
renegade Mitford, concedes, "They all do
ing German U-boat action dating back to
David J. Paul. the chairman of CenT rust
it. They've always done it."
the years 1942-44. During that time,
Savings & Loan in Florida, lived rather well
But why hasn't this practice received
U-boats sank 148 tankers and many other
at the S&L's expense. Federal authorities
wider attention? Mitford fudged and exten
ships in the waters ranging from Canada to
said Paul had charged the following to the
uated by saying that there were better scan
the Caribbean.
ailing S&L:
dals to reveal when she wrote her expose,
Oil, sometimes taking the form of tar
The American Way of Death. A more likely
balls, does wash ashore, creating problems
$30 million for an art collection, many
reason provided by investigator Phillip
for tourists and resort operators. But oil usu
pieces of which were kept in Paul's
Weiss: "Talk of teeth buying makes the
home ... $1.4 million to lease a jet and
ally degrades in two to three years' time.
hangar ... $363,000 for personal guard
gold traders uncomfortable. Many are Jew
Having studied the pollution potential of
services ... $257,000 for a $6 million
ish, and it reminds them of Nazi atrocities."
the sunken ships laying offshore, a federal
insurance policy ... $233,00 for a yacht
agency judged the damage to be minor.
. .. $150,000 for home security equip
In the wake of recent major oil spills, it
ment and air-conditioning. . $47,000
has been revealed that hundreds of them,
for 35 nights Paul spent at a New York
large and small, have occurred along u.s.
hotel ... $26,000 a year to lease a Mer
Although the Third Reich went to a fiery
coasts.
Environmental regulations have
cedes Benz.
grave 45 years ago, there is no end to the
been ignored. Ship inspections have often
horrors to which the defunct National So
Although CenTrust lost $76 million from
been perfunctory. But now we know who
cialist regime has been held accountable.
January
1988 to September 1989, Paul re
are
the
real
guilty
parties:
those
eternal
vil
The latest concerns the environment. Who
lains, the Nazis.
ceived $5 million in salary.
is to blame for the tar balls that wash ashore
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BACKGROUND SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 79-2
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

I

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION

5. Please categorize yourself in terms of the race, sex, and ethnic categories below. First read definitions of subcategories.
DEFINITIONS
The racial and ethnic categories for Federal statistics and admimstrative reporting are defined as tollows:
ETHNICITY:
HI.panlc. A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban. Central or South American. or other Spanish culture or onglO. regardless of race
RACE:
American Indian or A'askan Native. A person having origins in any of the original peoples ot North America. and 'Arho matntains cultural
identification through tribal affiliation or communih' recognition.
Asian or Pacific Illander. A person having origins in any ot the onginal peoples ot the Far East. Southeast ASia. the Indian subcontIOent.
or the PaCific Islands. This area includes. for example. China. India. Japan. Korea. the Philiplne Islands. and Samoa.
Black. A person havIOg origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa
.
.
White. A person having origins in any of the original peoples
Europe. North Afnca. or tne Middle East.

0'

A. Race

n

(CC 19)

I-American Indian or Alaskan native
2-Asian or Pacific Islander
3-Black 4-White 5-0ther

---',SDec=--~'ty-)- - -

0

C. Ethnicily

B. Sex
1 - Male

(CC 20)

2 - Female

n

'-HispanlcOnglO
2 - Not of HispaniC
tCC 21) OngIO

On an almost daily basis, we hear how venomous it is for South Africa to classify people by race. But what about the omnipresent
racial classifications in the U.S. -- not only the personal identifications, but the official government taxonomy. Take a gander at the "U.5.
Background Survey Questionnaire 79-2" for federal employment, the title and bottom third of which are shown above. Every
respondent must identify himself or herself by race, or by what the U.S. government designates as race. Note that whites come a poor
fourth on the list, just ahead of the last-placed IIOther." Note how whites are defined -- as persons IIhaving origins in any of the original
peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East." Federal raciologists seem oblivious to the multitude of black genes floating around
North Africa and the Levant, which accounts for the dark coloration that Latins themselves recognize as a splash of the tarbrush. Yet in
the U.S., these swart people are statistically white and are included in all those fancy compilations of IQ scores, high-school and college
dropouts, criminal acts, AIDS cases and whatnot. 50 from now on, whenever you see the "white" entry in government charts, remember
how many "off whites" have been forced into that category.
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WASPISH LY YOURS
MERICA'S ENCHANTMENT WITH Israel is dissipating,
but ever so slowly. Apparently, no revelation about the
Zionist State will have a Hiroshima effect on the one
sided "partnership," but a story is developing which may do as
much damage as the Pollard spy scandal.
On December 12, 1985, some 256 U.s. soldiers coming home
for Christmas died in a plane crash near Gander, Newfoundland.
The cause was officially attributed to wing ice, but hard questions
are being asked by -- among others -- columnist Jack Anderson:
such as, why did the U.S. Army want the wreckage bulldozed
within days, if not hours, of the crash? And why was a Lebanon
based Iranian group's claim of responsibility dismissed as a lie by
u.s. officials, especially since, two days before the tragedy, Ollie
North had noted the Iranians were livid about having received the
wrong missiles as part of the arms-for-hostages deal then in pro
gress?
Even Anderson respects certain unpublished restrictions on a
free press in this country. He refers to the u.s. Army being unwit
ti ngly used by "covert operatives." This may be his code word for
Mossad agents working inside or outside the u.s. government.
His use of the generic term, "missiles," actually refers to an
advanced version of the Hawk, which Iran desperately needed to
defend its oil fields against Iraqi jets. North & Co. sent the right
missiles, but, somewhere in the pipeline, Israel substituted an
older, less capable version of th~ Hawk. This outraged the Iran
ians, who were reportedly already angry about Carter's failed
attempt to rescue American hostages held in the U.S. embassy in
Teheran. Eight Americans died and five more were wounded in
the ill-fated helicopter mission.
Those 256 soldiers had been stationed in the Sinai as part of a
U.S. military force to protect Israel's borders. If there had been no
Israel or, if the American government had not put Israel's interests
above its own, they might still be alive.
Ultimately, nothing more may come of this than all the other
scandals involving Israel, but surely there has to be a limit to the
Majority's patience somewhere.

A

*

*

*

Revisionists must labor in the certainty that their opponents will
never publicly acknowledge why so many Shoah claims are being
scaled back or quietly abandoned. They can, however, take some
satisfaction in the discomfort they are causing Holocaustorians.
Consider Yehuda Bauer's plight, as expressed in the Jerusalem
Post's international edition (Sept. 30, 1989). He is deeply con
cerned that excessive claims regarding Auschwitz by Jews and
Poles "were supplying those who deny the Holocaust with the
best possible argument."
All parties agree that most of the Auschwitz dead were either
Poles or Jews. Bauer is particularly worried about the oft-repeated
"4 million," a number still engraved on a stone marker there.
Since Jews have long claimed that 2.5 million of their own died at
Auschwitz, Poles are quite able to subtract and are now saying
fully 1.5 million Polonians must have gone the way of all flesh in
the media's favorite death factory. This enormous toll significantly
detracts from Judea's claim to most crucified nation status.
Bauer speculated that Cardinal Glemp and like-minded Poles
want to appropriate the valuable Auschwitz aura of tragedy for
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their own nefarious purposes. Therefore, he urged readers, espe
cially those in the media and in Shoah biz, to use the work of a
French Holocaustorian named George Wellers as their primary
reference. According to Wellers, no more than 1.6 million of all
nationalities died at Auschwitz, 90% of them Jews. That's a drastic
drop from earlier numbers, but a necessary drop, thanks to re
visionism. If the notoriously stubborn Poles stick to their 1.5
million figure, Jewish arithmeticians will have to do a lot of quick
refigu ri ng.

*

*

*

Anyone with an IQ exceeding that of a lobotomized sheep
knows the media are biased against whites, but even Instauration
ists can sometimes be amazed at how slanted the slant is.
Consider black columnist Clarence Page, a Pulitzer Prize win
ner and an occasional gueston the MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour. In
a late 1989 syndicated blow off, he warned that white "Haters and
Bigots Endanger Us AIL" As evidenced by his employing "hate"
or a variation thereof at least 15 times, Clarence has truly mastered
the learning tool of repetition. Skeptics can check the columnist's
objectivity by reviewing his past articles on the African National
Congress, where he never once mentioned the black strongarm
group's love of necklacing, monkeying around with car bombs
and perhaps even cannibalism. ANC cadres (including Nelson
Mandela) used to be called terrorists by no less than George Bush,
It Henry "Hank" Cohen, U.S. assistant secretary of state for
Africa, redefined them as nationalists. No similar redefinitions are
planned for the PLO. Terrorism, like beauty, is subjective.
Having confirmed that Mr. Page is fair play personified, his
syndicated article was ... well, surprising. It dwelled on crimes
attributed to white extremists, even though nine of every 10 racial
crimes are committed each year against whites.* Come now,
Clarence, in 700,000 reported minority-on-white crimes of vio
lence, not one rape had an element of race-based malice? Not one
murder or assault was a hate crime? Maybe 1O? Maybe l,OOO?
Get real, Clarence! Do the right thing. Hollywood recently
televised a docudrama based loosely, very loosely, on the How
ard Beach incident because, as one actor stated, "It's like Dachau;
you can't remind them often enough." So how about a column
demanding a movie to remind "them" about Virginia Beach? Or
wilding? Alas, Clarence has no time to write about white victims.
He be too busy penning diatribes about white racists.

* Table 43 of Department of Justice publication, Criminal Victimization
in the United States, 1987.

Ponderable Quote
The common notion that free speech prevails in the United
States always makes me laugh .... Twice in one lifetime I
have been forced to shut down altogether .... I was con
stantly menaced by censorships of a dozen different varie
ties . . . . The American people. I am convinced. really
detest free speech.
The Diary ofH.L. Mencken

Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull
The conception of a closed West European Community has
been dealt a mortal blow by the apertura to the East. To be sure,
the European Common Market will come into being. To be sure,
Mrs. Thatcher has been readier than most to remove tariff barriers.
Other countries, however, are dragging their feet, and I can safely
predict there will not be an untrammeled single market by 1992.
Much less will there be a politically centralised European Com
munity. Mrs. Thatcher will fight that as long as she is in
power. So would a Labour government, whose good ole
boys have never overcome an instinctive repugnance for
what they used to call "The White Man's Club." I seri
ously doubt whether socialist regimes simultaneously in
power in France and Germany would alter this repug
nance.
But there are more cogent reasons for thinking that the
European Community cannot be confined to Western
Europe. The Adenauer-de Gaulle conception of a French
West German axis has been dealt a death blow by the
unstoppable process of German recoupling. Adenauer
was a Rhineland Catholic, only too happy to stress linkage
with France, whereas the German center of gravity has
now been shifted towards what remains of Protestant
Germany and the East. Mitterrand's bitter reaction to
Chancellor Kohl's very mild quid pro quo for recognising
the Oder-Neisse frontier with Poland should not be taken
as anything more than jealous frustration.
In addition, there is the notoriously unrepresentative
nature of the European Community structure. The Euro
pean Parliament has very little power. It's unlikely to be
allowed to become more powerful because, under the
proportional representation system, France's Front Na
tional, the German Republican Party and the Italian and
Greek fascist factions will form a bloc that will be rein
forced later by Haider's Austrian Freedom Party and other
right-wing groups. Real power has been delegated by the
governments of the 12 to a "Commission" to which no
member is directly elected. No one is going to make many
sacrifices to perpetuate this rickety system.
Let us take the more important nations in turn. Britain is
in ferment. Mrs. Thatcher's idea of making everyone pay
for the upkeep of the free-spending local councils, instead
of just the fortunate homeowners, was splendid in con
ception. In the still English town of Hereford (the ford of the
armies) on the Welsh border, the people would have had to pay
£187 ($333) per head, while those living in the Haringey district of
London, where the Red council has been in the habit of giving
large sums to lesbian and other revolutionary groups, the indi
vidual poll tax would have been £600 ($1,068) or more. Predict
ably the whole left-leaning establishment, including the Tory
Wets, forced Mrs. Thatcher to agree to make poll taxes in the
countryside subsidise the inner cities. The Labour Party, which
refused to specify what it proposes to do about the upkeep of local
councils, merely collects the political dividends.
But Mrs. Thatcher is not helpless. MIS has opportunely come up
with evidence that Arthur Scargill, who led the miners' strike some
years back, received money from Colonel Gaddafi. That will
make the Iron Lady's fervent Jewish constituency sit up. Nor will
the British electorate be pleased to hear that the blacks in Brixton
responded to the poll tax by starting a few fires. Actually, I don't

care what happens to Mrs. Thatcher, since she surrendered to
behind-the-scenes lobbying, allowed retrospective legislation
which permitted prosecution of alleged war crimes (but only if
committed on German-occupied territory in WWII) and an
nou nced to the Board of Deputies of British Jews her opposition to
German unity.
When I think about the new Britain, I realise why civil wars are
nastier than any other kind. The idea of killing Fran~ois or
Fritz or Ivan does not fill me with enthusiasm. But in a civil
war, one kills the people one really hates, and to hell with
the consequences.
Northern Ireland continues as unstable as ever, whileto
the south, the Republic has made a mess of its economy.
The Irish continue to be anti-English, but are desperate to
emigrate to the countries where what remains of the old
WASP influence provides the binding force -- and the
moolah! The Ould Sodders are automatically allowed to
vote in England (and usually support the socialists),
whereas Brits are not allowed to vote in the Irish Republic.
As for Scotland, devolution should bring it face to face
with the fact that modern Scots are a dependent people -
not the here' s-tae-us-wha' -I ike-us toughies of earl ier days.
The Welsh are even more dependent.
Jewish intellectuals have a necklock on the media in the
fair land of France, while the Muslim community grows
apace. Spain, anxious not to annoy North African Arabs,
is permitting their mass immigration across the Pyrenees.
But Spaniards will regret it. The huge population of the
Maghrib, plus that of the darker countries further south,
will make a reality of Louis XIV's dictum that Africa begins
at the Pyrenees.
Until recently, Italians looked on complacently while
North Africans made their way up the boot of Europe and
infiltrated France. Now that many Arabs and a lesser
number of blacks are remaining in Italy, the Italians are
not quite so complacent.
Turning to Eastern Europe, the Poles, worried about the
unification mania of the Germans, have demanded re
cognition of the Oder-Neisse line, from behind which
they and the Russians drove out nine million Germans
and killed a further 3.7 million at WWII's end. Yet Poland
refuses to allow any substantial rights to the remaining
Silesians, who will no doubt make good their threat to start
another intifada. Meanwhile, Poles, whose economy has always
been a byword for inefficiency, pour into Berlin, looking for work.
Now that there are no more visa restrictions, Romanians and
Romanian Gypsies are flowing into Austria. In March 1990, Aus
trian Minister of the Interior Loschnak tried to plant 700 Ro
manians in an old barracks in a little village in the Burgenland. The
villagers were up in arms. Then, under pressure from their church
leaders and the coal ition parties, they were forced to accept 180
of them, while the rest were billeted in families in the surrounding
villages. Cardinal Konig has come out openly in favour of helping
all the refugees. Christian treachery is not confined to England and
America.
The Hungarians provide a bright spot. Though some are rather
prone to sharp dealing, which can be ascribed to many years of
black-marketeering, all in all, they deserve a pretty clean bill of
health.
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In Yugoslavia, the Serbs are bullying the large Albanian majority
in the traditionally Serbian province of Kosovo. Le Pen, who is
nothing if not logical, sympathises with the Serbs against the Mus
lim Albanians. I prefer the Slovenes, who are partially descended
from the Vandals who settled in what is now Slovenia when the
Roman Empire collapsed (and who still have bOO-odd old German
ic words in their language).
I feel quite friendly towards the Bulgars, though I must say they
had some pretty nasty apparatchiks in the old days.
Of the Czechs and the Slovaks, I can only say that they are typical
Central Europeans, without German creativity.
Fina"y, there is the Soviet Union. I certainly sympathise with the
desire of the Baltic republics for independence. They contain such a
lot of pretty girls. Unfortunately, Gorbachev's new law, which only
permits secession from the Soviet Union if three-quarters of the

electorate vote for it, will throw a monkey wrench in Protestant
Latvia's bid for independence; the number of Russian immigrants is
too large.
I have no doubt that the Muslim parts of the Soviet Union will
finally break away, and perhaps the Christian Caucasian peoples.
Moldavia will probably revert to Romania (which wouldn't dream
of granting any rights to its large Hungarian minority). Chances are
both Byelorussia and the Ukraine will be granted a degree of
cultural independence. As for the Russian Soviet Republic, it em
braces a large part of Europe, as well as Asia across Siberia all the
way to the Kamchatka peninsula. Since that territory is geopoliti
cally vital to the white race, I hope fervently that some sort of axis
can be developed between Russia and Germany. The U.s. might
well object, but I anticipate that the American superpower will
grow less and less super as the days roll by.

In last year's silliest film

South African Drug Dealers Run Amok
Lethal Weapon 1/ is a witty, action
packed film, which sets a new world's re
cord for celluloid racist propaganda. The
movie features the return of our two heroes,
Sergeants Riggs and Murtaugh. Riggs, the
white, is an unbalanced Vietnam vet,
played with a sort of crazy abandon by the
tres Anglo-Saxon Mel Gibson. Murtaugh,
the black, is a faithfu I husband and father,
acted with dignified restraint by Danny
Glover.
In the original Lethal Weapon, our dy
namic duo battled a group of white ex-CIA
heroin dealers. This time, the baddies are
white South African diplomats in Los An
geles who moonlight as big-time drug deal
ers. (As we all know, the Boers long ago
elbowed aside the Colombians to domi
nate the international drug trade.)
Chief bad guy is played by the jowly,
malevolent Joss Ackland, who bears a pas
sing resemblance to P.W. Botha -- entirely
coincidental, of course. In Ackland's first
scene, he wipes out one of his own opera
tives who has let millions in Krugerrands-
the international currency of drug dealers-
slip into the hands ofthe police.
Murtaugh's character is established by
his reaction to his daughter's appearance in
a condom commercial. Most men would
be proud to have their daughters appear in
a TV spot. Not Murtaugh. This prim, puri
tanical black man is clearly mortified at the
implicit lack of morality. (Black folk don't
believe in irresponsible premarital sex.) la
ter, however, after facing the good-natured
ribbing of his colleagues at the station, the
good-hearted black breaks into a wide
smile, demonstrating that he is a good sport
after all.
Murtaugh, by the way, lives on a ser
geant's salary in a large house with a fair
sized pleasure boat sitting in the driveway.
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Either he must live in a section of L.A.
where real estate prices haven't changed
since 1938 or he is on the take. Though it's
sort of cheating the audience, this is a mys
tery the movie doesn't explore.
The plot starts to unfold -- and to move to
Cloud 9 -- when Riggs and Murtaugh are
assigned to protect a witness in a drug case,
Leon Getz, a money launderer for the deal
ers (and the only character true to his eth
nicity in the entire movie). Getz remains an
annoying presence throughout the remain
der of the film, a wimpy counterpoint to the
machismo of our two Ubermenschen.
Riggs and Murtaugh, being the adventur
ous sorts they are, convince Getz to take
them to the Bel Ai r stronghold of one of the
dealers, which --10 and behold -- turns out
to be the lavish pad of Joss Ackland, who
defuses the confrontation by crusti Iy claim
ing diplomatic immunity. The police reluc
tantly depart the premises.
Riggs and Murtaugh, however, continue
to badger the South Africans at their consu
late downtown. While there, Riggs spots a
stunning blue-eyed blonde, who brazenly
flirts with him right in front of her boss
(Ackland), defying all known rules of office
politics.
Obviously, no woman this beautiful
wou Id be in the movie for any reason other
than to be the romantic interest for Mel. So
the question immediately pops into the
viewer's mind: How can a decent human
being like Mel Gibson have a love affair
with someone with a South African accent?
Sure enough, after a cute pick-up scene,
she utters the magic words: "There are a lot
of things I don't like about my country."
Voila! She's been cleared for the clinch.
In the meantime, since the South Afri
cans don't take kindly to having their busi
ness interrupted, they respond in the only

way intelligent, logical drug dealers would
-- by arranging a murderous sweep of the
homes of their host country's police force.
(How better to keep a low profile for a
secretive smuggling operation?) When it
comes to planning Riggs' demise, they ar
range a fleet of helicopter gunships with
armaments so formidable that they could
only have come from the South African
army. (As any student of Realpolitik will tell
you, the Pentagon's chief worry these days
is repelling an imminent South African in
vasion.)
When Riggs and Murtaugh finally track
the bad guys down, they are about to ship
out with their treasure trove of ill-gotten
cash. In bold letters, right below the name
of the boat, is Hamburg. (West Germany, of
course, is another nation known for its
prominent role in the international drug
trade.)
When the two detectives have their final
showdown with Ackland, the latter, after
firing salvoes at our heroes, finds he has run
out of ammo. Then, in one of the lamest
lines ever dreamed up by a Jewish screen
writer, he once again declares his diplo
matic immunity. Bang! He's dead.
I n the meantime, Riggs' blonde lass has
been killed by her murderous countrymen.
No matter! The last scene shows the
wounded Riggs being cradled by Murtaugh
as they await the ambulance. The real ro
mance is sure to continue in Lethal Weapon
III.

Ponderable Quote
Popular opinion is the greatest lie in
the world.
Thomas Carlyle

Hear! Hear! Jennifer Lawson has been appointed PBS's
executive vice president for national programming. From the
standpoint of mind bending and cerebral massaging, that is
one of the most powerful positions in the contemporary
hierarchy of American power. Lawson, because of the new
- financial restructuring of public broadcasting, has, in her
own words, "more authority" and "far more resources than
any predecessor."
Who Jennifer Lawson? What gives her the right to pick and
choose what the more civilized segments of the TV audience
see and hear in their bully box?
Well, to start with she is a graduate of Alabama's Tuskegee
Institute. Secondly, as the Los Angeles Times Uan. 3, 1990)
informed us, "Her interest in television grew out of her
involvement in the civil rights movement ..." Thirdly, she
has had some experience in the dispersal of public monies
when she was employed by the Corporation for Public
Broadcasti ng. Fou rth Iy? Fou rth Iy? There is really Iittle else she
has going for her, except the highest qualification of all:
Jennifer Lawson, as most readers have probably guessed by
now, is a Negress. And by the way, what are some of Jenni
fer's plans for new PBS shows? Again, we turn to the Los
Angeles Times: "She would like to see PBS develop more
programs on the American Indian culture and on the Pacific
Islands."
Ted Turner boasts about colorizing the old films that were
produced before the advent ofTechnicolor. As anyone with a
. TV set can deduce, there's a lot of other colorizing going on
out there in the entertainment world.
-

*

*

*

Fred Savage, the 13-year-old Jewish star of TV's The Won
der Years, had a four-day, $100,000 bar mitzvah that his
parents threw in their $1.3 million house in Tarzana (CA). On
TV, Savage plays a Gentile kid who, in one recent episode,
knew nothing about bar mitzvahs when invited to attend one
at his best friend's house.

*

*

*

Next time you come across some poll that purports to
indicate how many voters will opt for candidate A, a liberal,
and candidate B, a conservative, may I suggest a way to pick
up some easy money. Simply bet that Bwill win, even though
all the pollsters pick A. Or, to be utterly safe, wager that B will
pick up a much larger cut of the votes than the polls predict.
Here's a specific example: On the eve of the recent N icara
guan presidential election, several TV anchors and reporters
fell all over themselves forecasting a victory for the antigringo, Moscow stand-in, Danny Ortega. Suppose you had a
couple of liberal friends over for dinner and they were sitting
in front of the tube while Ed Rabel of NBC was reporting, as
he did, "Polls won't close here for another 30 minutes, but
the widespread belief that the Sandinistas will prevail has
shifted thinking far beyond the ballot box. The topic of the
day is: How will a freely elected Sandinista government be
treated by the United States?/I
Now, let's say these same friends were also with you when
you tuned in to Ted Koppel, who looks like Howdy Doody
- and makes even less sense, and heard these words: "This
- coming Sunday, when general elections are held in Nicara
gua, there will be so many international observers that there
will be one for every 850 voters. Almost certainly, the SandiI!!! nistas will win./I

.....

. .........

As your liberal friends smile broadly, as their eyes glow
with anticipated triumph, suppose you butt in and say: "Or
tega hasn't got a chance. It's.5eriora Violeta Chamorra all the
way." Your guests will look at you with a mixture of disgust
and pity. You will stare them down and say, "Wanna bet?"
The libs will be so anxious to make money on a "sure thing"
they wi" give you odds as high as five to one. The next day
you'll be $500 richer on a $100 bet.
You could have made even more money on the New York
mayoral and Virginia gubernatorial elections. The pollsters
had the two black Democrats winning with comfortable 5%
or more margins. You could have had as many takers as you
wanted at whatever odds you wanted, if you had bet that
Dinkins and Wilder would have barely squeaked through.
The networks, anchormen, TV reporters and the pollsters
can't help "tainting" all their predictions with wishful think
ing. If a smart Instaurationist, who knows all about the me
dia's closed shop liberalism, challenges them to put their
money where their mouths are, they'll take the bait every
time.

*

*

*

Whenever harassed Majority members fend off assaults by
minority thugs or take the law into their own hands by
shooting at some murderous nonwhite, the TV talk shows
warm up the old debate about vigilantism. Crossfire in late
March served up Todd Broom, the Texan who killed a black
after the latter had shot down a live-in girlfriend, an airline
stewardess, in cold blood in a Dallas parking lot. Michael
Kinsley, as expected, led the cheering for throwing the book
at Broom. Pat Buchanan stuck up for the Texas version of
Bernie Goetz.
An ACLU spokesman must have mouthed the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights five or six times while calling for the
arrest and punishment of Broom. Yet neither Buchanan nor a
creepy, Roy Cohn-looking Dallas ta'lf< s~w host, David
Gold, who were all for letting Broom go, brought up the one
persuasive rebuttal to the "due process" argument.

I!!!
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Laws are not made by God, no matter what happened
Poisonalities. Barbara Walters, the 50% Jewess recently
during that thunderstorm on Mt. Sinai. Laws are made by
apotheosized in one of those mutually backscratching TV
men for men. Laws are also promu Igated at a certa i n time and
award orgies, told her friend, Leona Helmsley, the 100Ck
place by certain types of men. The Founding Fathers, who
Jewess: "Be strong, be strong," when the Queen of Greed
wrote the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, were of British
was sentenced to four years in a confined space.
extraction and their legal mechanisms were not devised for
Indians or West African slaves or Hispanics, but for a specific
After his face was scrawled with a swastika in a Los
people, the overwhelming majority of whom were British or
Angeles Airport last year, Morton Downey Jr. emerged
descendants of Britons.
to claim it was the work of Neo-Nazis. Thanks be, the
If James Madison and George Mason were alive today and
publicity ploy wasn't able to save his sewer-scraping TV
cognizant of the crime wave that has turned large parts of
show from a well merited demise. But you can't keep an
America's largest cities into quasi-jungles, does anyone with
ex-con down. Mort is back as co-host with a Negro
an ounce of gray matter believe they would have produced
reporter on a nightly half-hour loose-lipped show on
the same amendments to the Constitution as they had two
CNBC, NBC's adventure into cable.
centuries earlier? They were trying to protect the hard-won
Iiberties of their fellow British Americans by putting a legal
It is my unpleasant duty to announce that Marg Helgen
noose around the necks of future demagogues and tyrants.
berger, the pretty blond who plays the part of a whore on
Today, the problem is vastly different -- to protect ordinary
ABC's China Beach, has married actor Alan Rosenberg.
citizens, not against the malevolence of despots but against
Typecast as hookers, fated to marry Jews...such seems to be
runaway crime.
the destiny of present-day Nordic actresses.
American demography is nothing like it was in the late
18th century. Then, the white population was at least 95%
An auction held by the Child Care Action Campaign in
British or British-descended. Today, the British element inthe
Manhattan offered one-on-one dinners with Dan Rather and
country is probably no more than 25%. If men change, laws
Dr. Ruth to the highest bidders. No one was interested in
must change. The Constitution worked fairly well when the
dining with the Westheimer creature, and the highest bid for
free population was largely of the same race as the men who
Dan was a mere $25. Then, after some loud whispering and
wrote it. Today, this same Constitution, with its first Ten
with only ten minutes remaining, somebody liked Dan
Amendments, by its idiotic coddling of criminals, is actually
enough to bid $250 for his suppertime company. At about
one of the main causes of the intolerable amount of crime
the last minute, $650 was bid for a collation with the Jewish
that is ravaging the U.S.
pornographess.
While minority racists are busy trashing the First Amend
*
*
*
ment in order to mute criticism of their antiwhite activities,
the Majority is being immobilized by the Fifth Amendment,
From a British Instaurator. Private Eye has no particular
the due process amendment, that has resulted in the creation
regard for the Phil Donahue show, as can be gleaned from
of the monstrous legal establishment which makes it possible
the following comments.
for criminals to commit the most heinous crimes again and
Donahue was one of the pioneers of Victim Television, an
again with only minimal intermissions in jail.
American idea of financially-attractive cheapness in which a
collection of mental or physical wrecks are banked up in a
studio while a gentle, sensitive suit walks smoothly around
*
*
*
them, pressing them on the more sensational details of their
Talk radio station KKEY, also known as the Eagle's Nest
experiences.... Occasionally, with guilty justification, the
because of its alleged right-wing slant, was vandalized some
host will reflect on how it Helps To Talk About It. What it
essentially "helps" is the ratings .... Theview in Britain was
time during the wee hours of March 5. Although several of its
always that these programmes were the absolute cessiest of
blabbermouthing hosts profess to be conservatives, all save
the national crap produced there ....
one hew to the party line whenever the subject of the Holo

caust crops up. The surprising exception is Sylvester Hen
*
*
*
dricks, who is both black and blind. Hendricks has courte
Homos have it made on TV. I am told the networks supineously interviewed Tom Metzger several times on the air and
Iy send any scripts dealing with queers to pansy activist
has usually allowed revisionists or Majority activists who call
groups for approval or revision. Sometimes the networks
in considerable leeway to express their views. For this, he
incurred the wrath of Portland's flaming liberals. Hendricks
even pay the fairies for their editorial work. If this is true, then
claims to have received a phone threat at home just hours
the limp-wristed lobby must have had a field day with Forbid- ~
den Passions, a fag soap opera that is now on cable in 16
before he discovered that the studio had been trashed.
As of this writing, no arrests have been made. Are we in for
cities. Some episodes, I hear, show men kissing in bed.
I~i

l:J

a replay of the 1984 coverup of the torching of the Institute of
Historical Review? In any case, the story already has taken a
strange turn. Hendricks has become a nonperson. He has not
resumed his talking head duties and other hosts flatly refuse
to discuss him. All that has come out is that Metzger will not
be allowed on KKEY ever again. In such manner we move a
little further along the road to a kinder, kosher America.
•

~

*

*

*

*

*

*

From Satcom Sal. I heard on TV recently that Arsenio Hall

(did his mama intend to dub him L'd Arsenic and just
couldn't spell?) has held up Coca-Cola for an astronomical
amount before agreeing to do a commercial. Among other
concessions, the company must donate heavily to "minority
causes." Arsenic himself will use some of the dough to fund
several minority institutions, or so he says.
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Thoughts from the White Tip
W

ELL, AS READERS KNOW, the nation
al sluice-gates have been opened by
F.W. de Klerk and South Africa ca
pitulated to the ensuing black torrent even before
Namibia had time to install Sam Nujoma as its
fi rst president. The African National Congress has
been unbanned, together with the South African
Communist Party and a host of similar organiza
tions. Nelson Mandela is no longer a ;ailbird. It is
Mister Mandela now, if you please. He is idolised
worldwide, although he and his equally saintly
mates have killed and maimed infinitely more
people, nearly all black, than white Barend Hen
drik Strydom, sentenced to death for operating a
police death squad, ever dreamed of doing. Mandela's wife, or
chief wife, Winnie, is being restored to her former glowing emi
nence in the press, in spite of her murderous criminal record and
her acknowledged standing as the leading promoter of the fiery art
of necklacing. In England, Mrs. Thatcher is in ecstasies at Man
dela's unconditional release and is begging him to hasten to
London so she can entertain him at Number 10 Downing Street.
On the day of Mandela's release, the Cape Times reported that
250,000 people swarmed into Cape Town to await his "momen
tous arrival." By the time the Messiah actually materialised, the
size of the mob (whose screaming was "near-hysterical") was
reduced by a more realistic media to half that number. Even so, it
was the biggest crowd assembled in Cape Town since the end of
WWII, when whites got together to celebrate the defeat of Ger
many.
So vast an assembly of hysterical nonwhites was bound to end
in uproar. African National Congress marshals soon lost control
over "their people," and white newsmen, including those from
the Cape Times, had to flee to a place of refuge where they were
unable to hear the oratory of their ANC hero. Rev. Allan Boesak,
the pious Christian, appealed in vain for order through an elec
tronic loudhailer: "Please, Comrades, please!" The rampaging
hooligans, smashing and looting white shops, were deaf to all
appeals. Finally, the police were obliged to open fire on them,
which is the one language blacks understand. The area soon
resembled a battleground, with running battles between police
and black youths. The numerous casualties, including two dead,
may have been caused by the rubber bullets and birdshot used by
the police. A more likely cause was revealed by a press photo
graph of grim-faced soldiers advancing across the debris, with
submachine-guns at the ready. Calling in the army put an end to
the proceedings. When the army arrives, it doesn't usually mess
around. The army is white.
As a matter of fact, something resembling this uproar had
occurred a few days earlier, when more than 5,000 Coloured
"pupils" went berserk, leaving a trail of havoc in central Cape
Town after police had turned a water-cannon on them and rolled
out razor-wire barriers to stop the illegal protest march. In a
chaotic dash down St. George's Mall, the students smashed 90
shop windows with half-bricks, collected from a building site, and
damaged 100 cars. Half-bricks were also thrown at whites. Stalls
and restaurant tables were overturned. Watching the young

blacks' behavior, one might have thought they
were still at home in their townships. Cape
Town's Mayor Gordon Oliver, an ultra-liberal,
called the violence "tragic." As if his integration
ist policies hadn't been the cause of it all!
Mandela's speech was the standard rhetoric of
black demagogues. He said that South Africa
owed its wealth to the labour of black workers,
that they needed a decent living wage for their
toil, that "our people" need proper housing and
not ghettos like Soweto, that they seek justice and
not injustice, and so on. It was the stereotypical
patter calculated to appeal to the black masses,
the press and himself. Nevertheless, Mandela dis
mayed liberals and his Nationalist Party liberators by calling for
the continued international isolation of "the apartheid regime."
Far from proposing an end to hostilities and the opening of peace
talks, so ardently desired by the Cape Times, he shouted: "We
have waited too long for our freedom. We can wait no longer.
Now is the time to intensify the struggle on all fronts."
Mandela was parroting the official ANC line as enunciated by
Alfred Nzo, the terrorist group's acting president in Lusaka, who
had stated, no doubt at Jewish Joe Slovo's prompting, that the
armed struggle would continue until South Africa ended the state
of emergency and released all political prisoners, including those
convicted of violence. The ANC insists there can be no peace until
apartheid has been completely swept away, which it has been. Of
course, they don't really mean apartheid. They mean white rule
or, rather, the white man himself. It is not enough that whites
should lie flat on their backs begging for quarter; they have to be
put six feet under before "peace" and "human dignity" can be
restored.
A still bigger shock, however, this time to the money idiots,
came when Mandela went on to declare that all industries, includ
ing the gold mines, would be nationalised. How else can black
Marxist gangsters find the money they need except through extor
tion, robbing banks or nationalising white industries? It's a short
term policy, to be sure, but who has ever heard of a black hesitat
ing to kill the goose that lays the golden
Mandela's speech caused panic on the stock exchange, making
it even more of a frantic yo-yo than ever. The euphoria gave way
to the jitters on the part of the very people who had most en
thusiastically advocated his release. The Cape Times gave expres
sion to it in its unique manner: "wealth distortions created by
policies of racial suppression and inequality will have to be
addressed." Mandela was quite right about that, and about the
need to nationalise banks and industries, but he should not talk
about nationalising the gold mines, because "the world at large
will not buy an outdated and unworkable economic philosophy
any more than it would a discredited ideology of white racial
superiority!" In other words, smash the racist whites by all means,
but don't knock the world rulers to whom you owe your very
existence.
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America's prison population doubled in
1930-80 and doubled again between 1980-90.
South Carolina's prison population has doubled
during the last 7 years and is expected to double
again in the next 5. Things are "absolutely ber
serk" because ot drugs, says a state correctional
official.

#
A new study of Zoo City traffic deaths from
1984 to 1987 found that 20Ck of the drivers had
used cocaine within their last48 hourson earth.

Over 750 street gangs, with an estimated
membership of 70,000, roam Los Angeles Coun
ty. Although Hispanic gangs have existed for
numbering
more than 80 years, black gangs
330 are now doing the most rampaging.

#
121 criminals have been executed in the u.s.
since 1976, although 2,400 now live on death
row. The states most active in implementing the
death penalty are Texas, Florida, Georgia and
Louisiana.

Democratic pollster Irwin (Tubby) Harrison
gave partv leaders rueful news at a secret retreat
in Januarv. President Bush's approval rating is
nearly 8Ulk; the Democratic Congress's is less
than Salk. Though most Americans call them
selves "conservative," 69lk see the Demos as
"liberal." (Washington Times, Jan. 25)

#
Anti-Soviet cops and soldiers in some parts ot
the USSR are being paid to look the other way
while local nationalists raid their armories. In
one recent 24-hour period in the republic of
Georgia, 8 police and security offices were raid
ed and 1,441 weapons seized by rebels, includ
ing 56 submachine guns.

#

#

#

Americans made 22 million trips abroad in
1980, and are expected to make 42 million in
1990. 41 <;f of the American public said it is
"very interested" in foreign affairs, while only
5'k of newspaper editors thought their readers
were interested. In 1988, America's 10 largest
newspapers gave only 2.6 Ck of their news space
to foreign affairs. (Survey reported by New York
Times, Ian. 20)

Some 2 months before the junk bond peddling
firm of Drexel Burnham Lambert went bankrupt,
it paid its top executives, nearly all Jews, $260
million in bonuses. Junk king Michael Milken is
currently out on bail. In their heyday, execs in
Drexel's Beverly Hills office feasted on tender
loin beef. gourmet soups and fluffy desserts,
sending the high-calorie leftovers from their pri
vate dining room to the homeless in a nearby
park.

In 1980, 2 million Zoo Cityites were foreign
born. By 2000, the figure will jump to 3.3 mil
lion, while the total population remains at 8
million. All the newcomers are and will con
tinue to be heavy in the melanin department.

#
lapan's first (unmanned) rocket launch to the
moon cost only $41 million. The annual budget
of the Japanese Institute of Space and Aeronauti
cal Science is around $150 million, or about 1~
of NASA's.

#
As of July 1989, State Department computers
had a list of 2,377,730 foreigners to be turned
back if caught entering the country. Among the
unwanted: anarchists and Communists 349,
848; narcotics traffickers 87,880; Nazi war
criminals 46,396; prostitutes and procurers
10,463; illiterates 50S: polygamists 56.

#
A Swiss study recently determined that the
average German laborer actually works 6 hours
during an 8-hour shift; the average Polish work
er only 3.

#
The number of white males applying to U.S.
medical schools since 1979 has declined by
40%.

#
In 1988, for every 100 births in the Soviet
Union, there were 106 abortions. That's a total
of 7 million abortions, a number which does not
include the illegal coat-hanger jobs performed
outside state hospitals.

#
58% of U.S. blacks were employed in 1954;
56.8% in 1987. In contrast, the white employ
ment-to-population ratio rose from 55.2% in
1954t062.3% in 1987.

#
Call it rape country. A poll of 350 upscale
women professionals by New York Woman
magazine produced this distressing response:
47% said they had either been mugged, robbed
or raped. A similar poll at the University of il
linois found that 16.4% of the 537 women who
responded claimed to have been sexually as
saulted.
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#
Affirmative action pays -- and pays. Negro
students at Penn State are paid from $500 to
$1,100 a year for maintaining grades of C+ or
better. Will it be D+ next year? Does taxpayer
funded college education really help blacks? 1
out of 3 black male grads was earning below
poverty line wages in 1987.

#
The class of 245 freshmen at MIT included B3
students from 40 foreign countries. Add an es
timated contingent of 24 Jews, 12 blacks, 24
Asian Americans, 12 Hispanics and 30 U.s. wo
men to the 83 foreigners, and the sum is 1B5.
Subtract this from 245 and MIT is left with 60
non-Jewish white male freshmen. How many
super-qualified white males were turned down
by MIT last year? Maybe 1,000; maybe 5,000.

#
At least one of Africa's multitudinous black
tribes is currentlv being genocided. In Somalia,
the Isaak clan has lost perhaps 50,000 members
in the past two years for supporting a rebel
movement, according to Africa Watch, a New
York-based group.

#
In 1979-89, about 10,000 Soviet miners died
on the job, B times the American mining in
dustry's death toll. The Soviets produce 800 mil
lion tons of coal annually with 2.5 million min
ers; the Americans 1 billion tons with 140,000.
A Soviet miner's life expectancy is about 49
years; an American's about 70. (New York
Times, Jan. 22)

#
As recently as 1960, an estimated B2.3<;f of
U.S. black children under 1B were living with a
father in the house. By 1988, only 41.6lk. fLife
Without Father, by feminist-hating writer Nich
olas Davidson)

#

#

Alan R. Goodman, a Jewish ambulance
chaser, sent a bill for $975,000 to his client, a
paraplegic, for finagling an out-of-court settle
ment of $2,925,000 in an injury case. The judge
balked at approving the outrageous attorney's
fee. But will he balk for long?

A major study of wife-beating has just been
completed in Israel. At least 1 in 7, and perhaps
1 in 3, husbands beat their spouses at some point
in their married life. Although many Ashkenazic
(Eastern European) and affluent Jews refused to
cooperate with the study, the partial results sug
gest thev beat their wives about as frequently as
do the Sephardic and poorer Jews.

#
Some 1 million U.s. couples want to adopt a
child. But there are only 50,000 American chil
dren available. So foreign children -- 10,019 in
1987 -- are being adopted. 7,614 of them were
from Asia; only 112 from Europe.

#
lout of 10 ministers has slept with members
of his congregation, reports the Religious News
Service (Feb. 2, 1(90).

#
54% of young women, age 15-19, have had
intercourse at least once, says a National Center
for Health Statistics survey. Black female teens
outcopulate white female teens by large per
centages. In the 17-year age group, 69% of the
black girls "went all the way," compared to
46% of the white girls.

#
Security costs the New York City school sys
tem $60 million a year.

#
2,500 state police and National Guardsmen
were ordered out to protect the citizens of At
lanta from 5 -- that's 5 white supremacists (the
media term for white separatists), who chose to
demonstrate for less than an hour against the
King holiday a few blocks from the horny guru's
tomb.

#
David Stern, commissioner of the National
Basketball Association, will get $3.5 million a
year for 5 years for a job that is neither a sine
cure nor expected to eat up all his time.

Telephones per 100 inhabitants by country:
Sweden 64; Switzerland 51 ; U.S. 51 ; West Ger
many 44; Britain 39; Japan 39; East Germany
10; Soviet Union 9.

#
Richest man in the world is the 43-vear-old
copper-toned Sultan Muda Hassanal Bolkiah
Mu'izzaddin Waddaulah, worth $25 to $30 bil
lion, who presides over the oil-soaked enclave
of Brunei. often known as the "Shellfare state"
because of its womb-to-tomb care for its 200,
000 citizens.

#
The IRS sent middleweight boxing champ Ro
berto Duran $3 million in tax refunds. It was all a
terrible mistake. Duran cashed 2 checks total
ling $1.6 million, but returned one for $1.4 mil
lion. The IRS is trying, so far unsuccessfully, to
get back the $1.6 million.

#
As of last June, 10,800 (22%) of federal prison
inmates were non-citizens. Over half this group
shou Id have been deported, but the law author
izing deportation for aliens who commit crimes
of moral turpitude wasn't and isn't enforced.

#
In 1989, 1,700 Chicago students were
charged with committing felonies on school
property.

#
Violent crime rose 5% in the U.S. in the final 6
months of 1989. Murder was up 15% in cities
with more than 500,000 population. Murder
capital was the nation's capital, with 438 homi
cides (a rate of 70.9/100,000). Iceland averages
2 murders a year.

South African blacks are as skeptical of school
exams as their racial cousins in the U.S. In So
weto, parents demanded that the results of high
school exams -- 58% of the 190,000 black stu
dents failed -- be scrapped and the flunkers re
instated. 95% of South African white students
passed the "biased" tests.

#
The Axis powers delivered $569 million of
war supplies -- mostly on credit -- to the Nation
alists during the Spanish Civil War; the USSR,
$518 million -- cash down -- to the left-wing and
Communist "Loyalists." (Hitler and Spain, Rob
ert H. Whealey, University Press of Kentucky,
1989)

#
Black-on-white gang assaults, rapes and rob
beries are 21 times more frequent than white
on-black gang crimes. (Pat Buchanan column,
Mar. 7, 1990)

In mid-1989, 436,000 black males were en
rolled in higher education. 609,600 black
males, one-fourth of all the bucks in the 20-29
age group, are in jailor out on probation or
parole.

#
There were 51,000 black-white couples in
1960; 218,000 in 1988. The child of an interra
cial marriage has been described bv a sociolo
gist as a "150sr man" SOl)( of one race, 50sr
of another, 50sr of both. (Orlando Sentinel)

#
27% of 152 male prostitutes examined in At
lanta had the AIDS virus.

#
South Koreans in a VCR manufacturing plant
near Seoul work 12 hours a day, 7 days a week
and have 2 days off a year. Their pay in the
mid-80s was $3,000 per annum.

#

#

Switzerland's 1,040,000 foreign residents
comprise 15.6% of the country's population.

53% of Spaniards believe that those with in
curable diseases should be allowed to practice
euthanasia. So alleges a study undertaken by the
Centro de investigaciones Sociol6gicas.

#
Pro-Israel PACs outspend their opposition 80
to 1. Congress appropriates more money for Is
rael each year ($3 billion plus) than it does for
the Marines, FBI or AIDS care and research.

#
In last year's New York City mayoral election,
which black David Dinkins won by a frizzled
hair, 35lff of Jews voted for him, as did 23sr of
Italians and 27C7( of Irish. This split in the white
ranks, though not terribly large, was large
enough to defeat Rudolph Giuliani, the white
candidate.

#
In 1952-60, the Bureau of Indian Affairs paid
for the relocation of some 33,000 redskins from
their reservations to a half-dozen Western and
Midwestern cities, where most of them now live
in abject poverty.

#
The IRS collected $935 billion in taxes in
1988. 51 % came from personal income taxes,
34% employment taxes, 12% corporate taxes
and 1% estate and gift taxes.

Troy Hayden, 16, son of Viet Cong cheerlead
ers Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden, was arrested in
Los Angeles for spray-painting graffiti on a tele
phone booth and the side of a building.

After presiding over the collapse of Detroit for
the last 16 years, apparent Mayor-for-life Cole
man Young lifted media eyebrows for his deal
ings with Kenneth Weiner, suspected of divert
ing $1.3 million of city money into dummy cor
porations he controlled. Young is the proprietor
of a consulting firm, Detroit Technology, whose
only known employee is Weiner. The Mayor
recently announced a future layoff of 500 po
I icemen, even though he himself continues to be
protected by 25 around-the-clock Uzi-toting po
lice bodyguards and $139,000 worth of city
paid high-tech security gear at his mansion on
one of the few safe blocks left in Detroit.

New York criminals of uncertain racial back
ground are using vans to commit drive-by purse
snatchings. A 74-year-old Brooklyn woman was
recently dragged 70 feet after two men in a van
pu lied alongside her, grabbed her purse and
slammed the door on her hand. Another victim,
a 60-year-old grandmother, died from massive
head injuries when she was run over on Park
Avenue by a speeding van as an Hispanic driver
grabbed her purse.

Although the New York State Board of Re
gents revoked his license for fondling women
patients, Dr. Libardo Rojas, 60, may continue to
draw pay until his appeals are over. One ag
grieved female claimed the Colombian medico
grabbed her breast and shouted, "Make love,
not war!" A 22-year-old married patient
claimed he told her she could lose weight by
having sex with him.

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley will pay
$20,000 to settle a lawsuit accusing him of fail
ing to disclose major stock holdings. Bradley is
also being investigated by a federal grand jury
for his role as a consultant for Far East National
Bank. The city deposited $2 million with the
bank while Bradley was receiving consulting
fees.

Evidently displeased with having so many
whites on the faculty, Yale University President
Benno C. Schmidt Jr., announced he will hire
and promote minority professors whether or not
openings exist.

Among those indicted after a six-year investi
gation of EI Rukin, Chicago's murderous black
drug gang, was Jesse Jackson's half-brother,
Noah Robinson, charged with hiring gang mem
bers to make a hit. EI Rukin, Arabic for "the
foundation," started up in the 1960s as a loose
knit collection of black thieves who achieved
celebrity status by later pretending to "go
straight." When morons in the Nixon admini
stration gave the gang a federal job-training
grant, members used the windfall to finance a
paramilitary drug operation. "We was just evil
people, I guess," confessed an informer.

In the Panama City hq. of Manuel Noriega,
the U.s. Army found 30 black magic totems
intended to immobilize enemies. One was a
photo of Ronald Reagan immersed in red candle
wax. The artifacts indicated that the general's
religious sentiments ranged from plain old voo
doo and Santeria, de rigueur among Hispanic
criminals, to Egyptian mysticism and Cuban
Palo Mayombe, whose rituals include human
sacrifice.
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Steven Pagones, a former Dutchess Countv
(NY) prosecutor, filed a $35 million lawsuit
against imaginative black teenager Tawana
Brawley. She had claimed that Pagones was one
of a group of white racists who raped her.

Interracial smoochers of the month: Prince,
the light-chocolate rocker, and actress Kim Ba
singer, his mistress pro tem; Vernon E. Jordan,
Negro rights' apostle, and Joan Tisch, one of the
media Tisches.

Aiter getting caught in a federal probe of fraud
and abuse in the defense industry, Loral Corp., a
major defense contractor, pleaded guiltv in De
cember to fraud and obtaining sensitive infor
mation on defense contracts. Chairman and
CEO Bernard L. Schwartz said it was all a "re
grettable incident."

Princess Stephanie of Monaco, 24, voungest
daughter of the late Grace Kelly, plans to marrv
Ron Bloom, 40, d Jewish record producer who
inhabit" the Citv of the Angels.

Actress Kate Capshaw, the rumored bride-to
be of film mogul Steven Spielberg, recently
adoptep a black kid.

An unidentified 15-year-old girl testified last
December that she was raped in a hotel room by
three crew members of black rap singer LL Cool J
after a concert in Bloomington (MN). Christo
pher Tsipouras, 22, one of the singer's body
guards, is charged with 2 counts of first-degree
sexual assault. The girl said as many as 8 band
members stood by and watched the alleged pro
ceedings.

To at least one black New York state senator,
discrimination against whites is okay if the rea
son for same is valid. When Sen. Velmanette
Montgomery refused to accept a student intern
whom she thought was white, she explained she
had wanted her constituents to see only black
faces in her office. The rejected intern, Giovanni
Serna, a native of Colombia, was an Italian.

Top dog tax-shelter adviser Charles Agee At~
kins was convicted of conspiracy and tax fraud
for creating more than $1.3 billion in fraudulent
losses and interest expenses for his clients,
among whom were Laurence Tisch, president of
CBS, his brother, former Postmaster General
Preston R. Tisch, and Norman Lear, every Jew
ish liberal's favorite sitcom producer.

Jewish folk singer Bob Dylan, touring Paris,
was named a commander in France's Order of
Arts and letters by another Chosenite, Culture
Minister Jack Lang.
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A US District Court ruled that Eddie Antar, of
the electronics firm, Crazy Eddie, Inc., was "the
head of a scheme" to overstate the company's
income so he cou Id benefit from resu Iti ng higher
stock prices when he unloaded his own shares.
A judge ordered the sleaze merchant, now on
the lam, to repatriate the $52 million he trans
ferred to bank accounts in Israel.

Gary Cohen, 49, a Suffolk County (NY) pedia
trician, was arraigned on 75 counts of sexually
abusing boys under his care. The pediatric pedo
ph ile advised single mothers that their sons were
in need of male companionship and offered his
home as a weekend gathering place.

Here come de judge! For evading taxes and
using cocaine, William "Teddy" Martin was
sentenced to nine months in prison following
damaging testimony from a friend, black actor
Charles Barnett, who played Noogie lamont on
TV's Miami Vice show. According to Barnett, he
and the black Zoo City judge, who resigned from
the bench just prior to his indictment, snorted
the white stuff two or three times a week.

After raping his 13-year-old daughter four
times, Eladio Mendez was sentenced in 1986 to
four consecutive seven-year terms. Then, in a
typical bureaucratic foul-up, he was mistakenly
released in 1988. Mendez then proceeded to file
a motion to set aside his conviction. When the
judge realized the request was sent not from
prison but from Mendez's home, he had him
promptly re-arrested and returned to the lockup.

Rev. J. Robert Williams, 34, a faggy Episco
palian priest from Hoboken (NJ), told a church
forum in Detroit that monogamy is "as unnatural
as celibacy." Fidelity, he sermonized, is not re
quired for marriage. Pussyfooting Episcopal
Bishop John S. Spong whimpered that the
priest's resignation "might be requested."

The body of Arik Afek, 39, an Israeli business
man linked to Israeli mercenaries who trained
thugs of the Medellin drug cartel in the art of
guerrilla war, was found stuffed in a car trunk at
the Miami airport.

In Birmingham (AU, five-month-old Brittany
Franklin died of starvation while her parents,
Doris Franklin and Eddie James Amous, were
out partying and drinking for two days.

Hector Frazier, son of former heavyweight
boxing champ Joe Frazier, was charged with
knocking a lO-year-old boy off his bicycle and
robbing him of $3 and the bike. Tough-guy Hec
tor is 27.

Zoo Citv's former chief keeper, Ed Koch, said
he would spend most of his $1.2 million cam
paign surplus on what he called a memorial to
racial harmonv. Instead, he has squ,mdered
much of the c,lsh on farewell partie." reception ... ,
banquets and job-placement service" for his un
derlings. "I don't think there's going to be much
left over," said Koch's campaign treasurer

Subwav self-defense expert Bernhard Goetz.
acting as his own lawyer, filed suit again~t shv
sters William Kunstler and Ronald Kuby for $40
million. Goetz alleges thev called him ".1 walk
ing time bomb and a racist."

In Kingston, Jamaica, during her trial last De
cember on charges of cocaine possession, enter
tainer-actress Grace Jones, the black amazon,
blamed her husband's ex-lover for planting the
white stuff in her house. Jones, her husband and
the husband's paramour had been sharing the
same house elt the time of the arrest.

A white missionary couple, Dan and Kathy
Blackburn of Indiana, are petitioning to adopt
28 Haitian children, most of whom were aban
doned as babies and raised by the Blackburns
when thev were preaching the gospel in Haiti.
The couple's faith in racial equality wasn't dim
med a bit after a neighboring missionary was
chopped into pieces with d machete.

Respiratory therapist Rodney F. Wright, 31,
was recently indicted on charges of rape and
sexual abuse. The black Oregonian allegedly
violated a patient confined to a hospital bed.

According to a spokeswoman for the Cuin
ness Book of World Records. a black woman
'from louisville became the world's youngest
great-grandmother at the tender age of 44. De
lores Davis, now 48, was 16 when she begat
Donna, who was 13 when she begat Deborah,
who was 14 when she begat Tyawanna. Al
though Tyawanna's begetting hasn't yet begun.
Deborah recently begat another great-grandkid.

"Whatever happened to Randolph Scott?"
H is namesake, a black Randolph Scott in lowell
(MA), pleaded guilty in December in the beating
death of Hanif Sutton, age 3.

Charles Spatz, Mark Gventer, Steven Magier,
Eric Schwartz, Neil Beitch, Gary Fischman and
Lloyd Kahn are Zoo City-area podiatrists who
have been indicted on charges of Medicaid
fraud. The state's special prosecutor said the
group allegedly stole thousands from Medicaid
by billing for high-priced foot braces while giv
ing their patients "cheap stock goods."

A leading Amerindian activist, Robert Satia
cum, failed to show up last November for sen
tencing in a Vancouver, Canada, court after his
conviction on a charge of "touching a girl under
14 for sexual purposes."

Canada. Stephen Sander is a Pakistani
who moved to Vancouver in the mid
1960s and now controls 23 apartment
buildings with 1,800 units. Worth $170
million, Sander has created something
called the Consciousness International
Foundation which will begin recycling
much of his company's profits to needy
Third Worlders. A Sander tenant named
Trish Waddell just saw the monthly renton
her one-bedroom apartment leap from
$425 to $575. "I'm outraged," she says.
"It's hypocritical. Charity begins at home."
That, no doubt, is precisely what the
swarthy Sander thinks. Speaking of charity
beginning at home, Waddell should be
asked if she has ever donated one devalued
Canadian dollar to any of her nation's
struggling immigration-control groups.
In defense of his gouging ways, Sander
once told a reporter: "We are a good land
lord. We are a generous landlord. We are a
kind landlord." He now says that land in
Vancouver will soon command the same
rents as downtown Manhattan, but fails to
add that the popu lace wi II soon resemble
Manhattan's as well.

*

*

*

Public school buildings in Red Deer, Al
berta, are being plastered with lavish Holo
caust posters, courtesy of the Simon Wies
enthal Center. Sol Littman, who's behind
the defacement, says Red Deer is being
targeted because revisionist James Keegstra
once taught in a nearby town. English
teacher Darren Lund declines to accept this
unflattering explanation. My students have
been "working to promote tolerance" for
three years, says Lund, and III really think
[Littman is1 rewarding us for our efforts."
Lund, whose group has been raising money
to sponsor a foster child and to hold
smarmy poetry readings, says proudly, "It's
actually a bunch of idealistic teenagers
who really believe they can change the
world." Ignoring the posturing provincials,
Sol Littman casually notes that wall sheets
like the ones unbeautifying Red Deer will
soon be going up, he hopes, in every public
school in Canada.
Britain. Tory sociologist Patricia Morgan
has harsh words for Margaret Thatcher's
anti-nata list policies, notably the whittling
away of the child tax allowance. "We need
40% of families to have three or more chil
dren, but third babies are now very rare
among native-born British families," says
Morgan, who calls the average family size
of 1.6 children among native Britons symp
tomatic of a "death wish." Morgan is

joined by Prof. Richard Whitfield of the
National Family Trust, who observes, "The
need to safeguard the social ecology ... is
every bit as important as 'green' issues, but
at the moment nobody in government
seems to care."
The recent Thatcherite decision to freeze
child benefits has been labelled by Dr. An
thony White, secretary of the Conservative
Medical Society, a "fundamental error, one
more disincentive against parents having
children." What Maggie needs is a new
team of expert advisers -- one with deeper
roots in the native sod.
Prof. Whitfield is quite right to rate hu
man or racial ecology as highly as the
"green" kind. Auberon Waugh addressed
the issue in an article called "How the
blonds swap babies for toads" (The Specta
tor, Dec. 16, 1989). One of Waugh's favo
rite personal correspondents, D.R. Reid of
Sydenham, South London, is a naturalist
who frequents the Crystal Palace McDon
ald's, an eatery employing blacks from the
following African tribes: Luo, Kikuyu, Ibi
bio, Yoruba, Fanti, Ijaw, Mende and
Ashanti. Reid points out that "he has never
met an African who was remotely con
cerned about the extinction of a species."
Waugh continues:
Only the white races are remotely in
terested in the subject [of extinction],
hysterically inventing more and more
species which require their officious con
cern. Mr. Reid sees an unconscious moti
vation in all this, arising from a suppres
sed awareness that whatever may be
happening to the okapi or extraordinary
Majorcan toad, it is the blond, blue-eyed
white races of Europe what he calls the
Nordic sub-race -- which, through its in
ability to breed at replacement level and
its propensity to intermarry with the dom
inant genes of the dark-haired, brown
eyed south, faces extinction within little
over a hundred years.

Reid had been moved by the spectacle of
Nordic tourists discovering a "new" spe
cies of toad on the Mediterranean island of
Majorca as recently as 1981, and promptly
making vast efforts to protect something
which "had been living on that crowded
island for many thousands of years unob
served."
Instauration once called attention to
young Germans poking about in distant
corners of the world in an attempt to rescue
endangered bats, bugs, ferns and corals. It's
all very noble, but, as Waugh suggests, "a
united Germany of 80 million citizens rep
resents very little threat to anybody."
Thanks to its genocidal birthrate, it "will

soon be a small nation of mumbling geri
atrics." Waugh's advice: "We should en
courage the younger generation [of Nor
dics] to take less interest in extraordinary
Majorcan toads, more in having babies."

*

*

*

What the future will hold if Thatcher lets
hundreds of thousands of Hong Kong Chi
nese flood into Britain can be glimpsed in
the East London borough of Hackney.
When Carole Wooding impatiently de
manded a public "council house" after
three years on the waiting list, she was told
that nothing was available because she
wasn't a Turkish Kurd. Hackney tenants
were likewise informed that they could not
have their central heating fixed unless they
were Kurds. A spokesman for the Labour
controlled council said, "Blame the gov
ernment," whose soft-hearted directives at
Heathrow Airport were fueling the "refu
gee crisis."

*

*

*

Andrew Knight made a splash in January
by switching abruptly from Chief Executive
of Conrad Black's Telegraph group of
newspapers to Executive Chairman of
News International, Rupert Murdoch's vast
media conglomerate, which includes the
London Times and Sky Television. Consid
ered a weak personal ity with few strong
convictions, Knight "delivers" in one de
partment: finding managers who can turn
red bottom lines black. Another point in
Knight's favor is his wife: Begum Sabiha
Rumani Malik, a Pakistani, who has borne
him two daughters.
Spain. The highest Spanish court has
thrown out the lawsuit against 84-year-old
Leon Degrelle, the onetime Belgian fascist
leader, brought by "survivor" Violeta
Friedmann, for casting doubt on the Holo
caust. Degrelle, who fought alongside the
Germans in some of the goriest battles of
WWII, managed to escape the Nuremberg
show trials, the hangman's noose and Jew
ish vengeance by flying to Spain in 1945.
He was severely injured when his plane
crash-landed on a beach near San Sebas
tian.
The Spanish court said the Holocaust is
history and people have a fundamental
right to have opinions about history. De
grelle'S statements, ruled the judges, did
not attack the honor of any person or
group. Friedmann was ordered to pay all
the legal expenses, including the cost of
Degrelle's lawyer.
France. They just can't leave Jean-Marie
Le Pen alone. They lifted his immunity as a
member of the European Parliament once
for making a Holocaust-alluding pun on
the name of French cabinet minister Michel
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Durafour ("Durafour crematoire"). Four in
French is "oven" -- get it? Now they lifted it
a second time after he stated that interna
tional Jewry, along with Freemasons and
Trilateralists, playa powerful role in world
affairs.
Normally European Parliamentarians are
allowed the privilege of speaking their
minds without fear of prosecution from
their home governments. If Le Pen had criti
cized Arabs or South Africans, he would
have been cheered instead of jeered. But
that's the way things go these days, not just
in the European Parliament, but just about
everywhere in the West. One group, the
Jews, is permitted to keep cranking up its
sleazy Hollywood and TV filth machines-
to demolish profitable American compa
nies with inside trading and junk bonds, to
shoot down Palestinian kids armed with
slingshots, to stir up minorities against ma
jorities whenever possible, to sneak back
into de-communized Eastern European
governments -- and whoever dares to utter
a syllable of criticism faces charges of anti
Semitism.
Now that Le Pen is once again fair game
for Jewish racists, the French government
has announced that he will be prosecuted
for "insulting a minister" and for incite
ment to racial hatred.

*

*

*

Another French professor has joined the
growing number of Holocaust disbelievers.
Bernard Notin, a professor of economics at
the University of Jean-Moulin, otherwise
known as Lyon III (part of the very same
university complex that kicked out Profes
sor Faurisson in 1985 for denying the exis
tence of gas chambers), has been suspend
ed from teaching until further notice.
Notin wrote an article for the journal,
Economies et Societe, in which these for
bidden words appeared:
The real passes in judgment before the
irreal. The historic theme of the gas
chambers reveals how this process
works. The proofs offered to demonstrate
their existence have evolved in step with
the times and circumstances, and have
been extracted from a Pandora's Box
with three drawers: the bottom one con
tains reports of visits by locals (hardly
credible); the middle drawer consists of
affirmations of the victors ("they do ex
ist"); the top drawer is hearsay (the words
of a person who saw a person who saw a
person ...). In sum, the existence of the
gas chambers has been postulated, and
what matters the reality of that reality?
Here one recognizes the basis of every
tyranny.
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Notin was charged with "deviations
which lead to racism and revisionism" the
day after the Union of Jewish Students de
manded he be fired.

Germany. The German paper, Die Welt
(Sept. 9, 1989), came out with this interest
ing snippet. Back in 1934, Albert Einstein
was asked to lend his name to a protest
against the mass murders Stalin had or
dered to avenge the assassination of Lenin
grad Communist boss Sergei Kirov (whose
death Uncle Joe himself has been accused
of arranging). Einstein declined, saying that
such a protest would only aid "the Japan
ese aggressor." Besides, he added, the goal
of the Soviet system was the betterment of
the I ivi ng cond itions of the Russian people.
For this reason, why was it necessary to
direct the attention ofthe public to faults of
the regime?

*

*

*

Right-wing politician Erich Gutjahr, 78,
was fined 6,000 marks ($3,600) by a Frank
furt judge for remarking to a female report
er in May of last year, "It must be acknowl
edged that Jews are once again plundering
us." His offense, in West German legalese,
was "Volksverhetzung und Beleidigung"
(racial incitation and libel). Gutjahr denied
he had ever said such a thing. He also
denied calling West German President von
Weizsacker a "groBten Lump" (great
scoundrel), denied arguing about Holo
caust numbers and denied correlating
"Umweltverschmutzung" (environmental
pollution) with the influx of Auslander (fur
riners). Believe it or not, Gutjahr's prosecu
tor was a frau with the exotic name of Helga
Goy-Fink!

*

*

*

Gerd Honsik, a Viennese author, was
fined 54,000 marks ($32,400) by a Munich
judge for his self-published book, Apology
for Hitler? 36 Unheard Witnesses Against
the Cas Chambers. Found guilty of insult
ing the memory of the dead, Honsik is ap
pealing.

Hungary. One of the biggest Comsymps
in Europe, says the gossipy British publica
tion, Private Eye, is back in power in the
lands where the Reds are supposed to have
fallen. From his British base of operations,
Robert Maxwell, the Czech-Jewish media
czar, spent much of the 1980s lauding
Moscow's satellites in Eastern Europe. In
his role as General Editor of Pergamon
Press's series of books on "World Leaders,"
Maxwell wrote fawning forewords to

works about Nicolae Ceausescu, Erich
Honecker, and the rest of their club. Today,
the London Daily Mirror calls Ceausescu
"The Monster" and "The Butcher of Buch
arest," but in 1983 the paper's owner was
throwing him creampuff questions like,
"What has, in your opinion, made you so
popular with the Romanians?" At the end
of the interview, Maxwell wished the
Butcher "good health and power to con
tinue your constant, tireless activity for the
good of your country."
In his foreword to the 1985 biography of
Hungary's Janos Kadar, Maxwell praised
the 1956 invasion as necessary. A 1986
build-up of Czechoslovakia's Gustav Hu
sak featured Maxwell alluding to the 1968
invasion there as one of "the problems of
the mid-sixties." And so it went in all the
Pergamon books saluting virtually every
Marxist dictatorship.
Now that the Reds have lost power in
Hungary, or at least changed their coloring,
the theory is circulating in Budapest that
communism was the Jews' "revenge" on
the nation for supporting the Nazis. In Jan
uary, a popular writer named Istvan Csurka
took to the radio to warn Hungarians to
maintain their guard because a certain
"dwarf minority" was threatening to retake
control of the country. Less than a month
later, Robert Maxwell and a group of in
vestors purchased Magyar Hirlap, until re
cently the nation's official newspaper.
Maxwell's share of the paper will be 40%,
though he promises not to interfere with its
contents.
Maxwell calls Hungary "the most excit
ing place in the world," but admits he's
planning to invest in newspapers all over
Eastern Europe, including Moscow. On top
of that, he expects to launch something
resembling an Old World version of USA
Today in May. The European will be sold
throughout the continent, except, presum
ably, in Albania. But don't expect any ex
poses of Maxwell's Ceausescu-hugging,
Honecker-kissing past in The European -
or in Magyar Hirlap or any other Maxwell
publication.
As "Cap'n Bob" Maxwell becomes the
Citizen Kane of Budapest, B'nai B'rith Inter
national, having reopened its chapter there
after an absence of more than 40 years, has
announced that Hungarian education offi
cials have been receptive to BB proposals
to revise school curricula on the World
War II era. "At the very least," says one
B'nai B'rith hyperactivist, "we can bring
rthe Hungarians] expertise in reducing pre
judice."

Czechoslovakia. Now that West Ger
many is funneling most of its investment to
East Germany, the rest of Central and East
ern Europe is turning to the
for eco

u.s.

nomic help, but through a curious back
door. Edward Epstein recently explained
what is going on in his "World Insider"
column (Feb. 1):
The nations of Eastern Europe are beat
ing a path to [Israel] to re-establish dip
lomatic relations .... Their goal is to use
Israel as a bridgehead for winning more
trade and investment from the United
States. "They are desperate," says Henry
Siegman, executive director of the Amer
ican Jewish Congress ....
"They want Western investment ....
To get that, they think they need Jewish
good will." Siegman, who has high
praise for the new [governments] ...
says he tried to make the leaders aware of
the implied anti-Semitism in their posi
tion, which is based on the idea that
American Jews can tell Washington
where to direct aid and private invest
ment.

Maybe this explains Czech President
Vaclav Havel's odd choice of ambassa
dors. To Moscow, he will send Rudolf Slan
sky, 55-year-old son of the Rudolf Siansky,
hanged by the Stalinists in 1952 for his
Zionist sympathies. Siansky fils, who spent
World War II in the U.s., where his father
was serving openly as an "international
Communist functionary," remained a
Communist after his father's execution. To
Washington, Havel will send Jewess Rita
Klimova, who likewise spent some of her
formative years in the U.s., on New York's
Upper West Side. Klimova's father, Stani
slaw Budin, was a leading Communist
jou rnal ist, and Rita herself was long a "very
fanatical" Communist, in her own words.
Klimova was once married to Zdenek Mly
nar, a prominent Czech apparatchik who
just happened to have been another of Mik
hail Gorbachev's many friends during stu
dent days in Moscow.
About 16 million people live in Czecho
slovakia. Officially, 13,000 are Jews. The
odds against Jews being chosen to head
both of Prague's largest embassies are
therefore 1,231-to-l times 1,231-to-l or
1,515,OOO-to- 1.
When Havel returned recently to his
own former Zoo City haunts after an ab
sence of almost 22 years, he was surround
ed by the likes of Joseph Papp, Arthur Mil
ler, Wendy Wasserstein and Mayor Din
kins. Shortly before his trip to the U.s.,
Havel had lunch in Prague with the aging
Yugoslavian-American porn rocker Frank
Zappa.

Soviet Union. Provocation, a traditional
Soviet art form, has seldom been so pro
vocative. For weeks it was whispered (and
shouted) that Pamyat (Memory) was plan
ning to attack Soviet Jews on February 5.
The latest gossip has postponed the big po

grom to May 5. Meanwhile, down in Azer
baijan, it is said that doomsday for Jews is
June 9. Francis X. Clines, writing in the
New York Times (Feb. 2), observed that "as
in the past, [the pogrom rumors] bristle
with very specific predictions among the
nation's Jews." While these rumors are cir
cu lated abroad, rarely mentioned is the
central fact that "in two years of rumors of
pogroms [against Jews] there is not a single
verified case." The speaker of that authori
tative sentence is Mikhail Chlenov, co
chairman of the Congress of [Soviet] Jewish
Organizations, which was established in
Moscow in December. "The panic reflects
not the danger of today but expectations of
tomorrow," says Chlenov.
The closest thing to a pogrom occurred
in Moscow on January 18. Something cal
led the April Committee, a writers' group
with a large Jewish membership, was meet
ing at the House of Writers when a gang of
what the Soviet press described as "hooli
gans" burst in, threw some punches and
shouted "Jews, return to Israel!" They said
they were from Pamyat and warned they
had only brought bullhorns this time, but
would bring clubs on the next visit. Byan
other account, it was microphones this
time and submachine guns the next. The
head "hooligan," identifying himself as
Smirnov, cried, "Comrade Jews, leave the
hall! We're the masters ofthe country! The
pogrom will come in a few months!" The
name Sm i rnov intrigued those Americans
who remembered that the Jewish emigre
comedian seen on countless TV commer
cials calls himself "Yakov Smirnoff."
A different kind of writers' meeting, a
gathering of Russian nationalists, was held
in the same Writers' Union building in
Moscow last November. "Why are Jews
everywhere?" asked Anatoly Biylov. "Yes,
they are clever, but why have they led us
into this dead end?" A commentator for
U.S. News and World Report (Feb. 5) un
helpfully explained, "The dead end is com
munism itself -- and, astonishingly, many of
the nationalists now blame the Jews for
leading the nation into it."
All the rumors and apparent provoca
tions began to make more sense in mid
February, when the Moscow prosecutor's
office announced that it was launching a
criminal investigation of Pamyat for "incit
ing national and racial hatred and strife"
with its campaign to "de-Zionize" the
country. A prominent Soviet playwright
visiting the U.s. must have been happy to
hear the news. Alexander Buravsky had
just recently told the Los Angeles Times
(Feb. 3), "We shouldn't wait for a fire. We
shou Id try to prevent [it], if you can smell
the smoke." He was particularly angry be
cause last autumn, Pamyat had been al
lowed to hold a demonstration in Red

Square, a very restricted and prestigious
place.
Instauration has a hunch thata scheme to
bring down Pamyat might go something
like this. (1) Sprinkle around a few bribes
and get Pamyat members into Red Square
and a few other high-profile landmarks.
The money required could be easily ar
ranged, as there are presently up to 30,000
millionaires (U.s. dollars) in the USSR, ac
cording to Komsomolskaya Pravda (Jan. 7).
(2) Have Pamyat behave outrageously, as
in the "Smirnov" incident. (3) Publicize a
juxtaposition of 1 and 2, especially in the
U.S., and bring enormous pressures against
Gorbachev and his circle to get Pamyat
banned.

*

*

*

Western racial nationalists should heed
what happened in Moscow on February
23. A rally of hardline Communists was
held, at which the star attraction was a
feisty little chemistry teacher from Lenin
grad named Nina A. Andreyeva. Described
as "a fiercely proud Communist," Andre
yeva nevertheless told her audience, "The
most important th i ng is that a person shou Id
care about Russia, that Russia should be for
him concern number 1." Outside the rally,
the parking lot resembled a nationalist
trade fair with people hawking postcards of
the czars and leaflets bemoaning the Jewish
subversion of Mother Russia.
This proves once again that in Russia,
unlike in Eastern Europe, there are millions
of people who combine a sincere if mis
guided communism with fervent patriot
ism. Three other combinations also exist:
the international Communists (Jewish Trot
skyists), the national anti-Communists like
Solzhenitsyn, and the anti-national anti
Communists (the Soviet equivalent of
America's "neoconservatives").
Anyone wishing to promote the interests
of the white race, specifically its Russian
branch, would seek to unite the two huge
nationalist groupings and persuade them to
overlook their "merely ideological" differ
ences. That this is precisely what's happen
ing was suggested by Vladimir Voinovich,
writing in the New York Times (Dec. 11,
1989):
The country is coming apart at the
seams. There is no meat, soap has van
ished, sugar is rationed. But more and
more people are becoming involved with
the Jewish question, not the production
of goods.

As grave as the Soviet economic crisis
may be, it seems the people are more con
cerned with national and ethnic affairs than
with food. As someone who tangled with
rabbis 2,000 years ago said, "Man does not
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live by bread alone." Columnist Flora
Lewis warned in the New York Times (Feb.
27):
As much as three years ago, Jews in
Moscow told me of signs of renewed per
secutions. Gorbachev reformers warned
of a coalition of Communist hardliners
... and anti-Communist nationalists ex
alting the mystical "purity" of Mother
Russia.

Flora Lewis, recognizing only too well
that a coming-together of the Russians
would make the mediator class superflu
ous, could only sputter about the obvious
parallels with German National Socialism.

*

*

*

In 1944, Stalin expelled Meskhet Turks
from his native Christian Georgia to distant
Moslem Uzbekistan. But the Meskhets are
Shiite Moslems, while the Uzbek majority
is Sunni Moslem. In June 1989, after a fight
had erupted between the two groups in a
bazaar, the streets were strewn with 100
dead, mostly Meskhets. The dusky Geor
gians, described by Insight magazine as an
"exceedingly emotional" group, made it
plai n that they wou Id not take the Meskhets
back after 45 years. And so began a massive
airlift of this Turkish tribe -- from Moslem
Uzbekistan to a new home in the Russian
motherland!
Demographic implosion means that not
only do the French leave Algeria, but the
Algerians enter France; notonlydothe Brit
ish exit India, but Asian Indians invade Bri
tain. Russia is not immune from this global
white collapse. What is needed every
where are white leaders who can fully
grasp what is going on, and lock the doors
to their homelands while there is still time.

*

*

*

Pravda, which now runs articles critical
of Stalin, treated him entirely differently
when he was alive, flattering him with such
hyperbolic titles as: Leader and Teacher of
the Workers of the World, Father of the
Peoples, Wise and Intelligent Chief of the
Soviet People, the Greatest Genius of All
Times and Peoples, the Greatest Military
Leader of all Times and Peoples, Cory
phaeus of the Sciences, Faithful Comrade
in-Arms of Lenin, Devoted Continuer of
Lenin's Cause, the Lenin of Today, the
Mountain Eagle and Best Friend of All Chil
dren.

*

*

*

Glasnost has opened up the "African
question," long swept under the rug in the
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Soviet Union. Because Kremlin foreign pol
icy has always pretended that the USSR is
the protector of the Third World against the
"tentacles" of Western capitalism, the Rus
sians' most discourteous treatment of Afri
can students in their midst remained care
fully unpublicized. No longer. Now it
comes out that Muscovites are so afraid of
AI DS they throwaway glasses touched by
black lips. Mothers warn their children not
even to touch Negroes. When 100 Mos
cow school children were asked if "blacks
were good, kind people," only one agreed.
Only 16 said blacks were the same type of
people as Russians. Of 850 Muscovites
questioned, the United Press reported,
"about 65% ...said they would oppose a
marriage of their relations with black Afri
cans ..."

Syria. In Damascus lives an expatriate
German named George Fischer who lost
four fingers in 1981 when someone in
Vienna sent him a parcel bomb. Nazi
hunters like Serge and Beate Klarsfeld keep
insisting that Fischer, 78, a former police
dog trainer, is really Alois Brunner, who
helped with the wartime deportation of
Jews to concentration camps. In 1982,
Serge Klarsfeld showed up at the Damascus
airport without a visa, and was sent home
with barely a headline. In January, he was
back again, this time after getting a business
visa from the Syrian Embassy in Paris. What
kind of business? On arrival, he applied for
permission to organize a public conference
on the issue of "German war criminals in
the Th i rd World." He a Iso sought a meeting
with President Assad. The Syrians hustled
him onto a plane bound for Vienna.

*

*

*

The estimated 3,800 Jews living in Syria
include 3,000 in Damascus and 700 in two
other cities. Nearly all would prefer living
in Israel, but the Syrians like to keep them
around as "bomb insurance." Now, a few
Syrian Jews, mostly spinsters in search of
husbands, will be let out in a bid to get
Washington to lift its economic sanctions.

South Africa. Back in August 1988,
American newspapers ran stories stating
that Nelson Mandela's release "appears
imminent" and "can be expected within
48 hours." But they also noted that the
black freebooter "would not give a pledge
of non-violence as a condition for his re
lease." That was never good enough for
President P.W. Botha, so Mandela stayed
put. His successor, President F.W. de Klerk,
is a man of a different -- and softer mettle.

Mandela was sprung on February 11.
The paeans of the international press
made it hard to get a handle on Mandela's
resume. The essential facts are that he was
arrested in December 1956, with 155 other
anti-apartheid activists, and was acquitted
five years later. He then went underground,
as leader of Spear of the Nation, the military
wing of both the African National Congress
(ANC) and the South African Communist
Party (SACP), to launch a series of brutal
bombings of power plants, railways and
other targets. Convicted of sabotage and
treason, he was sentenced to life in prison
in June 1964.
The Western media prepared their cap
tive audience for a "new Mandela" who
would act as a "moderating force" on a
polarized South Africa -- sort of a black de
Klerk. But within hours of his release, Man
dela's first speech made it plain that he still
had revolution and mayhem on his mind.
He insisted that the only party to which he
belongs is the ANC, which it so happens
still has at least 25 professed Communists
on its 35-member National Executive Com
mittee, and then went on to salute the South
African Communist Party for "its sterling
contribution to the struggle for demo
cracy," and its Lithuanian-Jewish General
Secretary, Joe Siovo, as "one of our finest
patriots."
The SACP held its Seventh Congress in
Cuba last June, where the bearded max
imum fider apparently tipped off his guests
about the growing dangers of Gorbyism. At
any rate, during the following months,
Comrade Siovo suddenly trimmed his sails
and began moaning about the horrible ex
cesses of Stalinism, which he regretted
never having recognized earlier in his long
career. Slovo's new party line -- new to
him, that is -- is that "true Marxism" has
never really been tried anywhere, only
"distorted socialism." Whatever makes
him imagine that the true faith will finally
take hold in a land populated by benighted,
mutually hostile black tribes that have only
recently come down from the trees?
"Cooperation between the ANC and
SACP goes back to the early 1920s," noted
Mandela in a published manifesto. Those
ANC members who tried in the pastto have
the Communists expelled "were them
selves expelled," he cautioned. Incident
ally, when "the conscience of the world"
(as a Cable News Network reporter called
him) was arrested in the early 1960s, he
was in possession of a 23-page document
written in his own hand and entitled "How
to Be a Good Communist."
Yet Nelson is a lamb compared to wife
Winnie. In a famous 1986 speech, she sup
ported the seizure and immolation (neck
lacing) of suspected police informants in
the black townships. Later, her thuggish
Mandela United Football Club murdered a

black teenager.
On Nelson's triumphant 40-mile ride
from prison into Cape Town, thousands of
cheering whites allegedly lined the high
ways. Some carried signs, "Mandela, Our
Leader." On February 16, twenty white stu
dents from the University of the Witwaters
rand showed up outside Mandela's home
in Soweto and insisted on doing a "toyi
toyi" dance for him. That's the terpsichor
ean jerkings that young blacks are doing all
over South Africa these days. Call it the
dance of death for the White Tip.

*

*

The South African Jewish Board of Dep
uties estimates that 10,000 Jews have left
the country during the past two years, with
about 2,000 each going to Australia, Bri
tain, Canada, Israel and the United States.
Virtually none hazarded the non-English
speaking, non-Zionist world. Among the
2,000 who chose Israel, about half are ex
pected to give up in disgust and retum to
South Africa's "racist caldron." Many of
the others will probably drift from Israel to
the U.S.

New Zealand. As Vancouver, Canada, is
being overrun by the "monster houses" of
Chinese immigrants (Elsewhere, Sept. 1988
and Mar. 1989), another ugly type of ar
chitecture is blighting New Zealand: gang
fortresses. A reporter for The Weekend Aus
tralian (Dec. 2-3, 1989) described the Ma
ori gangs and their very un-English ways:
Fortified houses are integral to gang
life: 1.8m-high corrugated iron fences
and high gates topped with barbed wire
patrolled by dobermans or bu II terriers
can be seen in downtown Wellington or
suburban Christchurch.
They are perfect bolt-holes for gang
members fleeing police or traffic officers,
and police complain that even with a
search warrant they cannot immediately,
or easily, enter a gang fortress.

Until recently, New Zealand was famous
for high tea, lovely accents, cricket and
scrumptious, outdoor living. Then the
whites stopped having kids, the Maoris
went on reproducing, and the country was
invaded by South Sea Islanders in search of
dole money. Now this land of 3.5 million,
still 80% white (increasingly old white), has
more than 6,000 dedicated gangsters, led
by the Mongrel Mob and Black Power. The
wimpish liberals will "grasp at anything
that shows a human side to the feared Mon
grels," said The Weekend Australian.
In 1984, a Mob member was stunned
by a judge who ruled he should be kept
out of prison because of his leadership
qualities ....
In 1985, the Kapiti Coast Mongrel Mob

... was given a $21,000 grant and an
interest-free loan by the Government to
set up a horticultural ... operation ....
A photo of a Mongrel Mobster with a
shaving cream beard entertaining chil
dren became a Christmas favourite.

explores with care the differences in eth
ics between those raised under Judeo
Christian teachings on the sanctity of hu
man life and the absence of such inhibit
ing influences in the Japanese culture up
to and during World War II.

White New Zealanders have always
prided themselves on not exterminating the
Maoris, as the Australians came close to
doing to the Abos. They try very hard to
believe that Maoris are coconuts -- brown
on the outside, but proper Englishmen
within. But reality keeps intruding, as it did
at a conclave of Maori gangs in Auckland in
December 1988.

Those unconvinced by that argument
may at least appreciate Moffitt's observa
tion that prosecuting war criminals was al
ready an arduous task in late 1945, and is
an absurd enterprise in 1990.

The beer ran out on Saturday. Bored,
kilometres from the city centre, drunk,
stoned and mean, they turned to other
entertainment.
[AI young woman [race unspecified]
was held captive at the site and raped
repeatedly by at least 20 men for nine
hours. She was assaulted, doused with
petrol, urinated on.
Chauvinism within the Mob is a way of
life, and at the subsequent trial a defen
dant said gang rapes were common.

Now the Mongrel Mob has opened a
branch in Perth, Australia, and gang war
fare is spilling onto the city's streets. The
Australians -- that allegedly rowdy, work
ing-class breed descended from a heady
mixture of good and bad elements of the
Nordic race -- are reported to be deeply
shocked by what to the genteel New Zea
landers has become "just an everyday oc
currence."

Australia. Queensland is becoming this
country's Quebec, as an independence
movement slowly takes root. Conservatives
in the tropical north are fed up with Can
berra's gun-grabbing, immigrant-coddling
ways. Another threat is posed by Indonesia,
with its 200 million people, most of whom
are Mongoloid-Australoid hybrids. Some
Indonesians are already using maps which
show a "Greater Indonesia" embracing
Australia down to the Tropic of Capricorn
(i.e., half of Queensland).

*

*

Judge Athol Moffitt was a prosecutor in
the war crimes trials at Labuan Island,
North Borneo (now Malaysia) in 1945. He
has now written a book called Project King
fisher about the aborted effort to rescue
1,500 surviving prisoners from the Japan
ese POW camp at nearby Sandakan. Two
thousand Australians were taken there
(along with 750 British troops), and only a
few I ived to tell about it. The ch ief causes of
death were starvation and disease caused
by overwork and harsh conditions.
Reviewer William Noonan notes that
Moffitt

*

*

If the Nordic race finally dies because it
has no territory left to call its own, a large
part of the blame wi II fall on a rather small
number of racial renegades like Donald
Horne. In January 1989, the island conti
nent acknowledged the 25th anniversary of
Horne's extremely influential book, The
Lucky Country, whose title became a na
tional slogan. When it appeared in 1964,
there was still good reason to hope that the
longstanding "White Australia" policy
could last forever.
All that was needed to shore up "White
Australia" was one articulate Australian
able to take a world-historical view of the
race problem, perceive that the existence of
a "Nordic reservation" or two in an over
whelmingly non-Nordic world was simple
justice, and patiently point this out to a
people who would have lapped it up. In
stead, at the critical juncture, along came a
rambling book whose ridicule of "stuffy,"
"anglocentric," "racist," "philistine" Aus
tralia was regarded as "bold" and "for
ward-looking" by the lightweight trendies.
Horne's tract now stands exposed as what it
always was: a series of swift kicks to a dying
man.
Horne struck his first blow in 1961, on
assuming the editorship of an influential
journal called The Bulletin. Its masthead
still read "Australia for the White Man,"
and Horne's first act was to have it re
moved. Since he would undoubtedly also
oppose such a slogan for a journal in Can
ada, Scandinavia or anywhere else, Horne
was really saying, "No Place for the White
Man,"
His fans call Horne a "maverick intellec
tual" whose foes are "naked racists." In
stau ration calls Horne a cog in the Geno
cide Mach i ne -- genocide of whites, that is.

Ponderable Quote
It is true that God's children in Africa
suffer because there is less freedom in
their countries than durin!! the colonial
times.
Desmond Tutu
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Voting Against America's Black Royalty
Political pundits who inquire if Communists can be freely elect
ed anywhere in Eastern Europe should also ask if initiatives honor
ing the Rev. Dr. St. Martin Luther King Jr. could obtain a popular
majority anywhere in the U.s. beyond the ghetto walls.
Almost every state in the union has a King holiday, and almost
every large city has a King Boulevard or King Civic Center. Yet the
electoral evidence suggests that Americans will almost always
vote down honors for King when given half a chance.
Portland (OR) has been in an uproar since April 1989, when its
City Council voted unanimously to rename Union Avenue, a
major thoroughfare, Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard. In January,
a citizens' group led by two good old right-wingers named Walter
and Rosalie Huss showed up at City Ha" with 51,000 signatures
demanding that the issue be placed on the ballot, when only
29,000 John Hancocks were needed. Every subsequent poll has
indicated that the May 15 vote will go at least 2-to-1 against King.
Some Portland businessmen are almost hysterical about what the
vote will supposedly do to the city's "image," especially if the
lib-min network -- America's state within a state -- subjects Port
land to a boycott like the one endured by Arizona while it op
posed a King holiday.
San Diego's City Council dictatorially changed that city's Mar
ket Street to honor King, but the old name was restored in 1987 by
an overwhelming popular mandate. San Diegans apparently suf
fered no fate worse than a few black protests. Anchorage (AK)
more recently backed out of naming a building for King, and
there, too, the repercussions were few.
In Arizona, however, the populist Governor Evan Mecham was
impeached by liberal legislators in no small part because he
rescinded the King holiday created by an executive order of his
predecessor, Bruce Babbitt. Mecham's removal brought the un
elected liberal Rose Mofford to power, and she sneaked a King
holiday bill through a special session of the legislature last Sep
tember. Conservatives immediately launched a petition drive to
have the issue placed before the state's voters this November. All
indications are that the King holiday bill will be rejected by about
2-to-l.
Leading the pro-King forces in Arizona are the usual white
businessmen who want to end the "image problems" (i.e., the
boycott) of their state and have therefore staged Martin Luther
King Jr. "prayer breakfasts" to show their pious devotion to the
greenback. Anti-King activist Julian Sanders is contemptuous of
such attitudes, saying, "Ifwedon't have a majority inthis state that
wants to honor Martin Luther King for what he was as a man, then
the whole [holiday] thing is a fraud and a sham."
Carolyn Walker, the only black in the Arizona Senate, under
stands better than anyone the importance of next autumn's vote:
"Should Arizona rescind the King holiday, this will simply be the
first state to put that issue on the ballot. Then it will go like
dominoes."
If democracy can topple statues of Lenin and Marx across
Eastern Europe, why not statues of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. in
the US of A?
An additional reason for decrowning our indigenous black
royalty emerged in the pages of the London Sunday Telegraph last
December 3. The columnist who calls himself "Mandrake" re
vealed that King plagiarized his doctoral thesis at Boston Uni
versity in the early 1950s. It seems he leaned a bit too heavily on
the writings of a white fellow student named Jack Boozer, recently
deceased, without giving him more than a footnote. A team of
scholars at Emory University in Atlanta, who plan to compile and
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publish King's papers in 12 volumes, has apparently uncovered
the damning evidence but is sitting on it for as long as possible.
The power of the King cult was demonstrated anew in Buffalo
(NY) last King Day, when the Goldome Bank there remained open
when all other banks were closed just as Goldome also does on
Columbus Day, Veterans Day, Presidents Day and Saturdays. "It
borders on sacrilege," cried a leading local minister. A bank
spokeswoman said that King would be honored by showing vid
eotapes of his life at several branches and contributing $5,000 to
the money-:::.oaked United Negro College Fund. The Buffalo
NAACP was not appeased and sent around the usual picketers.
King King is scarcely more popular with the American Majority
today than King Honecker was with the East German Majority a
year ago. Both men have enjoyed the hugely inflated status which
comes with elitist boosters and a lack of direct democracy. We
can rest assured that the King holidays and monuments will
indeed topple like dominoes if glasnost ever comes to America.

A Spontaneous Pan-European Powwow
up in the wilds of British Columbia, Mother Nature thought
fully arranged a dozen finger lakes to form an enormous square.
The result is called Bowron Lake Provincial Park. Last summer, an
Idaho Instaurationist made the 78-mile circuit by canoeing and
portaging. He pulled in plenty oftrout and each night, around the
campfire, talked to young nature lovers of both sexes from Can
ada, England, Sweden, Germany and Switzerland. Let our friend
tell it:
The first topic of conversation was the influx of Asians into
Canada, especially Vancouver, and how they are driving the white
people out of the area by taking over the various businesses and
refusing to hire white males. Several women actually cried and
wished that the Asiatics would go home and "give us back our
country." The boys from Switzerland were friendly but smug in
reporting that their country allows no immigration. (Fact is, Switz
erland is full of immigrants, but they have a devil of a time
obtaining citizenship.)

Having broken his glasses, our friend drove to the nearest town.
There, the newspaper's lead story told of a campaign by Maoris to
drive the white majority from New Zealand. The Maoris were
appealing to Asian countries for help, and some whites were
indeed fleeing to Australia.
Incidentally, a group of three canoes bearing six Orientals came
through our area. There was no mixing -- no conversations or
friendliness. They stayed in their assigned area and we stayed in
ours.

While heeding the call ofthewild, these North Woods ramblers
also listened to the call of their genes.

Lighting Up the Border
Will San Diego be America's Leipzig? Each week, white Cali
fornians have been gathering along the Mexican border and turn
ing their auto headlights toward Tijuana, to illuminate all those
huddled masses yearning to conquer Gringoland. On Friday
night, March 16, more than 1,000 people in some 400 vehicles
gathered for what they call "Light Up the Border." A Los Angeles
Times reporter noted that everyone appeared to be "non-Latino."
"This is pure racism," cried Juan Gonzalez, a resident of San
Ysidro (CA), who responded by playing loud Mexican music on
his car radio.
If weekly crowds can make a hated wall tumble, maybe they
can cause a desired wall to arise.

Louisiana's Assurgent Assemblyman
These days, David Duke is singing, "Up, up and away, in my
beautiful balloon." A poll conducted recently by Channel 2 tele
vision in Baton Rouge showed 62% favoring State Rep. Duke and
only 23% backing u.s. Sen. J. Bennett Johnston. Another TV poll
found 294 voters for Duke, 25 for Johnston, and 16 for others or
undecided.
The Shreveport Journal phoned 494 registered voters in that
part of the state between March 2 and 8. The random calls
uncovered only 32% behind Johnston, though the Democratic
incumbent is a Shreveport native.
Duke claimed 26Ck, State Sen. Ben Bagert, who has the state
Republican Party's official blessing, received 17o/c, and the re
maining 25Ck were either undecided or still too timid to confess
their allegiance to Duke.
As recently as last summer, a poll conducted by Sen. Johnston
suggested that Duke, then unannounced, would take only 13% to
14% of the statewide vote. Duke's own pollsters, in February,
showed him receiving 30% statewide in the first round.
The open primary for the u.s. Senate seat will be held on
October 6. Duke's goal is to hold Johnston initially to less than
50%. The two leading vote-getters, regardless of party, would
then face a run-off on November 6.
Another sign of blossoming support for Duke is the huge
crowds he has attracted of late in towns large and small across
Louisiana. Jeff Giles, a conservative Jewish businessman who is
running for the chairmanship of the state Republican party, told
the New Orleans Time-Picayune (Mar. 10): "You have a guy here
who is exciting voters, who is registering voters. He gets 250
people out in a little town while we can't get 20 people out for our
endorsed candidates."
This groundswell of enthusiasm recently prevented the Louisi
ana Republican Party from formally censuring Duke -- the third
time so far it has protected him. The Party had to settle for hearing
its unloved, unexciting official candidate, Ben Bagert, call Duke a
"maggot" and liken him to Hitler. The occasion was the March 10
meeting of the Republican State Central Committee. Duke reacted
with almost Christ-like restraint: "I will speak no evil of my fellow
Republicans. I will concentrate my energies on defeating the
liberal, Ted Kennedy-like J. Bennett Johnston." Republican lead
ers decided at the last minute not to introduce their anti-Duke
resolution because the 140-member Central Committee would
surely have defeated it for fear of offending Duke's myriad sup
porters. Even Jeff Giles admitted that Duke "has done nothing
wrong."
At a press conference held in late February, Duke challenged
his two principal opponents to refuse all contributions from politi
cal action committees (PACs). "There's no way in the world," he
said, "that you can act ... in the interests of the people if special
interests are going to control your campaign coffers." At the time,
Duke had received donations from 7,500 Louisianans and 3,000
out-of-staters. He promised that his single PAC contribution
would be returned. As for his in-state campaign volunteers, Duke
claims they already number 22,000.
While populism was busting out allover Huey Long's old
satrapy, Sen. Johnston was a thousand miles away, Duke-baiting a
small Jewish audience in Washington. The occasion was the
annual meeting of the Hudson Valley Political Action Committee,
one of the many pro-Israel PACs that darken the land. Johnston's
topic was Duke's latest "anti-Semitic" remarks .

Dr. Pat Cures Jewish Fantasies
Patrick Buchanan sounds more like a Holocaust revisionist
every day. His March 17 column was about John Demjanjuk, and
the new evidence which proves the man's innocence more clear-

Iy than ever. Buchanan told of a Treblinka "survivor" named
Finkelstein who claimed that "Ivan the Terrible" used a drill to
bore into his rectum, though, strangely, he never mentioned the
incident in his 1945 sworn testimony. Of this and other incon
sistencies, Buchanan asked,
Is this collective perjury? No, something else. Since the war,
1,600 medical papers have been written on "The Psychological
and Medical Effects of the Concentration Camps on Holocaust
Survivors."
The so-called "Holocaust Survivor Syndrome" involves "group
fantasies of martyrdom and heroics." Reportedly, half the 20,000
survivor testimonies in Yad Vashem memorial in Jerusalem are
considered "unreliable," not to be used in trials.

"Holocaust Survivor Syndrome," or HSS, formerly known to
only a few medical and revisionist cognoscenti, will now be the
stuff of arguments at Joe's Grill in Hoboken.
If that weren't enough, Buchanan proceeded directly to the
problem of Diesel engines, the alleged death weapon at Treblinka
-- and at several other Nazi camps, though he refrained from
spelling out the full implications of what he was saying. New
Jersey engineer Fritz Berg has said it a thousand times: Diesel
engines, while generating lots of smoke and stink, do not emit
enough carbon monoxide to kill. It was nice to hear Pat Buchanan
saying it for a change, and concluding: "God help us. We are the
Salem judges of our own time."

Standing Up to the Packs of Pro-Israel PACs
Marvin Hier, the pint-sized rabbi from the Simon Wiesenthal
Center, was in Washington in March, warning the Democratic
and Republican leadership to toe the mark. Jesse Jackson "is
considered to be an enemy of Israel," said Hier. As for George
Bush, he inherited the Jewish goodwill for Reagan, but "there are
great concerns in the Jewish community. We're watching Bush
and [Jamesl Baker very carefully."
Jews bega n fee l
ing queasy in Janu
ary, when Senate
Minority
Leader
Robert Dole pro
posed cutting aid to
Israel and four other
major recipients by
5% and diverting the
savings to Eastern
Europe, especially
after the senator
from Kansas told the
press: "He [Bush]
appreciated it... I
assume he must've
with
it."
agreed
Brave Bob Dole
There was wide
spread speculation that Dole had, in fact, sent up a "trial balloon"
for the Bush administration.
It soon came to light that the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv had
advised a month earlier that Israel did not really need all the aid it
was receiving. A cable to the State Department, signed by Ambas
sador William Brown, stated that aid levels to Israel were motivat
ed by political rather than economic considerations. "It's a politi
cal aid program," said one embassy official.
The New York Times Uan. 17) promptly ridiculed Senator Dole
for trying to milk "a miniature cow." That was bull, considering
that a country like Jamaica has seen its aid slashed from $73
million to $48 million this year alone. Under the Gramm-Rudman
budget cuts, $60 million was temporarily withheld from Israel, but
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bigoted message of the Post Eagle. Now that you know its negative
message, I am confident that you will not want to support it with
your advertising dollars.

every penny was eventually sneaked back in. Jamaica is a real
"miniature cow," especially when one considers that its boosters
do not have the hundred-plus registered PACsofthe Israel Lobby.
The Washington Times went off the deep end (jan. 18, 1990, page
A-8) when it reported, "More than 4,000 pro-Israel PACs are
registered with the FEC ..."
Leaders of the Congressional Black Caucus have noted that it's
not only black Caribbean nations which are feeling the budget
squeeze. Black Africans receive barely $1 in American aid annu
ally per capita, against Israel's $1,000 or more. Political scientist
Seymour Martin Lipset, recognizing how blacks are chafing,
launched an exercise in damage control in the New York Times
(Mar. 9), addressing all those blacks who may wonder "what the
[Jewish] fuss is about."
liThe answer is simple," said Lipset. America's Jews may be rich
and over-represented in Congress and the media, but they are also
"fu II of foreboding. They wait to be struck down. They do nottrust
gentile neighbors and colleagues. They live under a permanent
cloud." Lipset recalled a recent gathering of prominent New York
Jews, at which an important publisher said, "I believe that when
gentiles go home at night, they dream of killing Jews." Everyone
was apparently about to agree when Lipset bravely suggested that
it just wasn't so.
The top and bottom line: Jews need a thousand times as much
aid because they are a thousand times as scared and distrustful as
anyone else.
Columnist Max Lerner spoke similarly tearful words when he
recently accused Bush of deciding to "play hardball with a fragile
ally and an anguished and beleaguered people." A regular bull in
a china shop -- picking on all those fragile, miniature cows!
Jewish "blood pressure is rising," warned Seymour Reich, the
chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major American
Jewish Organizations. Particularly unwelcome were Bush's re
marks of March 3, when he noted that Washington opposes
"Israeli settlements in East Jerusalem." The New York Post called
this a policy of "ghettoization" which Jews find "profoundly
offensive." Jewish settlements on the occupied West Bank may be
debatable, but they offer "no parallel" to the situation in Jeru
salem, which must remain united under the Israeli flag.
It is expected that aid to Israel will actually rise again this year,
by a billion dollars if Senator Daniel Inouye (D-HI) has his way.
Even so, a few voices of reason are echoing across the land.

Poles Versus Jews
Alan M. Dershowitz, the Harvard law professor who, on No
vember 24, helped Rabbi Avraham Weiss of the Bronx, the well
known fence-climber of the Carmelite convent at Auschwitz, sue
Poland's Cardinal Josef Glemp for "slander," overreached himself
four days later. He sent a form letter to all those who had ad
vertised in the 1988 Christmas issue of the Post Eagle, a large
Polish-American weekly, sternly advising them not to do it again
in 1989. "When you submitted your ad," wrote Dershowitz, "I'm
sure you did not realize that it would appear alongside an ad from
the Ku Klux Klan, wishing 'all Polonia a merry White Christmas,'
and illustrating that racist wish with a drawing of Santa Claus
wearing a Klan hood ..."
"Responsible advertisers .... have stopped supporting the
Post Eagle," suggested Dershowitz.
Continued support of the Post Eagle can only be interpreted as
support for racism and anti-Semitism, sentiments with which no
business or individual should want to be associated. I know that
you will not want to be associated with the Ku Klux Klan or the
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Proving that not all monitor lizards are four-legged beasties
who creep about in tropical jungles, Prof. Dershowitz then re
com mended that everyone "let me know if you intend to advertise
in the Post Eagle in the future."
Chester Grabowski, the president and editor of the Post Eagle
(P.O. Box 2127, Clifton, NJ 07015), printed Dershowitz's letter on
December 13, alongside an editorial recounting the past record of
"this Poland hater, Pope hater, nun hater," and warning that he
was "opening a Pandora's box."
On December 20, the 27th annual Special Christmas Issue of
the Post Eagle appeared -- 60 pages in length, 278 paid ads -
proclaiming "Joy to the World!" Only a handful of advertisers had
fearfully withdrawn, while others had actually requested that their
ads be enlarged as a sign of support.
The Dershowitz boycott was a total failure. What Grabowski
and a leading contributor, Colorado psychologist Ray M. Jur
jevich, call the "F.O.J. Syndrome" (for "Fear of the Jews") may be
losing its grip on the ethnic whites of northern New Jersey.
In January, Dershowitz's nationally syndicated column insist
ed, "Contacted by my office, [the] public officials said now that
they are aware of the bigotry of the Post Eagle, they will no longer
advertise in its pages. That is in the highest tradition of our First
Amendment." The final score will not be known until this coming
Christmas, when Dershowitz and his minions will have had a full
year in which to harass the Post Eagle's supporters.
In a related development, the hostess of a popular Polish-lan
guage radio program on WTEL-AM radio (860) in Philadelphia,
Genia Gunther, was fired and quickly rehired after airing the
opinions of an anti-Jewish Pole from Katowice named Alfred
Slusarz on her january 21 program. Slusarz criticized Lech Wa
lesa for "enabling the [polish] government to be taken over by
Jew-commies under the guise of Solidarity." Gunther's 28 years of
broadcasting in Polish and her insistence that she never listened to
Slusarz's tape before broadcasting it made little impression on the
Beasley Broadcasting Co. In the wind-up, however, Gunther was
allowed to continue "on probation."

Stirlets
• Little Rock's Central High School was one of the battle
grounds of the civil rights movement. Until 1957, when Eisen
hower's paratroops integrated it by force, no black students were
seen ambli ng along the school corridors. Early last October, a riot
broke out in Central High, now 60% black. Some 300 students
were involved in the fighting, which was characterized by blacks
beating whites. Some lib-mins would call this "progress."
• Ads for Michael Hoffmann II's comic book, Tales of the
Holohoax, were found inside more than 20 books in the North
Plainfield (NJ) library. Equally horrific! Some library books con
tained pamphlets disputing Anne Frank's authorship of The Diary
of Anne Frank.
• After an exhaustive investigation, the National Geographic
Society has found to its satisfaction that Admi ral Robert Peary was
indeed the first man to set foot on the North Pole. Crackpots,
cranks and spinners of tall tales had attacked Peary as a liar,
alleging he had never come closer than 40 miles or sotothe Pole.
Minority "spokesmen" hedged their charges of fabrication by
asserting that, even if Peary were telling the truth, the credit of
being first belonged to his black factotum, Matthew Henson. After
the National Geographic report, it will be difficult for nonwhite
detractors to throw much more mud at Peary's reputation. But
among mud people, mud is never in short supply.
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